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INTRODUCTION

This publication seeks to present, under one cover, a collection of previously

unpublished Laboratory papers, and traces how they contributed to the orderly

sequence of events called Program Decision-Making. Each of the papers was

prepared by the Laboratory staff to aid in the process of achieving a pro-

gram focus. /The reader is advised, however, that these papers do not tell

the complete story. First, the decision-making process to which they con-

tribute is on-going, and these papers will be followed by others. Second,

this publication is supplemental to the information about the Laboratory's

programs and decision-making processes, and does not adequately describe

either the programs or the processes.

In view of the above two cautions, it is recommended that the reader also

become familiar with other publications of the Far West Laboratory for Edu-

cational Research and Development shown in the bibliography. Of particular

help in understanding the rationale and organization of the decision-making

process is the Progress Report, March 31, 1966, or a non-technical version

of it, the Initial Plan, June 15, 1966. Also recommended is a description

of the present two Laboratory programs in Program Plans, March 1, 1967, which

also presents a brief overview of the sequence of events that led to their

selection.

In this Laboratory, the responsibility for making major program decisions

resides with the Board of Directors, whose membership comprises the indi-

viduals appointed by the signatories to the Joint Powers Agreement and

others appointed to represent other sectors of public interest. In making

these decisions, the Board is advised by the Advisory Council, a small
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group of nationally prominent people, chosen to represent major philo-

sophical orientations toward modern civilization and the life of the

individual. The Advisory Council hls the responsibility for reflecting

the big educational picture in terms of national educational and social

goals.

Specific recommendations for program, however, come to the Board of Direc-

tors from the Executive panel which consists of representatives of the

Board, Laboratory Management, Directors of the Programs, and others

selected by the Board because of their unique comoetences in research

and develonment. The Executive Panel, as a working organization, has the

responsibility for making program recommendations, establishing priorities

and for monitoring the work of programs and nrojects. In their work

they are guided by principles stated in the progress Renort, March 31,

1966, Initial Plan, June 15, 1966, which describe the decision-making

process, and the Rules for Conduct of Business adopted by the Board of

Directors, which describes the powers of the Executive Panel. Specifically,

the Laboratory is committed to two programs, Teacher Education and Com-

munication, by a Board decision in March, 1967. Of great significance .

for the Executive Panel was the identification of five problem areas

as being within the scone of Laboratory program interests during the

early development of the Laboratory. They were described in the

Progress Report, March 31, 1966, as follows.

1. Insuring Duality Education for All Students (Full Education)

2. Methods of Instruction and Guidance
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3. Curriculum DevelopTent and Evaluation

4. Education of Teachers and Other Professionals

5. Communication and Information

The Executive Panel, at its first meeting in August, 1966, requested that

the findings of the situation reviews in each Area be reported in the form

of a Position Paper. In the fall of 1966, then, four situation reviews

were conducted by the staff, who reported its findings as follows.

1. First Position Paper in the Area of Full Education

2. First Position Paper in the Area of Curriculum

3. First Position Paper in the Area of Instructional Methods

4. First Position Paper in the Area of Teacher Education

Also in the fall of 1966, a subcontract with Lockheed Missiles and Space

Company resulted in a report, Communication and Utilization Study, Phase I,

November 30, 1966, which was considered by the Panel in lieu of a Position

Paper in the Area of Communication and Information.

To aid the Panel in the performance of its functions as they reacted to the

Papers, the staff also prepared another type of document, "Educational Needs,

Situational Reviews and Position Papers." It presents an analysis which

had been found to be helpful to the staff in the preparation of the Position

Papers.

After the Executive Panel reacted to the four Position Papers, and to the

Communication and Utilization Study, it asked the staff to prepare several

alternative proposals for Laboratory Missions.
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The Panel, in making this request, had been guided by another paper prepared

by the staff, "A Mission and a Program for the Far West Laboratory for Edu-

cational Research and Development." This paper discusses various approaches

to eilucational change and relates them to each of the Areas that had been

the object of a situation review. This paper also introduces several criteria

for the selection of a mission.

At the January 1967 meeting of the Executive Panel, the staff presented

six proposed programs for the Laboratory, in the form of.mission proposals.

1. Personnel Requirements and Educational Change

2. Teacher Education

3. The Interaction of Educational Variables

4. Teacher Training Product Assessment

5. The Goals of Education

6. Communication

After two days of discussion, the Executive Panel used the "Laboratory Mis-

sion Comparison Scale" to compare the six proposals, and to make selection

based upon criteria inherent in the Scale. The Panel selected Teacher

Education and Communication as the two programs of the Laboratory.

The function of program planning does not stop, however, with the selection

of a program. Planning within a program is an on-going function for the

Laboratory, and the Executive Panel provides input to this process, or it

monitors work performance in the programs.

Program planning, however, should continue in all orthe five Areas, which

had been identified as being within the interest of the Laboratory. The



Panel will continue to react to Position Papers in all Areas. The Second

Position Paper in Full Education is an example of the continuing process

of program decision-making.

In the future, therefore, additional Position Papers will be presented to

the Executive Panel. These and other program documents, which will enable

the Panel to study and make recommendations to the Board of Directors, will

result in the gradual enlargement of this publication. From time to time,

new editions will be made in order that the interested reader may be able

to trace all of the steps involved in decision-making for the Far West Labora-

tory for Educational Research and Development.
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EDUCATIONAL NEEDS, SITUATIONAL REVIEWS, AND

POSITION PAPERS AND HOW THEY ARE RELATED

8



The purpose of this paper is to discuss the relationships amonc educational

needs, the current state of knowledge as reflected by situational reviews, and

the first series of position papers being developed in the Laboratory.

Field Needs

Educational needs may be divided into two broad categories: field needs and

research-identified needs.

Field needs may be estimated by drawing together information from any of a

number of sources that are indicative or suggestive of problems or 8:ftciencies

in the field.

Perhaps the most scholarly and valid approach to the identificaLion'of

educational needs would be first to establish a set of educational goals or

objectives based on the careful judgment of a broad cross section of informed

citizens, and then measure pupil performance to determine gaps between these

stated objectives and the current status of pupils in the schools. Such a

needs survey, however, is not possible with the instruments currently available

to educational researchers. The technology of measurement, howexTr, is at a

point where measures could be developed to provide a broad assessment of the

success of the school and community in achieving any set of stated educational

goals.

One large body of data relative to field needs consists of self-report

information obtained by interviews and questidnnaires directed to persona

interested in education. Such data are most commonly collected from teachers

9
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and school administrators, but may also be collected from interested citizen

groups and students. Conferences of persons representing different school and

community groups arc also employed in tnany cases to estimate field needs. In-

formation obtained from questionnaires, interviews, and conferences probably

constitutes the most direct means of obtaining educational needs information.

In the case of the questionnaire, responses are generally limited by the format

of the instrument, therefore making certain types of responses difficult or even

impossible. The questionnaire and interview also suffer from the weakness of

being somewhat subject to the perceptual biases of the investigator. This

deficiency is probably more serious in the case of the interview, but introduces

a more subtle though no less real distortion in the case rf the questionnaire

as well. Perhaps tilt? greatest deficiency of the conference approach is the

danger that two Cr thee strong leaders who have devoted considerable time to

preparation can dominate such a conference and influence its outcomes far out

of proportion to their numbers. These methods, however, although subject to

the aforementioned weaknesses, probably constitute the most useful approach to

the problem of field needs currently available. A requirement for the questionnaire,

interview, and conference is that the respondents be given some preparation for

the task of identifying needs. Even in the case of professional educators, there

is likely to be a tendency, if confronted with the needs problem without adequate

preparation, of responding to needs with the individual's immediate personal prob-

lems.rather than seeking a broad basis for response.

Another source of information on field needs consists of a wide variety of

documents generated by educational practitioners that imply needs although not

specifically written to deal with needs. For example, many articles published

:10
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in the nontechnical education journals are generally written by teachers or

educational administrators for a teacher or administrator audience. Such articles

often describe problems and needs perceived by the author. Other similar sources

of information that may be used to infer the existence of certain perceived

needs or unresolved problems include: (1) The inhouse projects and activities of

schools and school districts such as those reported to the Far West Laboratory

in the activities survey. (2) Project proposals submitted for funding under

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. (3) Problems and needs

expressed by visitors to the Laboratory. 4) Needs statements of Title III

Supplemental Centers and Exploratory Centers, and others.

It will be noted that each of these sources is likely to reflect a particular

frame of reference or bias. For example, Title I proposals are aimed primarily.

at educationally handicapped pupils. However, since each of these sources re-

flects somewhat different biases, composite data from a number of such sources

may provide valuable clues concerning field needs in education.

Since a thorough assessment of field needs through evaluation of pupils is

not possible at present field needs data should be regarded as suggestive only.

These data, however, probably do reflect true educational needs and even if this

were not the case, they certainly reflect the perceptions of persons in the field.

These perceptions should be given weight in appraising or reviewing the present

situation in any educational area.

Research-Identified Needs

This term is defined as the needs in a given educational area that have been

identified by a complete review of research literature in that area. Such needs

are generally of two types. First are those needs that are recognized and

describeby research workers as important problems and deficiencies that must

11



be met in order to move forward both scientific knowledge and field application

in the area in question. Second are those needs, problems and deficiencies

that are implied by gaps or weak points in the research that has been done to

date. Both are generated from an extensive appraisal of current knowledge in

a given area. The only difference is that in one case the researcher explicitly

identifies areas where knowledge is deficient and in the other case these other

areas are suggested by the reviewer. Research-identified needs may or may not

be stated directly in terms of the educational needs of students. In almost

all cases, however, these needs would have implications for meeting student

educational needs. For example, in team teaching a research-identified problem

is the need to learn how teams of teachers may be organized in such a way as to

become an effective working group rather than a collection of individuals working

at cross purposes. This need has implications for direct student needs since

the effectiveness of the team teaching method in meeting student needs will be

determined by some degreee by the ability of the team members to work together

effectively.

The Situational Review

The. first step in advancing knowledge in any field is to make an appraisal

of the current situation in that field. This appraisal is generally based upon

a thorough review of the research literature in the field and culminates in a

careful appraisal of this literature and the presentation of a composite picture

of theknowledge'we have and the gaps of knowledge that still need to be filled

in. Such a picture provides a situational review that gives the investigator a

point of departure for subsequent research. In summary, the situational review

tells us what we know and explicitly or implicitly suggests things that we do

not know within a given discipline.

12
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The Position Paper

The position paper should include both the situational review and the appraisal

of research-identified and field needs. Based on the current status of knowledge

within the field, the needs identified by researchers and the needs identified

or perceived by field practioners, the Laboratory must identify its own position

in terms of program areas that may be pursued in order to make a maximum con-

tribution. The position paper probably should not propose specific obj'ctives

for the Laboratory within the area under discussion, but instead should identify

or suggest several directions that the Laboratory activities could take that are

considered promiiing by Laboratory personnel based on their interpretation of

the situational review. Most of these possible courses of action would probably

be based primarily on the research-identified needs. In choosing among these

research identified needs, however, priority should probably be given to those

that also would satisfy a field need.

Some of the suggested Laboratory directions might go considerablk beyond

the needs of the immediate situation as identified through both research evidence

and field information. The situational review may well lead the Laboratory

professional staff to identify a long term direction that appears to be important

to progress in the field under consideration even thoggh this long term thrust

may only be implied by the current situation.

In summary, the position paper would contain four major sections. The

first section would introduce the reader to an area of educational activity such

as instructional methods and identify the parameters of this area. The second

section would summarize what is known about the area or a segmen: of the area

based on a review of research literature. The third section would discuss the

knowledge. that is needed in the area, based on both the review of the literature

13
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and survey of field needs. Thq final section would reflect the position of the

Laboratory; i.e. it would identify possible Laboratory directions in the areas

under consideration. Although the fourth section would follow logically the

third section, it might well extend beyond the third section in that the Labora-

tory staff will attempt to visualize directions that arc only hinted at by the

evidence available in today's literature.

One may regard the Laboratory's position as being supported by a tripod

with the three legs being the review of the literature, assessment of needs,

and discussion of possible directions. If any of these three supports are

weak, the position paper itself will be weak. Without an adequate review of

the literature, the investigator can grossly misjudge both the current state

of knowledge and the research-indicated needs. Without giving attention :o

the field needs, the Laboratory could lose the confidence and support of its

constitutents even while producing valuable and needed scientific information.

The strength of the third leg of the tripod will be determined for the most

part by the amount of careful thought devoted to future programs by the pro-

fessional staff and the interaction among professional staff members. This

third leg should go beyond the current knowledge in the field and without very

thoughtful assessment of the total area under consideration, these extra-

polations may well be faulty.

14
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FIRST POSITION PAPER

INSURING QUALITY EDUCATION FOR ALL STUDENTS

(FULL EDUCATION)

15
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A. FULL EDUCATION AND HUMAN NEEDS

Full education is often defined as a system in which each individual attains

the highest level of education commensurate with his ability and in harmony with

his needs. Human needs have been the subject of much concern among psychologists,

several of whom have developed theoretical structures to describe and classify

these needs (McGregor, 1960; Maslow, 1954; Murray, 1938). An understanding of

human needs can be of value in defining the goals of full education because such

goals must be intimately related to needs. Since psychologists have built most

of today's theories of humg_geogls and have conducted extensive research in the

broad area of human motivation, it seems advisable to weigh any system of educa-

tional goals against our knowledge of human needi: Maslow's needs hierarchy is

perhaps the most generally accepted and thoroughly researched of these formulations.

His theory states that human needs form a hierarchy in which the lower levels, such

as physiological needs, are the most potent motivators when they are not satisfied.

When' these lower needs are satisfied, however, the individual devotes more and

more effort to the satisfaction of the higher needs such as the need for self-

actualization. The main needs in Maslow's hierarchy starting with the most basic

needs, are:

1. The physiological needs: - hunger, thirst, air, etc.;

2. The safety needs: - freedom from threat, danger or insecurity;

3. Affiliation: - need for affiliation, belonging, acceptance;

4. Esteem: - need for achievement, competence, reputation, stature,

prestige;

5. Self-actualization: - need.for self-fulfillment, realization of

potential;

6. Cognition: - need to know and understand;

7. Aesthetic: - need for symmetry, order, system and structure.

16
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B. THE GOALS OF FULL EDUCATION

In most cases, the stated goals of full education can be combined into three

areas (Gagne,1966):

I. Goals related to the individual's vocational development;

2. Goals related io the individual's social development, most

generally as required for assuming the role of a citizen;

3. Goals related io the individual's self-fulfillment.

These goals closely parallel the hierarchy of human needs as postulated by

Maslow. Vocational goals aim primarily at meeting physiological and safety needs,

although all of Maslow's categories can be satisfied to some extent through the

attainment of vocational goals. Similarly, affiliation and esteem needs relate

primarily to the social development goal; and the self-actualization, cognitive and

aesthetic needs relate to educational goals leading to self-fulfillment.

The problem of attaining the goal of full education is so broad as to defy an

adequate definition. Yet, an attempt to sketch out the parameters of the problem

as exhaustibly as possible seems essential if we re to locate the Laboratory ef-

fort within the broad scope. Thus, we have listed below some of the goals that

must be met on the road to full education. These goals are of fundamental impor-

tance to education and each is broad enough to imply many specific problems within

it. The reader should note that this list represents only one way to organize the

area of full education*. There are certainly other ways to organize this area as

exemplified by the California Framework Committee (1950), Conant (1959), Gardner

(1960) and The National Education Association (1964). However, these various state-

ments have much in common and seem to reflect a surprising concensus among informed

individuals and groups concerning the broad goals of education. The list we have

selected. although the product of a great deal of careful planning, may not touch

all unmet needs that stand in the way of full education but it is broad enough to

acquaint the reader with the magnitude of the overall task:

* Adapted from the Pennsylvania Committee on Quality Education as reported in
Educational Testing Service, A Plan for Evaluating the Quality of. Educational
Programs in Pennsylvania, Vol. 1_2_ Basic Program, Princeton, N.J. E.T.S., 1965.
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I. SELF-UNDERSTANDING AND ACCEPTANCE:

Full education should help every child acquire the greatest kapsible

understanding.of himself and an appreciation of his worthiness as a

member of society.

Self-understanding should increase as the child matures. Thai is, he should

become increasingly aware of his strengths and weaknesses, his values and interests

and aspirations, so that the decisions he makes about his educational occupational

future will be informed, reasonable and rational. He should know the strengths in

himself that he should exploit and the weaknesses that he should fry to overcome or

that he must learn to live with.

On the other hand, regardless of the level and pattern of his particular talents,

the school experience should be such that it will strengthen, not damage, his self-

esteem.

2. INTERGROUP ACCEPTANCE:

Full education should help every child acquire, understanding and

appreciation of persons belonging to social, cultural, and ethnic

groups different from his own.

The school experience should be such that the child will learn to respect and

achieve an easy interaction with children who differ from him in physical character-

istics, in cultural traditions, economic status, religious beliefs, manner of speech,

and'degree of intellectual competence.

3. MASTERY OF BASIC SKILLS:

Full education should help every child acquire to the fullest extent

possible for him mastery of the basic skills in the use of words and

numbers.

These basic skills fall into four broad categories: (I) the ability to acquire

ideas through reading and listening,(2) the ability to communicate ideas through

writing and speaking,(3) the ability to handle mathematical operations,(4) the ability

to reason logically and to respect evidence. The level of performance that can be

reasonably expected in each of these areas will vary from child to child.

4. MOTIVATION TO LEARN:

Full education should help every child acquire a positive attitude

toward school and toward the learning process.

The school experience should be such that the child finds the learning activ-

ities associated with it enjoyable and rewarding to the point that he is motivated

18
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to do well and to continue learning on his own initiative beyond the requirements

of formal education. Everything possible should be done to ensure that the at-

titude of the teacher, the atmosphere of the school, and its physical condition

shall contribute toward this end, so that the individual will hold education high

among his values.

5. CITIZENSHIP AND SOCIAL COMPETENCE

Full education should help every child acquire the habits and atti-

tudes associated with responsible citizenship and acceptance of his

role in society.

Of first importance among such habits and attitudes are:(I) loyalty to the

fundamental principles of a free democratic society as expressed through a readi-

ness to defend its institutions, to bring rational criticism to bear on their

defects, and to work for changes leading to their improvement,(2) effective par-

ticipation in group activities by assuming the role of a leader or a follower as

appropriate,(3) appreciation and acceptance of the necessity for earning a living,

(4) acceptance of the basic ethical values that make group living possible--values

characterized by such terms as honesty, fair dealing, and compassion for the less

fortunate.

6. PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH:

Full education should help every child acquire good health habits

and an understanding of the conditions necessary for the maintenance

of physical and emotional well-being.

In his own interest as well as in the interest of society at large, a child

should know how to take care of himself and how to keep himself physically fit.

He should know what the requirements are for physical and mental health and what

practices, harmful to health, should be avoided. Mere knowledge of these matters,

however, is not sufficient. In cases where the home has been deficient in encourag-

ing the child to practice sound health habits, the school should -emedy the deficiency.

7. FOSTERING CREATIVITY:

Full education should give every child opportunity and encouragement

to be creative in one or more fields of endeavor.

Creativity is defined here to encompass worthwhile activities that a child in-

itiates and pursues on his own--activities having an outcome that is perceived by

19
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the child himself and by others as a c!Jntribution to some part of his world. Such

activities can be included in a wide variety of fields, not only the sciences and

the arts but also the organizaiion of human affairs and the development and exer-

cise of salable skills in the production of any of a host of practical things that

enrich our way of living.

It is expected that many children, if given the chance, will become involved

in exploring ideas and ways of doing things that are new and exciting within their

own world. The school should provide this kind of rewarding experience for all

children, and should Judge its success by its ability to evoke in children a flex-

ible and creative approach to human affairs.

8. VOCATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY:

Full education should help every child understand the opportunities

open to him for preparing himself for a productive life and should

enable him to take full advantage of these opportunities.

This goal implies that most children can profit from some form of education

beyond high school, whether it be at a four-year college, a school of nursing, a

community college, a technical institute, or the like. The youngster should be

aware of these opportunities and seek out the particular kind of education best

suited to his talents and interests. This goal also implies that the school will

provide the child with the kind of guidance that will enable him to do so.

Furthermore, the school should help him discover the practically unlimited

possibilities for continuing self-development both in the world of work and in the

world of the mind so that he will be motivated to pursue excellence in all the forms

of human endeavor that are appropriate for him.

9. INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT:

Full education should help every child to understand and appreciate

as much as he can of human achievement in the sciences, the humanities,

and the arts.

Insofar as possible every child should gain from his school experience an

increasing openness 1(,.the life of the mind and an increasing ability to find

meaning for his own life in the heritage of the past and in the intellectual

of the present age. He should achieve some understanding of the trans-

forming conceptions of modern science. He should achieve increasing mastery

over the basic principles of social and psychological sciences. He should
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develop a degree of sensitivity that enables him lo differential° the worthy from

the worthless in the multifarious products of civilization as we know it -- books,

motion pictures, radio, television, music, and the visual and performing arts,

architecture, industrial design, and the like.

10. CONTINUING EDUCATION:

Full education should help every_ child to prepare for a world of

rapid change and unforeseeable demands in which continuing educa-

tion throughout his adult life should be a normal expectation.

The explosion in knowledge, the impact of science on the economy, the almost

unpredictable nature of the job market for both the short term and the long term,

the increase in opportunity for leisure-time activities--all these developments

make it apparent that education, if it is to fulfill the life-long needs of the in-

dividual and the future needs of society, cannot stop at grade 12 or grade 14 or

grade 16. Such continuing education may take many forms: it may be self-education,

it may be formally organized retraining, it may be adult classes of a recreational

nature. Whatever the form, it must be regarded as an essential of an individual's

activity through his adult life if he is to keep up to date as a worker, as a

citizen, and as a person.

Although each of these goals contributes to all three of the aforementioned

broad goal areas, it is possible to relate each primarily with one of the broad

areas. This has been done in Figure I.

C. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING LABORATORY PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS IN FULL EDUCATION

It appears unlikely that the goal of full education for all citizens can ever

be reached. However, this does not alter the importance of the goal or the desir-

ability of trying to approach it ever more closely. Certainly, for some individual

citizens the goal is being reached,or closely,within today's educational structure.

For the vast majority, however, the educational institutions of today appear to be

falling somewhat short of this goal and for a minority, they are failing almost com-

pletely.

Since the task of full education is an overwhelming one and the resources of

the Laboratory are limited, it appears reasonable for us to identify certain aspects

of the problem for attack. What criteria. should be applied to the many facets of

this problem in order that we may identify those to be studied by the Laboratory?
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We would suggest that problems selected for study should generally meet the

following criteria:

1. Be concerned with characteristics of the individual or the

situation that appear to be fundamental to the realization

of the goal of full education. Variables that have an effect

upon all or nearly all aspects of education are considered

fundamental.

2. Be concerned with all three of the basic areas of full educa-

tion, i.e., vocational development, social development, and

self-fulfillment.

3. Be concerned with areas where today's educational institu-

tions appear to be seriously failing to reach the goal of

full education.

4. Be concerned with individual citizens or groups whose needs

appear to be least well mei by today's educational institu-

tions.

5. Be concerned with the problems that offer a reasonable chance

of solution or conditions that offer a reasonable chance of

improvement within the next five years, using the resources

that the Laboratory is likely to have at its disposal.

6. Be concerned with problems that are not receiving adequate

attention from other research activities.

These criteria can be applied at least in part to both programs and projects

related to the goals of full education.* After a program has been adopted, the

program staff will usually be able to identify more than one project sequence that

could lead to the achievement of the program goals. Thus, criteria will be needed

to make sound decisions both at the program level and the project level. Similar

sets of criteria must eventually be developed for each of the Laboratory programs.

It appears appropriate at this point to define "program" and "project."
Program is defined as a broad, closely integrated effort directed at +he attainment
of one or more major long term educational objectives.

"Project" is defined as a carefully planned activity or sequence of activities
that advances the laboratory one step towards the achievement of one or more program
objectives. A project may be designed to contribute to the advancement of one
program or several programs. The.efficiency of a project may be judged in part by
its success in advancing several programs by recognizing and exploiting program
interrelationships and minimizing unnecessary duplication of effort.
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D. PROPOSED AREAS OF INVESTIGATION

The next step in preparing this paper was to apply the criteria developed

in the previous section to problems related to full education and identify one

tentative project that meets all or most of the criiaria.

The laboratory proposes for consideration as a tentative project the

development of techniques to evaluate the effectiveness of the total school -

related educational experience of the individual. This proposed project would

thus have as its outcome the assembly and development of a battery of measures

that would sample pupil behavior in all major educational areas contained under

the 10 broad objectives of full education. This area has great potential for

developing into a highly efficient project as defined on page 10.

When this proposed project is weighted against the aforementioned criteria,

there appears to be ample evidence that it meets an important and pressing need

not only for the full education program, but for all 3 of the laboratory's

research and development programs.

First, it is perhaps the most fundamental problem that must be solved

before we can move on towards the goal of full education. Without a full array

of measures such as this program would develop, we cannot determine where we are

currently located on the road to full education. We cannot decide what areas

'require the greatest attention. Neither can we record the degree and extent of

future progress nor learn when the program goals have.been attained.

Being fundamental to the very study of the problem of full education, this

project is obviously concerned with all 3 of the basic goals of full education

and would provide information needed for all educational groups.

There is considerable evidence that the schoOls are failing in their present

evaluation programs. Most educators have developed no behaviorally oriented
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educational objectives and as a result they have only the most vague idea of whit

they should be evaluating. Also, educational evaluation programs arc typically

limihed to measures of achievement and scholastic aptitude. The broad goals of

full education are not generally covered by such measures except for mastery of

basic skills and intellectual development. The weaknesses of school evaluation

procedures were brought out very clearly during the past year when the schools

attempted to set up evaluation programs as required for ESEA Title I proposals.

These efforts revealed that few school districts had personnel who could develop

behavioral objectives or translate these objectives into measurement procedures.

The more sophisticated programs such as those conducted by university re-

search workers and Title III Centers have been cimilarly handicapped simply be-

cause there are no satisfactory measures and only a few measures of any kind in

some of the areas of full education. In reviewing the 10 broad educational goals,

we find that those objectives concerned with affective behavior or having a

major noncognitive element such as self-understanding, self-acceptance, ciliken-

ship and social competence, and motivation to learn cannot be measured adequately

wilh today's tools. In spite of these deficiences, however, the technology of

educational measurement is well in advance of the current application of this

technology by the schools. Thus, it seems likely that a first step in the pro-

posed project, namely that of pulling together and classifying the measures cur-

rently available, can make a significant contribution to current educational prac-

tice.

Although serious soft spots will exist in any profile of full education

based upon current operational measures, the situation is far from hopeless, since

the field of behavioral science measurement has been making significant gains in

recent years. The measurement of complex behavior through situational testing that

was pioneered by the OSS Assessment staff during World War II (Guetzkow,1951) and

recently brought to new levels of objectivity and efficiency by Hemphill, Griffiths,

and Fredericksen (1962) shows promise for the evaluation of educational objectives.

Vigorous work in creativity (Torrance, 1965), attitudes (Festinger, 1957), and

motivation (Cattell, 1964) also is producing measures that may soon provide valid

data in these difficult areas. The naturalistic approach to measurement, although

just gaining momentum,also seems likely to provide valid measures in areas where
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past efforts have been limited to self-report techniques.

These new approaches, however, are being developed for the most parl by

behavioral scientists rather than educators and little current research and

development has been directed towards adapting such techniques to eve ,,cle

pupil behavior in the educational context. Even the National Assessment Program

for education that is currently being developed is limited to eleven subject-

matter oriented fields, only two of which, citizenship and social studies, have

any affective implications (Merwin, 1966).

In summary, the proposed laboratory project appears lo satisfy all of our

criteria. It is concerned with a problem that is fundamental to future progress

in any program of full education which is not being met by today's educational in-

stitutions but shows promise of attainment within a reasonable time by adapting

and developing measurement technology already in existence in the behavioral

sciences. Furthermore, it appears likely that if plans for this project are

fully developed, the project will provide measures that will advance the cur-

riculum program and the instructional methods program as well.

E. A FURTHER CONSIDERATION IN PROGRAM SELECTION

A serious problem in any research and development activity arises from the

effects that such activities have upon the participating schools. Very often

a research program in a specific educational area, although having great merit

in itself, can over a period of time distort the total educational program of the

cooperating schools. This distortion comes from the great emphasis placed on

the program area and the gradual development among teachers and administrators

of the belief that this area is of overwhelming importance and should receive a

great share (and often more than its deserved ,share) of the available educational

resources. This problem does riot apply to all educational research and develop-

ment enterprises, but does apply to those enterprises in which some aspect of

the school's curriculum or methods is given an unusual amount of attention be-

cause of a research and development project.

There are two effective ways of meeting this problem: (1) work in research

and development areas that, although important, have a relitively small apparent

impact on the school's activities, or (2) attempt to move the educational program

forward acrcss a broad front rather than,in a single narrow area. In terms of

the area of full education, the second approach has much to recommend it.
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TABLE I

NUMBER OF MEASURES IDENTIFIED IN THE SIXTH MENTAL MEASUREMENT
YEARBOOK THAT APPEAR TO BE RELATED TO EACH OF THE 10 BROAD

GOALS OF FULL EDUCATION*

K-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13+

I. Self Understanding & Acceptance 46 58 70 64 75

2. Intergroup Acceptance 1 8 19 38. 64

3. Mastery of Basic Skills 90 104 137 120 66

4. Motivation to Learn 0 0 I 2 2

5. Citizenship & Social Competence 0 5 15 24 32

6. Physical & Emotional Health 26 25 29 29 30

7. Fostering Creativity 0 2 8 8 9

e. Vocational Productivity 1: 9 43 74 205

9. Intellectual Development 2 14 40 72 47

10. Continuing Education 0 0 0 0 0

* Since some measures can be applied at more than one grade level, the total
number of entries exceeds the total number of measures.
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!TABLE 2

CLASSIFICATION OF SIXTY EXPERIMENTAL MEASURES
INTO THE 10 BROAD GOALS OF FULL EDUCATION*

K-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13+

I. Self-Understanding & Acceptance 2 6 10 9 8

2. Intergroup Acceptance I I I 2 2

3. Mastery of Basic Skills 0 0 0 0 0

4. Motivation to Learn 2 3 3 2 3

5. Citizenship & Social. Competence 2 2 i 4 9

6. Physical & Emotional Health 2 3 4 6 13

7. Fostering Creativity 2 2 2 2 2

8. Vocational Productivity 0 0 0 0 5

9. Intellectual Development I 3 0 0 0

10. Continuing Education 0 0 0 0 I

* Since some measures can be applied at more than one grade level, the total
number of entries exceeds the total number of measures.
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F. THE PROJECT: OBJECHVES AND TENTATIVE PROCEDURES

The reader should note thai this section does not purport to be a finished

project proposal, but is instead a brief tentative description of a new project

which, if considered worthy of further effort by the Executive Panel, could be

developed into a formal proposal within the next three to four months.

Simply stated, the proposed project would attempt to achieve 3 objectives.

The first objective would be to obtain a preliminary estimate of the evalu-

tion resources available that could_provide evidence on each of the 10 broad goals

of full education that were stated earlier in the paper. In this phase which

would probably be carried out on an "inhouso" basis, a number of major sources

of information on educational measures would be checked and the measures that

were located would be tentatively allocated to one or more of the broad educational

objectives. A preliminary inventory of the measures related to each of the 10

areas has been conducted in preparing this paper. The findings are summarized in

Table 1. A brief discussion of the measurement picture for each of these areas

also has been provided in the next section to give an estimate of the current state

of the art in this area.

Once these preliminaTy data are made available to the schools for use as an

interim evaluation guide, the Laboratory resources can be directed towards the

establishment of more valid tools. This step, however, must await the achievement

of the second objective which is to develop under each of the 10 broad educational

qoals a series of major behaviorally oriented objectives which will reflect more

precisely the total area of full education. The outcome of this step could well be

a revised handbook listing of all the behaviorally oriented objectives that have

been evolved under each of the 10 broad goals (probably about 100) and indicating

available measures for each such objective.

At this point, we would have a fairly specific picture of the strengths and

weaknesses of the educational measurement resources available for use in providing

an overall assessment of the total educational goals of the schools. Weak points

in the evaluation areas could then be pinpointed rather clearly.
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Although ii seems apparent that minimally acceptable measures will not

be available to measure the attainment of all behaviorally oriented objectives,

the data gathered up to this point in the program can be of value to the

Laboratory's constituents in a number of ways. It would be possible, for example,

for a school district desiring an evaluation program to submit their specific

operational objectives to the laboratory.* These objectives could be coded in

terms of the behaviorally oriented objectives mentioned above and data proces-

sing equipment could be employed to provide the school district of a printout

of available measures that could be used for each of their stated objectives.

Such a service would provide the schools with a strong incentive to build be-

haviorally oriented objectives they most now lack. It would be possible to carry

this service one step further by making available to a school microfiche cards

giving essential information on each measure that school personnel wanted to

consider further in the assembling of their full education assessment battery.

The microfiche card could contain a copy of the measure, a copy of the test

manual, references dealing with the use of the measure, information on where the

measure could be obtained, its cost, administrative requirements and other

information found to be generally needed by educational personnel.

The applications of such a source file may be summarized as follows:

a. Identification of measures for a total assessment of the school's

educational program.

b. Establishment of the school's educational needs by having the

school personnel compare their operationally stated objectives

with their current status based upon the results of measures sup-

plied by the laboratory. The difference between the levels of per-

formance specified in a set of broad based behaviorally oriented

* It is recognized that most schools do not currently have such objectives.

Developing such objectives could evolve as a project supporting the Education of

Teachers program.
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operational objectives and the levels of performance actually

reflected by the assessment battery would provide a highly

valuable procedure for defining the school's educational needs.

c. Development of evaluation of programs for projects carried out

by the schools under ESEA Title I. Most schools have experienced

great difficulty in assembling satisfactory measures for evalua-

ting the outcomes of their Title I projects. The information pro-

vided by the proposed laboratory program would greatly reduce this

problem for the school districts. It would also permit broader and

more imaginative Title I proposals since past proposals have been

severely limited by the inaccessibility of suitable measures to

attack many important educational objectives, especially those in

the non-cognitive or affective realms.

d. The proposed evaluation battery could serve a similar function in

assisting other research and development enterprises such as ESEA.

Title III Centers, ESEA Title IV Research and Development Centers,

and individual researchers in the behavioral sciences.

The third objective in this program would be to develop evaluation tools in

areas where the assessment indicated that no satisfactory tools were currently

available. It would be necessary at this point to establish a somewhat more rigor-

ous set of criteria for deciding the degree to which a specific measure was satis-

factbry for the evaluation of a specific behavioral objective. Available measures

would then have to be weighed against these criteria. Specifications based on the

aforementioned criteria plus the special needs within each operational objective

would be prepared and procedures would be set up for developing satisfactory

measures.

It is doubtful that the resources of this Laboratory would ever be sufficient

to attack that total problem of developing all of the needed measures. However,

in many cases it would probably be possible to identify development efforts of

scientists outside of the laboratory that appear to be making significant progress
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towards developing some of the measures needed. It would also be possible to

develop satisfactory measures in areas where no ongoing research and development

efforts appear to offer a promise of success through coniracts with universities

and test companies. Finally, an inhouse laboratory effort could be launched io

develop measures in areas where qualified individuals or organizations could not

be located to contract for instrument development.

G. SUBSEQUENT STEPS IN THE LABORATORY PROGRAM

The development of a broad assessment battery that would permit evaluation

of any school's full educational program, although an extremely large and impor-

tant task, does not represent the ultimate full education goals of the laboratory

or of society. Ideally, after evaluation tools have been developed, the laboratory

and many other agencies for educational research, development, and change could

apply these instruments in many ways in order to describe the current state of

affairs in education, to identify variables in the situation that can improve

this state of affairs and finally to test the variables identified in an experi-

mental setting to bring about the improvements desired. This would represent the

final step in the research program which would then be followed by development

and dissemination programs leading to the realization at an operational level of

the'national goal of full education in both the schools and the society. Realis-

tically, this laboratory could achieve only a small part of the overall goal of

full education, but since much research effort throughout the nation is being

directed toward different aspects of this goal, full education, if taken as a

challenge to the total society, is not beyond reach. To illustrate how one area

within this long range program could be carried to an ultimate conclusion, we have

selected the problem of improving pupil attitudes towards the schools and have

carried this problem in a preliminary fashion through the steps described above.

H. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF CURRENT MEASUREMENT RESOURCES

In this section, the first steps described in Section F will be carried out.

Measures described in the Sixth Mental Measurements Year Book (Buros, 1965) have

been tentatively classified under the 10 broad goals of full education and for each
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of these goals the number and type of measures have been classified into 5

educational levels as follows: Primary grades (k-3); intermediate (grades 4-6);

junior high school (grades 7-9); high school (grades 10-12); post high school

(grades 13 and above) (see Table 1).

A review of recent measurement trends and classification of 60 experi-

mental measures currently being developed (Table 2) has also been conducted to

help form the basis for a brief assessment of the current status of measures

under each of the 10 broad educational goals. It should be emphasized that the

data in Tables 1 and 2 were assembled rather hurriedly and can be taken as

nothing more than a rough estimate. Many of the measures listed in Tables 1 and

2 cover substantially the same areas, while important related areas may not be

covered at all. Many measures listed under a given goal, although related to

that goal, do not get at the more critical or central problems. Thus, a deeper

appraisal may locate more. deficiencies than are suggested by Tables 1 and 2 and

conversely may find new and promising measures not located in the preliminary

survey.

1. SELF - UNDERSTANDING AND ACCEPTANCE

Many psychological measures in areas related to personality and ad-

justment can provide information that is to some degree related to this broad

goal. Such instruments as the Mooney Problem Checklist (1950) and the SRA

Youth Inventory (Remmers, Shimberg, & Drucker, 1949) can measure problem re-

lated self-understanding. Many personality inventories such as the MMP1

(Hathaway and McKinley, 1951), the California Psychological Inventory (Gough,

1960), and the 16PF (Cattell and Eber, 1962), can, with the help of well

trained counselors, contribute significantly to both the measurement and

further development of the individual's understanding of himself. Projective

personality measures such as the Rorschach Ink Blot Test, (1951), and Murray's

Thematic Aperception Test (1943) can, in the hands of a qualified clinician,

also contribute significantly to the individual's self-understanding while

avoiding some of the problems inherent in self-report measures such as the

personality inventory. Many of the established measures of both the pro-

jective and inventory type in this area have been researched extensively.
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For example, Buros (1965) lists'over 3,000 references dealing with the

Rorschach Test and nearly 1400 references dealing with ihe Minnesota Multi-

phasic Personality Inventory. Perhaps the most serious problem involved

with the use of such measures is the level of training required for competent

interpretation of the test results.

Other tools can, when utilized in the counseling situation, and

in both developing and measuring ihe pupil's self-undersianding,include

various intelligence or scholastic aptitude measures, vocational interest

measures, vocational aptitude batteries, study skills measures, and others.

It should be noted, however, that these measures for the most part can only

estimate the pupil's self-understanding and acceptance if employed by a

trained counselor.

Relatively few measures are available that purport to provide a direct

appraisal of the pupil's self-understanding and acceptance without the aid of

the counselor or clinician. Measures that can provide such information in-

clude the various self-concept tests, nearly all of which are still in the

experimental stages. Perhaps the most widely used of these measures is the

Index of Adjustment and Values (Bills, Vance, and*McLean, 1951). This

measure provides scores in self-concept, ideal-self, and acceptance of self.

Several similar experimental measures are currently available.

In summary, a wide range of measures than can be used by a trained coun-

selor or clinician to appraise self-understanding and acceptance is available.

Few public school counselors can interpret these measures effectively. Self-

concept measures are mostly in the experimental stages and tend to measure

self-understanding through global self-report techniques that are of doubtful

validity. Few measures provide estimates of self-understanding in specific

areas although some such as developed by Sears (1963? provide such information

relative to the schools.

2. INTERGROUP ACCEPTANCE

There are a number of available measures in areas that relate to

inter-group acceptance. These include measures in such areas as foreign

language, social studies, and geography. Most of these measures, however, do
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not provide a direct appraisal of: ihe pupil's level of intergroup acceptance

and thus are of limited use in measuring this objective. More direct

measures of intergroup acceptance are very limited. Perhaps The most widely

encountered type of instrument that provides a direct appraisal of inter-

group acceptance is the self-report attitude scale. Scales have been devel-

oped to measure attitudes toward a wide range of attitude objects. Such

scales, however, are not usually published by regular test companies and are

therefore not easily available to the schools. Also, most such scales are

based on direct self-reporting techniques that are highly susceptible to

faking or distortion by the respondent. Available evidence suggests that

the individual's self-reported attitudes are often not closely related to

-the attitudes that appear to be suggested by his behavior. Thus, the self-

report attitude scale as a measure of intergroup acceptance, although min-

imally satisfactory in most cases, does not provide a fully satisfactory

instrument for measuring this important goal. Current experimental work

such as Cohen's projective measure of school attitude (1965) may produce

more effective measures within the next few years.

3. MASTERY OF BASIC SKILLS

Of the categories contained under this broad goal, measures in reading

and mathematics achievement are the easiest to devise and many such measures

are currently available at all grade levels. Considerably fewer measures,

but at least some that could be considered minimally satisfactory, are avail-

able to measure listening and speaking. In the area of logical reasoning and

problem solving, however, very little except experimental measures are avail-

able at this time. In these areas, however, almost nothing is available for

the primary grades. In reading, writing and mathematical operations, although

a great many standardized achievement tests are available, the majority of such

tests measure at the lowest levels of Bloom's Cognitive Taxolomy such as

knowledge and comprehension and contain little that appears to measure some of

the higher cognitive levels such as analysis, synthesis, anc1 evaluation

(Bloom, 1956). In summary, it appears that minimally accep7able measures are

available in all sub-areas related to the mastery of basic skills with the

problem solving area being the weakest.
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4. MOTIVATION TO LEARN

Several types of measures, most of which are still experimental, are

currently available to provide estimates of the pupil's attitude toward

school and motivation toward learning. A number of self-report scales

such as those developed by Sears (1963) and Bo4g (1966) provide measures

of ofiifudes toward school, teachers, education, and related concepts. A

number of less direct measures of attitudes toward school have also been

developed but are highly exploratory at the present time (Borg, 1962).

Another family of instruments related to this objective are the

various measures of achievement motivation stemming mainly from the work

of McClelland and Atkinson (1948) and Atkinson (1958).

Cattell's recent research on motivation (1964) and his Motivation

Analysis Test, although less directly related to the learning situation,

can provide valuable evidence in this area. A high school form of this

measure is currently in final stages of development and a children's form

is in the preliminary development stages. Some of the currently available

personality measures, although not dealing directly with motivation to

learn, do provide scores on related areas. The SRA Junior and Youth

Inventories, for example,contain a section on school problems. The Cal-

ifornia Psychological Inventory (Gough, 1960) provides two scores related

to achievement motivation. The California Test of Personality provides a

score on school relations (Thorpe, Clark, & Tiegs, 1953).

In summary, a number of currently available measures relate reasonably

well to the area of pupil attitudes and motivation to learn. Most of these

instruments, however, are of the self-report type and since the pupil may.

feel some pressure to fake his attitudes towards school, especially if the

measure is administered in the school situation, the development of less

direct measures with higher levels of construct validity would be a very

worthwhile project.

5. CITIZENSHIP AND SOCIAL COMPETENCE

Most currently available measures in the areas of citizenship and social

competence are self-report devices which are probably suitable for measuring
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knowledge about citizenship and social competence, bul are of doubtful value

in appraising the behavior of the individuals tested. Citizenship appears

to be an area in which pupils can develop a knowledge without this knowledge

having any apparent effect upon their behavior. There have been, however,

experimental approaches to the measurement of citizenship that attempt to

measure more than mere recall of citizenship information. The recent work

of Oliver and Shaver (1966) has lead to the development of two measures that

attempt to appraise the pupil's skill in evaluating political argurn is rel-

ative to important social and political issues in our culture. These tests

do not measure knowledge per se but appear to require the pupil to complete

a number of problem solving steps in order to respond to the written situa-

tions presented in the test.

An early effort to develop more realistic forms of citizenship measure-

ment was involved in the Citizenship Education Project (Friedricks, 1953) at

Columbia University. More recent efforts aimed at obtaining objective

estimates of citizenship behavior have been conducted by Borg (1964 a 8 b).

This series of measures involve the use of written situational tests, pupil.

reactions to televised citizenship situations, and use of the Guess-Who

Technique in the appraisal of citizenship behavior.

In the area of social competence, a number of social studies achievement

measures touch on the topic of citizenship. The STEP Social Studies Test

(1957) is probably the best of these measures currently available since it

focuses on critical skills and understandings in the social studies area

rather than recall of factual material only.

Many of the personality and adjustment inventories also provide data on

social competence and social adjustment. Siegel's Biographical Inventory for

Students (1962),for example, provides scores on social activities, religious

activities, political activities, and social conformity. The Cain-Levine

Social Competency Scale (Cain, Levine, 8 Elzey, 1963) provides similar

information for mentally retarded children. Most of the major personality

inventories provide at least one score that is related to the area of social

competence and social adjustment.



6. PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH

The area of Physical Health is covered reasonably well by currently

available measurement procedures. Many of these measures are performance

tests such as the AAHPER Youth Fitness Test (1960) which provide a well

rounded estimate of physical fitness and may be applied at ages 10 to 30.

Other measures in this area deal with knowledge of physical hygiene and

health habits such as the College Health Knowledge Test (Dearborn, 1959)

and the Health Behavior Inventory (Yellen, et. al, 1962). Other measures

currently available are designed to measure specific physical o other

health variables such as hearing, vision, smoking habits, and color blindness

Many of the personality inventories and projective personality meas-

ures provide scores which purport to measure the individual's emotional

health. For example, the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey (1949)

provides a score on emotional _stability, as does the IPAT Children's

personality Questionnaire (Porter and Cattell, 1959). Nearly all of the

projective techniques are aimed at the assessment of various aspects of

mental health and adjustment, and being somewhat more clinically oriented

than the inventories, usually provide scores on specific mental health or

adjustment difficulties.

In summary, a number of widely used and reasonably sound measures are

available to appraise the areas of physical and emotional health. Current

tests are probably least adequate in appraising good health habits since

most tests in this area are of the self-report type and can therefore be

distorted by the respondent who wishes to create a favorable impression.

7. FOSTERING CREATIVITY

A great deal of attention has been given in recent years to the problem

of fostering creativity in the public schools. The most extensive work in this

field has been done by Torrance (1965), Taylor (1964), and Guilford (1950).

The measurement of creativity has been a challenging area and many of the

early efforts to study the creative process such as the work of Osborne

(1948, 1957) were seriously limited by the lack of valid measures. The first

major systematic study of the measurement of creativity was carried out by
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P. Guilford and his cot !eague5 and resulted in ihe development of several

measures of creative behavior that have been available in published form for

a number of years.

Guilford's factor analysis of creative behavior (Guilford et al., 1951)

provided many new insights into the area of creativity, formed the basis for

Guilford's tests and has influenced the work of later researchers in this

field. Torrance's Test of Imagination, Form D (1965) has drawn heavily on

some of Guilford's earlier work. However, Torrance's measures have been

applied much more widely to pupils at all age levels in the public schools.

Four of the sections on Torrance's test, Product Improvement, Product Utili-

zation, Unusual Uses, and Circles are scored for fluency, flexibility, and

originality. The Ask and Guess Test is scored for fluency and adequacy of

response only. Inter-scorer reliability coefficients on the various sub-

tests in Torrance's battery range from .84 upward, with most coefficients

above .90. Torrance's research has provided considerable evidence concerning

the validity of his measures (1965).

In summary, basically satisfactory measures of several aspects of

creativity applicable to all public school levels have become available

within the past year or two. Since several major research programs are

currently devoted to the area of creativity, it may be expected that improved

measures may continue to emerge.

8. VOCATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY

There is a wide variety of standard measures in the broao area of voca -,

tional evaulation. Most of these measures, however, are concerned with .

measuring either aptitude or skills for specific vocations, such as book-

keeping, shorthand, typewriting, agriculture, teaching and industrial arts.

There are virtually no measures currently available that are designed to help

the individual understand the opportunities open to him in the vocational

realm. Vocational aptitude batteries can, in conjunction with counseling,

help the student gain insights into his strengths and weaknesses in the

occupational context. -Some experimental measures provide a start at attacking

the degree to which the individual understands his vocational opportunities.
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Among these are an aptitude self-:cocept lest developed by Borg (1966) and

the Occupational Information Test developed by Borg and Cragun (1966). Since

the need for such measures is generally recognized by vocational specialists,

counselors, and psychologists, it appears there is some likelihood that other

experimental tests not located in this preliminary survey are available in this

area. However, based on our preliminary data, we must conclude that at this

time there are probably no fully satisfactory measures available to the

school that will measure the degree to which the school is achieving the goal

of vocational productivity as defined in this position paper.

9. INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

As defined in this position paper the area of intellectual development

takes in most of the fields of human achievement outside of the basic skills

and covers a major aspect of the usual public school curriculum. Achievement

measures are available in virtually all of the areas contained under the

broad heading of intellectual development although, because of the nature of

the curriculum, these measures often do not cove;- the entire range of public

school grades. In the biological and physical sciences and history, basic

ally satisfactory achievement measures are now available at least at the

secondary level. Few measures however are available in these areas in the

elementary level and almost nothing for the primary grades of the elementary

school. Since many schools now have developed objectives that call for work

in these areas at the elementary school level, it appears that much further

work is needed to develop adequate measures below Grade 7. A major amount of

effort, however, is now being made in these fields and it is likely that .

experimental tests appropriate for the elementary school are currently in

existence, although such tests were not located in our preliminary survey.

In the behavioral sciences and fine arts, there are few satisfactory measures

Of achievement at any level, although some minimally satisfactory measures are

available. Again these measures aim primarily at the secondary school and

college level.

A major problem with many of the established achievement measures now

available in areas such as the sciences is that rapid and extensive changes
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In the curriculum have taken place in recent years that make many standard

measures inappropriate. In summary, although minimally acceptable measures

in the area of Intellectual development are available for the physical

sciences and some of the humanities and the fine arts, such measures are

generally not available in the behavioral sciences. Since many established

measures in the physical sciences do not fit new curriculum developments,

there appears to be a major need for additional test development if we are

to obtain an adequate appraisal of achievement for the broad goal of intel-

lectual development.

10. CONTINUING EDUCATION

The broad goal of continuing education as defined in this paper includes

two major elements. The first of these eleMents is concerned with the degree

to which students accept the concept of continuing education as a life-long

necessity in our society. The second element is concerned with the degree

to which the public schools are successful in helping each individual to

prepare for a world of rapid change and unforeseen demands. Although some .

'limited experimental efforts have been made to measure this broad educational

goal, the preliminary survey did not uncover any reasonably complete

measures even at the experimental level. The first aspect of continuing

education probably could be measured with reasonable validity using straight-

forward self-report techniques. The second area, however, concerned with

determining the degree to which an individual is prepared to adapt himself

to rapid change and unforeseen demands poses somewhat difficult measurement

problems. In summary, there are virtually no measures now available to

determine the degree to which schools are attaining this broad education

goal.
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I. The preceeding sections sketch out the broad area of full education, suggesi

criteria for selecting Laboratory programs, apply these criteria to a tentative

area and briefly describe a project that could be developed further and subseguenl.-

ly ba undertaken by the Laboratory. The final section of this paper is designed to

give the reader a preview of the total long term trust of the Laboratory by taking

one of the 10 broad educational goals, Motivation to Learn, and carrying the plans

for one aspect of this goal to their logical conclusion. Since time has not per-

mitted the exhaustive review of previous research that would be needed to build

such a progrEm in final operational form, this section should be regarded as a

sample that can illustrate the form in which plans for the total area of full

education might ultimately be cast. The problem that we have selected for this

illustration is that of developing more.favorable pupil attitudes toward the

school.

When this problem is weighed against the criteria given in Section C, we find

at every hand evidence that the attitudes of pupils toward today's schools leave

much to be desired. A recent article dealing with the New York City school system

reported that student attacks on the persons of teachers occur on almost a

daily basis. The large number of dropouts that has caused such great national

concern in recent years is further evidence that many students have strongly

negative attitudes toward today's schools.

The most negative attitudes toward the schools appear to be held by individu-

als from culturally deprived groups - the very groups whose members fall most short

of the ideal of full education.

The pupil's attitudes toward the school influence his perception of all of his

school-related experience. The mechanism of selective perception and selective

retention that have been so well demonstratedin psychological research tell us that

the pupil having negative attitudes toward the school will tend to see and remember

those aspects of the school situation that support his negative attitude and over-

look or forget those aspects of the school situation that are likely to lead him

to break out of this vicious cycle of constantly reinforcing his negative percep-

tions of the school. This phenomenon is partially explained by Festinger's theory

of cognitive dissonance (1957) and the research evidence supporting this theory.

The changing of attitudes is an extremely difficult.problem in psychology,
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but some gains have been made in lhi's area in recent years. Perhaps a more

fruitful approach to the negative attitudes of culturally deprived children,

however, may be made by learning how these negative attitudes develop and re-

moving or changing the circumstances that have brought them aboul.

The gains in theory formulation in the area of attitudes has been matched

by the development of promising measurement techniques. It Is no longer neces-

sary to rely wholly upon direct attitude scales of the Thurstone and the Likerl

types. In recent years, behavioral indicators of attitude, situational tests and

projective techniques have been developed that appear much more promising as un-

distorted measures of attitude. Such indirect approaches as Osgood's Sematic

Differential technique (Osgood, et al, 1957) have also been employed in attitude

measurement. Thus, the state of the art seems to have reached a point where a

thorough study into the nature of attitudes toward the school, the development of

these attitudes and the means of effecting attitude change appears feasible.

In summary, the problem of developing and maintaining favorable student

attitudes toward the schools is an area where today's schools are seriously

failing with many pupils and especially with pupils from culturally deprived

environments. It is an area that is fundamental to all of the pupil's behavior

in the school atmosphere, it offers a reasonable chance of success and is con-

cerned with all three of the basic goals of full education.

J. TRANSLATING THE BROAD PROBLEM OF IMPROVING PUPIL ATTITUDES INTO A LABORATORY

PROGRAM

We have identified a problem area that appears to meet our criteria. We will

now deal with this area in detail to illustrate the process through which a broad

problem area can be translated into a program and subsequently into specific pro-

jects and procedures. This section will develop to its conclusion a tentative

program plan for the broad goal of improving the attitudes of children toward

school. This plan is designed to be illustrative and is not offered as a pro-

posal for the laboratory's operational program. It does, however, represent the

present thinking of Laboratory personnel and will be -developed as far as time

permits. Since this illustrative topic is sufficiently narrow lo permit carrying

the tentative plans to their conclusion, something that we cannot now do with the
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project we have described earlier, it!can be used to illustrate several aspects of

program development not shown in Section F. For example, the research sequence

illustrated is typical of major R and D programs. This sequence starts wish the

development of instruments, then moves to descriptive research, correlational re-

search, experimental research, development and dissemination in that order. The

objectives in the program can also be carried down to the project level and

spelled out in operational terms, thus providing an illustration of a formai for

one type of program development.

It is hoped that this sample program can provide a basis for discussing-and

clarifying many of the questions that must be resolved before the Laboratory staff

can develop formal detailed program proposals for the consideration of the Exec-

utive Panel. The objectives and procedural steps for the sample program are given

in approximate chronological sequence.

I. OBJECTIVE I

To measure with a reliability of .50 or greater and a concurrent

validity significant at or beyond the .10 level, six behavioral

dimensions reflecting attitudes toward school of children at ages

4, 8, 14 and 17.

1.1 RATIONALE

The rationale underlying this objective is that many aspects of human

behavior related to an attitude object contain information about the

attitude of the behaving individual or group. Each such aspect of

behavior is a potential measure of attitude. Observations of samples

of different types of behavior can thus provide a multiGirectional

approach.to the subject's attitude, which promises to achieve the

objective of valid attitude measurement more fully than the one-

dimensional approach found in most previous research. The achievement

of the objective will result in six families of attitude measures -

each sampling a different aspect of the subject's attitude towards

school, and each based upon a different theoretical rationale.
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1.2 PROJECT A

1.21 Objective 1: Tc detdrmine the current state of the art in the

areas of aitiiude measurement, attitude development, attitude change,

attitudes toward education and attitudes toward school.

1.22 Tentative Procedures

1.221 To develop a complete bibliography card, note card, and

reprint file of primary source publications in the areas of attitude

measurement, attitude change, attitude development, attitudes

toward education, and attitudes toward school for the period from

1955 to date.

1.222 To prepare a report summarizing and interpreting the current

level of knowledge in the areas listed in Objective I.

1.3 PROJECT B:

1.31 Objective I: To develop one semantic-differential type attitude

toward school measure for each age level 4, 8, 14 and 17. Measures

must be significantly correlated between adjacent age strata (r.40);

have internal consistency coefficients greater,than .60; and signifi-

cantly differentiate between low-high attitude criterion groups at the

.05 level of confidence.

1.32 Objective 2: To develop one Likert-type attitude toward school

measure for each age level 4, 8, 14 and 17. Measures must be signifi-

cantly correlated between adjacent age strata (1-7.40); have internal

consistency coefficients greater than .60; and significantly differen-

tiate between low-high attitude criterion groups at the .05 level of

confidence.

1.33 Objective 3: To develop one thematic apperception type attitude

toward school measure for each age level 4, 8, 14 and 17. Measures

must be significantly correlated between adjacent age strata (r..40);

have internal consistency coefficients greater than .60; and signifi-

cantly differentiate between low-high attitude criterion groups at the

.05 level of confidence.

1.34 Objective 4: To develop naturalistic behavioral situations re-

lated to attitude toward school that can be scored objectively and
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significantly differentiate between low-high criterion schools at the

.10 level of confidence.

1.35 Objective 5: To develop a written or oral situational test instru-

ment to measure attitude toward school for each age level 4, 8, 14 and

17. Measures must be significantly correlated between adjacent age

strata (r,..40), have internal consistency coefficients greater than

.60, and significantly differentiate between low-high attitude criterion

groups at .05 level of confidence.

1.36 Objective 6: To develop an attitude toward school measure based

upon selective perception and selective retention for each age level

4, 8, 14 and 17. Measures must be significantly correlated between

adjacent age strata (cw.40), have internal consistency coefficients

greater than .60, and significantly differentiate between low-high

attitude criterion groups at .05 level of confidence.

1.4 TENTATIVE PROCEDURES:

It is anticipated that projects would be set up for each of the afore-

mentioned objectives and four or five of the six would be completed on

a contract basis. The following procedures sketch out the probable

course that these projects would follow.

1.41 Set up specifications for each project

1.42 Identify behavioral scientists qualified to conduct each project

1.43 Negotiate contracts

1.44 Plan and start in-house project

1.45 Conduct project

1.451 Develop theoretical rationale for the instrument

1.452 Develop preliminary instrument

1.453 Select low-high attitude criterion groups "a" and "b"

1.454 Administer preliminary instrument to low-high criterion

group "a"

1.455 Analyze and revise preliminary instrument

1.456 Administer revised instrument to low-high criterion group

"b" to cross validate
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1.457 Develop operational instrument

1.458 Administer to random sample of pupils at age levels 4, 8,

14 and 17

1.459 Prepare manual including normative data, reliability and

validity data for operational instrument

2. OBJECTIVE 2

To describe in quantitative terms the patterns of attitudes toward

school of random samples of classroom groups and of stratified random

samples of children drawn from defined racial, ethnic and socio-

economic groups within the Laboratory region at the ages of 4, 8, 14

and 17 years.

2.1 RATIONALE

This objective is designed to establish preliminary performance

criteria. On a cross-sectional basis, the attitude levels of children

prior to attending school and ai three critical ages during the years

of school attendance will be sampled. From these data tentative per-

formance parameters may be established, the nature and magnitude of

attitude changes for each racial, ethnic and socio-economic subgroup

may be inferred and differences among the subgroups may be identified.

The objective is based upon the theoretical rationale that

attitudes toward school begin to be shaped during the pre-school years

and that different environmental variables will shape the attitudes of

the various groups sampled. Sharp changes in attitude patterns of a

specific group will alert the research staff to explore variables in

the environment of the group that could have contributed to the change.

This objective will be met for the most part using descriptive study

techniques that will help us define operationally the nature of atti-

tude toward school among various samples at the different age levels.

2.2 TENTATIVE PROCEDURES:

2.21 Normative sample: Using 3 stage stratified random sampling of
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classroom units,* select 50 classrooms at grade levels 2-3, 8-9, and

11-12. The total normative sample would be 90 classrooms.

2.22 Subgroup samples: Using wo-stage random sampling, select at

each of the three age strata of 8, 14 and 17 years, a sample culturally

deprived and non-deprived sample of 30 children of each sex from each

of the following racial, ethnic or socio-economic groups. At age 4,

similarly select a sample of 10 children of each sex from each group.

(a) Urban negro

(b) Urban white

(c) Urban Spanish surname

(d) Rural negro

(e) Rural white

(f) Rural American Indian

The total in-school sample number involved will be 30 children x 2

cultural classifications x 3 age levels x 2 sexes x 5 racial-ethnic-

socio-economic groups, or 1800 cases. The total pre-school sample

will include 200 cases. This step would involve a 2-month joint effort

among 3 or more project directors and the program director and would be

completed primarily by contract.

2.23 Administer attitude measures to all children in both samples

2.24 Analyze the results to establish tenative performance criteria

and to test the following hypotheses:

(a) Children from different groups have significantly different

overall attitudes toward school and education.

(b) Children from different groups have significantly different

subscore patterns on attitude measures.

(c) Attitudes toward school and education change at different

* School district, school, and classroom unit at each of the 3 in

school age strata.
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rates for children in different groups from age 5 io 17,

i.e., the patterns of development of attitudes toward

school and education differ significantly among the groups

studied between ages 5 and 17.

3. OBJECTIVE 3

To identify variables in the environment of the children sampled at ages

4, 8, 14 and 17, that are significantly related to their attitudes

toward school and determine whether significant differences are present

among groups in the variables identified.

3.1 RATIONALE

The key to any attitude may be found in the total environment of the

person holding that attitude. Attitudes are developed through contact

with tie attitude object, but are also learned from family members and

other persons and objects in the environment. For example, a negro

child of 4 may never have seen a school, but may have developed atti-.

tudes toward school from listening to parents and older siblings,

watching TV, or looking at pictures in a discarded textbook. This

objective is designed to seek out some of the probable environmental

stimuli related to attitudes toward school and education in the hope

that some of the most critical stimuli can be experimentally manipu-

lated in later projects and that results can eventually be directed to

the task of providing an environment in which more favorable attitudes

will develop. This objective seeks out probable cause-and-effect

relationships and will use casual-comparative and correlational

research designs.

3.2 PROJECT A

3.21 Objective I: To describe in quantitative terms the behavioral

and environmental characteristics that have been found related to

school attitude in previous research or are hypothesi4ed to be related

to school attitude.
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3.3 TENTATIVE PROCEDURES

3.31 Select all variables identified in the review of literature as

related to attitude Toward school and locate or construct tentative

procedures for measuring each variable.

3.32 Using theoretical constructs from the behavioral sciences,

identify variables that may be hypothesized to relate to attitude

towards school and select or construct tentative procedures for

measuring each variable.

3.4 PROJECT B

3.41 Objective: To determine the relationships between behavioral

and environmental characteristics identified in 3.2 and attitude

measures developed under Objective I for children from different

racial, ethnic, and socio-economic subgroup at ages 4, 8, 14 and 17.

3.5 TENTATIVE PROCEDURES

3.51 Assi.fflble and develop procedures designed to measure the environ-

mental and behavioral variables identified in 3.2.

3.52 Administer to all children that have been selected in the sample

described in 2.21.

3.53 Develop semi-structured interview schedules for parents and

children, train interviewers, and conduct depth interviews for a sub-

sample of 5 children from each group at each grade level, or 360 cases.

One parent of each child in the sub-sample will be selected randomly

for sex and interviewed using the parent interview schedule.

3.54 'A sample of 50 parents of each sex whose children are found to

have strongly negative attitudes toward schml will be assessed in

depth, using extensive biographical data, measures of parental accep-

tance, sibling data, parental attitude data, etc., to gain further
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insight into probable causes for negative pupil attitude. For compar-

ative purposes, similar data will be collected from a sample of parents

whose children are found to have favorable attitudes toward school. In

cases where another person appears to have had a significant influence

upon the child ihis person will also be interviewed.

3.55 Using multivariate analysis of variance and factor analysis,

analyze data to test the following working hypotheses:

(a) Specific environmental and behavioral variables are related

significantly to specific attitudinal variables for children in

all, groups.

(b) Definable factors related to children's attitudes toward school

will emerge in the analysis.

4. OBJECTIVE 4

To attain a level of attitude toward school such that Experimental

Group X1 will respond favorable* to an average of Yi items on a

.battery of six attitude measures; Experimental Group X2 will respond

favorably to an average of Y2 items and Experimental Group Xr will

respond favorably to an average of Yr items.

4.1 RATIONALE

The child's characteristics and his interaction with factors in his

environment determine the attitudes toward school that he develops.

Variables found to be related to pup!) attitudes represent possible

causes contributing to his attitudes. Change or removal of environ-

mental variables related to unfavorable pupil attitudes will, if there

is a cause and effect relationship, result in the pupil developing

more favorable attitudes toward school. There are two crucial questions

* Specific numbers may be substituted after performance criteria have

been established for each group.
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to be asked at this point.. Will important school - related

causes for pupils' unfavorable attitudes be found in Project 3.4?

The possibility of controlling a significant number of variables

outside of the school situation appears remote. If important school-

related variables do emerge, will it be possible to manipulate them

sufficiently in a field situation to bring about measurable differ-

enceS in pupil attitude? The following procedures assume thal the:

previously described projects will lead to affirmative answers to

these questions. This objective will be achieved using a series of

experimental field studies in which the factors identified in Project

3.4 will be manipulated as independent variables.

4.2 PROJECT A

4.21 Objective I: To select independent attitude-related variables

to be manipulated in experimental projects.

4.3 TENTATIVE PROCEDURES

4.31 Select from the variables that were identified in Project 3.4

those that meet the following criteria:

(a) Are significantly correlated (.05 level) with pupil attitudes on

at least two age levels for at least one subgroup.

(b.) Have at least 10% common variance with at least one attitude

measure.

(c) Can be manipulated sufficiently in the school setting to offer a

reasonable chance of bringing about changes.

(d) Have face validity, i.e., would be perceived by the layman as an

important variable worthy of the time devoted to it.

4.32 Search the literature for research evidence sunesting the most

effeciive ways to manipulate each independent variable.

4.33 Set up tentative plans for manipulating independent variables in

the schools.
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4.34 Discuss tentative prOcedures with school personnel.

4.35 Try tentative procedures on pilot basis.

4.4 PROJECT B

4.41 Objective: To change attitudes tCr.lard school of selected racial,

ethnic and socio-economic groups by changing variables in the school

environment that are related to such attitudes.

4.5 TENTATIVE PROCEDURES

4.51 Assemble a team of project co-directors , each of whom will develop

the procedures for manipulating one independent variable in the school

situation.

4.52 Contractors will train teachers in the use of the planned procedures.

4.53 Introduce different combinations of independent variables into

different schools, using a multivariate experimental design. Expose

pupils to the experimental or control treatment for one academic year.

4.54 Measure attitude changes taking place in the various experimental

and control programs, Using instruments 'developed under Objective I.

4.55 Using multivariate anaylsis of co-variance, determine the main

effects of each independent variable and the interaction among indepen-

dent variables, age, sex and racial-ethnic-socio-econom'c groups.

4.56 Prepare research report.

4.57 Develop the enviromental change programs (independent variables)

that were most successful in bringing about more favorable attitudes

toward school.

4.58. Train selected school personnel in .the execution of these programs.
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4.59 Establish demonstration centers, mobile demonstration teams,

motion picture practice and other techniques to disseminate the re-

sults of the research program.
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INTRODUCIION
. .

The initial Plan for the operation of the Far West Laboratory for

Educational Research and Development, dated June. 1.5, 1.966, pre-

sented five program areas for laboratory. activity. Among them,

the Curriculum Program area was presented with the fundamental

question,"Ilew can reasonable. choices be made among the increas.

ing variety of innovations in curricula ?" ilefereace was made to

the wide range of innovative texts, films and other instructional

materials which had boon recently developed in fields of mathematics,

science, English, social studies and others. The bewildering choice

facing teachers and administrators at the present. time promises to

increase in comple>ity and difficulty as additional curriculum de-

velopments for elementary and secondary schools emerge at an

accelerated pace.

The importance of adequate methods for evaluating the effectiveness

and adequacy of those new materials was stressed. It was generally

observed that they vary widely, that many have been tested only

with a limited sample of children and that some may be in use
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without. having been evaluated at all. One challenge to the litbralory

program in the area or cur ri cui um may be seen in the following

quotation from the Initial Plan: "The essence of the problem appears

to be one of achieving agreement on s'orne reasonable procedures

and standards for evaluation of new curriculum materials, and then

designing ways to carry them out."

Another challenge described in the Initial Plan relates to the

question or balance. The pressures created for course content im-

provement in curricula have resulted in a situation where certain

curriculum areas have been accorded higher priorities and have been

supported by government, and institutional funds. Initially, science

and mathematics were favored. Questions, therefore, remain about

other areas of curriculum development which did not have high pri

ority and which need similar development and support. For example,

fields such as social and humanistic studies need to be examined

as well as fields of science and mathematics.

In addition to the general statements of objectives for the Curriculum

Program arca, the Initial Plan described six projects to be begun

this year. It is acknowledged that these projects were developed

prior to the formulation of program objectives in The five program

areas. These projects, however, were considered to be appropriate
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to the early stages of development of the progrcuns. )n particular,
!

. -

the Curriculum Program was seen as an area where there had

been much developmental activity along a broken front. The variabi-

lity noted among :;chools was striking; and it was ac:knowledged

that there is insufficient information about the status of newer

curriculum dovelopnients. It was seen to be important that. the

'Laboratory develop a "road map" of the present state of affairs

with regard to curriculum .developments. Without this "road map,"

programmatic thinking would not be possible because the existing

state of affairs would not be adequately defined.

It was also noted in the initial Plan that many of the newer catrri-11.

culum developments had not given sufficient attention to the question

of teacher competencies. It was seen important, therefore, to learn

more about the experiences that teachers who were attempting to

use innovations were having.

In light of the above, the Initial Plan proposed a project, Conferences

on Curriculum DeVelopment and Evaluation. The project originally

prescribed four conferences of two and a half clays each for approxi

matcly 10 participants each in the fields of mathematics, science

for the elementary grades, foreign language.programs for element'ary

and junior high schools, and the linguistic approach to English

language instruction. Subsequent to the writing of the

2



a fifth conference was added in the area of ;7,0cial sciences.

The objective of the conferences is to "... translate the needs for

teacher preparation and evaluation into practical programs that

can be undertaken by the Laboratory."

The reports from the five conferences should, therefore, enable.

the program personnel of the Laboratory to take a broader and more

intensive loot: at these important areas of the. s....thool program. It

should then be possible to utilize the conference recommendations

in the formulation of objectives and program components in this very

important program area.

(13
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OVERVJEW

Major CO] pononts in this paper includ:! a ravic:w of the major current

curriculum revisions in several curriculum areas. While those

reviews do not encompass all new development a, they do identify

some of the major developments that have achieved national attention.

Obviously, such a review must be brief; however, the members of

the Executive Panel may wish to request that the staff give more

information about one or more of these developments.

The paper presents an analysis of curriculum revisions in general

in light of what is known about instructional systems. The analysis

in this section includes .a discussion of need theory and practice in

the change process, a brief description of the syitems approach

to instructional problems, some consideration of criteria for de-

termining whether or not a curriculum revision is ready or whether

it needs more work, and a discussion of the possible application

of criteria of readiness.

The final section presents an initial analysis of the problem of

evaluating the new curricula offerings. Consideration is given in

this section to the criteria for use in such evaluation, such as the

interrelationship of the new development with broad inMructional
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goals and with course objectives. Acic there is proUrninafs

discussion of problems of experimental clez;ign evahniticm.

This payer represents an initial step in the: process of program

formulation and is submitted to the .Excettlive Panel for dif...cussion.
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OF SOME ivit;.:10)1 3ZEN'iSiONS

The beginning date. of the present Wit \*C: of eurrieultim reform

activities is difficult to identify. It canerged as a result of the inter-

action of a wide range of factors. Some of the factors were the

concern of scholars and learn 1ec societies with the observed lag

between the discovery of DM knowledge and its appearance in the

curriculum in the elementary and high schools; the dissatisfaction

of menthe., ;1' the teaching profession with the available teaching

materials; the difficult if not impossible try to make wise

curricular choices; the new findings from research studies on the

question of how changes are brought. about in a complex behavior

such as teaching; the application of systems analyses to curriculum

development; the dilemma caused by inadequate evaluation instruments.

With the political attention given to education after the launching

of Sputnik 1, many curriculum development activities which had been

located in research centers on university campuses, loomed to

national importance. The United States Government as we'd as many

State governments invested substantial amounts of money in these

projects and encouraged the development of others. Though the

movement began with mathematics and the physical scion:Ts, it



gained tremendous momentum and eventually affected nearly every

major subject matter discipline. The following is a brie; sommory

of major developments in each of several subject matter vreas:

NIAT1IEMATiCS

The curriculum reform movement in mathematics is now -in its second

decade. The 'University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics

(UICSM) gave impetus to other "Modern Math" projects such as School

Mathematics Study Group (SMSG), the Greater Cleveland Math (GCMP) ,

the Syracuse University-Webster Colles;c Madison Project, the University

of Illinois Arithmetic Project , University of Maryland Mathematics

Project, Suppes' E.Nlerimental Project in the TeaehinE,e of Elementary-
.

School Mathematics. In general, the math groups have revised and re-

evaluated their programs. Some are DOW embarked upon computer--

programmed materials and "systems" approaches to the teaching-learning

situations. The following are selected examples of course content im-

provement programs in the area of mathematics.

A
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Compu terba "Al a them at i OnF.:tru et; on (C.W.1))

. Objective:

To develop and test a computerbased curriculum in elementary

school mathematics.

Approach:

In the development of computer -based materials, a deeper behavioral

analysis of the learning process was made than was customary in

previous curriculum developments.

Status:

Available materials include Sets and Numbers Books (1c.:4) and a

First Course in Mathematical Los;ie planned for selected and talented

students in grades five through nine, and produced sonic fifteen des-

criptive and analytical publications on the CBMI project. An experimental

computer-based program, called 'Drill and Practice' (grades 3-6)

originating at Stanford University is sent to several schools on tele-

type
.

type equipment. Lessons arc prescribed after an ana!ysis of the

pupils' work.

At Brentwood School, computer-assisted instruction is being developed

in mathematics and reading for grade I.

A
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SC11001 AlathttjniliC,:5? Stitr_ly GYM]) (SVS(j)

Objective:

Among a number of objectives included are:

Introduce precise mathematical vocabulary; develop the structure of

mathematics; introduce math concepts such as geometry and element-

ary algebra in the middle grades; develop courses, teaching materials

and teaching methods.

Approach:

The program is based on the assumption that concepts and their

relationships to the structure of Mathematics is central to all

mathematics teaching. Students develop an awareness of the basic

properties of numbers through a discovery approach.

Status:

One hundred and forty three publications have been produced by SMSG.

Among these arc textbooks for grades three through ten, teacher's

commentary books, supplementary materials and reports. The

director of the program, Professor }logic:, attended the Project

Mathematics Conference and voiced two main conc:crns: program

articulation and teacher education.

69 A
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University of Illinois C:ommittec: on Sc:hool Mathematics (1i)(:sM)

Objec:tive:

To present »mill as a consistent unifiod discipline; to lead student:3

- to discover principles for themselves; to utiliF.0 manipulative

skills necessary for problem-solving; to develop a retraining

program for teachers.

Approach:

Although .the discovery method is used, the students are not en-

couraged to verbalize discovery for fear that premature verbalization

may hinder generalization,

Status:

Available is a junior and senior high school mathematics series of

eleven units including teacher commentaries, examinations and

self-instructional texts on solid geometry, logic and introduction

to algebra. The course is being tried in many areas, the largest

center being the Los Angeles City schools. There are evaluation

plans.
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'rho univer:.:itx or ntoap.ci -mntheinatits proic.ct (om-ALA)))

Objective:

To develop precision in using the language of mathematics, to

appreciate the structure of number systems, to use inductive and

deductive methods of reasoning and to acquire an underst::nding of

both metric and nonmetric geometry.

Approach:

The emphasis is on fundamental learning processes in mathematics.

The course attempts to develop in children an ability to re.cognize

and use space, time and number relationships to observe, describe,

classify and number, to draw inferences, speculate and experiment.

Status:

At present, an attempt is made to make the material of the second

year less difficult by programming the. material in shorter steps.
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or mihois, Arithmetic project

Objective:

To help teachers make mathematic::: exciting for children, to excite

them with adventures in mathematics.

Approach:

Children are encouraged to guess, invent and imply mathematical

principles without the restrictions of one specific problem to be

solved or one correct answer to be found. As arithmetic procedures

are learned, concepts from algebra are introduced.

N
Status:

There arc nine books available for grades 1 through 6. Work is

prcigressing on materials for children below the first grade level

and beyond the sixth grade.
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ScTENcE

The selonce movement in curriculum WitS started by Jerrold T. Zacharias

of 101T who initiated the Physical Sciences Study Committee (3SSC).

Many programs have been developed through National Science Foundation

funding in the major areas such as: )3iology, Chemistry, Physics, and

Earth Science. Some examples follow:

Chemical Bond Approach Project (CBA)

Objective:

To present chemistry as a process of investigation with imaginative

ideas used to interpret laboratory findings.

-Approach:

Uses the theme of chemical bonding as a central concept to relate all

of the processes and understandings of chemistry.

Status:

Project is considered complete. There are no current plans for

expansion or revision. Project evaluation was published in "Science,"

1962, and "The Science Teacher," 1963.



Mr.:Mica] Edur:ation Study ((:)!E;;IS)

01?jectivcs:

To diminish the current: separation betv..con scientists and teachers

in the understanding of science; to stimulate and prepare those

high school students whose purpose it is to continue the study of

chemistry after high school; to give an understanding of the

portance of science in current and future human activities; to en-

courage teachers to undertake further study of chemistry .courses that

arc geared to keep pace with advancing scientific frontiers, and

thereby improve their teaching methods.

Approach:

CHE Study is a laboratory, discovery-oriented course.

Status:

Approximately 2,500 teachers are using the complete program. Trial

editions of course materials were tested over a three-year period in

a total of 550 schools with about 60,000 students. Feedback was

gathered through weekly (later bi-weekly) meetings of teachers in-

volved, and by questionnaires. A limited follow-up study at U. C.

Berkeley indicated CHEM-Study-prepared students had an advantage.

in. qualifying for the accelerated freshman course. Further follow-up

studies are being undertaken to determine effect on high school

science enrollments, performance in college chemistry and on under-

standing of the nature of science. 74



The study htis initinted evaluative surveys rend hns continued to

provide consultant sarvices, on request, to those concerned with

teacher. preparation. *Materials lve limn, or \VIII be, transkited

Into 7 foreign languages. Three text book companies have taken

over the revision of ClIF.M Study texts and will produce three

separate versions in 3.06S.

r A
.
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El C:01 eniltl'y SiUd V (ESSL Edt1C:P.1i onrd ce.;: )1tc!orporzt t!cl

Objective:

The purpose of the project is primarily that of developing more

)meaningful materials.

Approach:

The approach is not to develop a national curriculum, but to supply

a variety of carefully thought-out and tested materials which a

curriculum director may use in developing an elementary science

curriculum for the particular needs of his school system.

Status:

The program is not completed. Trial classes arc in session with

teachers making periodic reports regarding the effectiveness of

materials and ESS staff members visit classes. Questionnaires are

circulated and feedback information is used for evaluation and for

material revision. Program directors have requested the researchers

to concern themselves with the design of evaluative instruments.
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'JAi Earth Sc:ience 3.'roiec:t (ESC))

Ojective:

To implement a philosophy of .scionce cdFicatioii thia emphasizes

scientific inquiry and is experience-centered for the student.

Approach:

Biology, chemistry, mathematics and physics are used to develop

concepts and define processes in earth science. Most: of the material

is designed for use at the ninth-grade level. It is being tested in its

second year with 3.0,000 students. Teacher feedback is supplemented

by staff observation. The testing program consists of a lbst of

Science Know ledge -(3.30 items) given at the beginning of the year,

five Achievement Tests and one Comprehensive Final Exmination.

Status:

A text, laboratory manual, and teacher's guide for use in secondary

school earth science courses will be developed. One or more pamphlet

series, a _set of visual materlakl, and a set of laboratory models

arc also planned to supplement classroom material. Contirued activity

in teacher preparation, film, and pamphlets. Commercial ,.publication

of text and lab is envisioned in 1967.
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Bi010:4Cal SC:ielleeS CUrrieithnn Fittld (r.SCS)

Objective:

To contribute to the improvement of bkilogleal edimation through the

preparation of curriculum materials related to the study of biology.

To produce materials which are in harmony with methods used by

scientists in the field of biology.

Process approach:

Three texts approach biology from different. aspacts: The Blue,

biochemical; Yellow, cellular; Green, ecological. Specific facts and

definitions are de-emphasized and major concepts arc given most

attention. Laboratory exercises are a major part of the program.

Supplementary, Block, materials have been produced and a great

amount of audio visual material is available.

Status:

An estimated 10,000 to 15,000 teachers are using the program and

an equal number are using parts of the program. Recently Russia

adopted the Yellow version as the official biology text for all Russian

schools.j



AA AS C.o.; omission on Seience Eclue;tion
(Amerienn Assocition for the Advancem;:nt of Science)

objective:

TO provide interpretation and help to schools in the selection of

now science materials, and encourage improvement of science

education in the early gritdcts.

Approach:

Using the text, Science :: A Process Appromh , students arc taught

science through performing experiments and learning the operational

.skills of science.

Status:

Tv.'o hundred and fifty teachers arc using the complete program, and

several hundred are using portions of it. The exercises Were tried

out in demonstration classes during the writing session. Now equip-

ment was designed and kits were prepared. The evaluation materials

were revised and the process test was developed. New teacher training

materials were prepared. Exercises are being prepared for commercial

publication. Material to be published in the fall of 3967.

A writing conference to revise the exercises will be held in June and

July at the University of :Maryland. In addition to revising the exercises,

the writers will reViSC the evaluation materials, the teacher education

program and the teaching kits. The revised materials v.-111 be tried out

by approximately 90 teachers in 1966/C?. Parts one through seven have

been prepared with commentary for tettfArs and kits for laboratory work.
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Science Curriculum improvement Stu Ov (SC1.)

Obj c CU ye:

To produce a program which both guides the child's development. in

his experience with natural phenomena and provides him with the

necessary framework in which to view such experiences.

Approach:

The teacher plays a new classroom role in which he analyzes and

synthesizes the child's experience, observes him as a learner with-

out being obligated to summarize the objectives of the lesson with him.

Status:

One unit, Material Objects, is now available commercially. Other

units are being developed for elementary grade children: Instruction

and Systems, variation and Measurement, Organisms and Life Cycle.
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SOCIAL SCD.:NC:ES

With few ex :options, most of the current developments in the social

sciences are less visible on the national scene than those in lnathe-

lnaties and science. Extensive developments in the social seicnce

curriculum, equal to that in mathematics and the natural sciences,

have not yet occurred. A general criticism of the present curricula

in social sciences is that the rigors of the separate disciplines and

the unity of social sciences have been sacrificed to amorphous studies

of man and society and social living and life adjustment treatments.

Many projects, some 57, are now well underway and promise. to

make substantial revisions in the social sciences now taught in

elementary schools and high schools.

Now program developments put emphasis on concepts, principles

and methods of social science disciplines, are sequential, and attcn-

tion is given to sociology, anthropology, political science, economics,

and gcogrEsphy.

Much of what is underway in the Social Sciences can not be reported

in the same framework as can the developments in math r:nd science.

It was felt, therefore, that the Laboratory should sponsor a fifth"4

curriculum conference, adding Social Science to those described in

Project V in the Initial Plan.
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31101)E1IN FOlZIGN LANGUAGE lNS'J'illICTION

After many year: of relatively few eurriculum developments in taw.,

field of modern foreign language instruction, there. emerged during

the 3950's a strong national concern that the scheals had failed to

recognize the importance of instruction in foreign language. Fears

were expressed that. the American had an extreme handicap in

understanding the real problems of the world with mastery of only

one language.

The challenge given to the schools was to develop a nation of bi-

linguals. While every American should control English, it was said

that each American should also control another language. The status

of language instruction'at the elementary level as well as the

secondary school level was elevated and installed alongside the so--

called basic subjects. The National Defense Education Act provided

funds and the California Legislature gave a mandate. A nation of

bilinguals was seen to be an attainable goal, not an unattainable

dream.

The flurry of activity among the schools to install programs of foreign

language instruction was frequently characterized inadequate pladag,

unsuitable materials, lack of articulation , and Cho absence of any

evaluation. .Elcmeutary schools commenced foreign language instruction

82
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itt nearly every grade level. Some used twice weel:ly instructional

television programs, SUMO ha d till:Ming IC:RC:11:7:1'S with nntive hinguag:::

competencies, r;o3ne invested beftvily Ianguagc: htlxvatorics. Few

did more than occasionally worry abolit. questions ;:yoh os, %...hrtt will

happen to the. students who» they reach high sc :hool ? What are the

criteria for thc: selection of a .partieular language for instruction?

Arc we achieving our goals?

At the high school level, there was also great Vziriatiol) among the

approaches. Some schools required the existing staff, whether quali-

fied or not, to switch to materials based on the aural-oral approach.

New materials were adopted without adequate evaluation as to their

readiness or effcdtiveness. In other schools, a. multitrack system

was established for one or more Jureign languages. In these schools

it was possible for students who were enrolled in the traditional

foreign .language course sequence, with the emphasis on reading and

writing, to continue in that sequence. Other students could be en-

rolled in a course sequence which stressed the conversational approftoh.

Few high schools, howeyer, were prepared to receive students who

had prior foreign language instruction at the elementary lc:vel. In

extreme cases, these students were required to begin all over again



in a new f.:quence in inSLYUCti011. v,%1F; (hi_ t problem

of the lack of articulation betWcen the cle»ientv.ry

foreign langungu instructional materials. Sevoral er the widely

used f>cquences of i»structioml materials tt not design:AI to

a student from thc elementary grades into the advanced work of the

senicw high school in a planned .1equenee.

Much more needs to be known about: the curriculum materials

available in the various foreign language programs before it

be possible for the Laboratory staff to make program 1.c:corn/tic:Mations

related for foreign language instruction. Unanswered questions include

those relating to the length of the sequence or instruction, the

concern for a trallf,iii011 to or addition of other skills other than

oral communication, the preparation and recruitment of a qualified

teaching staff, horizontal and longitudinal articulation, and questions

relating to the impact of legislated curriculum.

84
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cutoncw,u2,1 R1:1ViSiON AND ".11.:STICLIC1.'ioNAL fiv$T)::;iis"

EMICATiONM., CILANGE

it is clear from what has been Oven above.tliat one of the major

problems in curricula revision Is conecn!ned with the process by which

curricula changes Carl be effectively ineorporated in the sell(*) systems.

Although considerable amount of research is presently being conducted

in this general area! the final answers to problems and strategies for

efficient and effective inteoduction of change is not known.

It is apparent, however, from findings reporied by Lewin2 and others

that for permanent change to occur in any social system including-the

public schools, consideration must be given to all the social and

psychological factors concerned.

For this reason, it would seem that the Curriculum Program of the

laboratory should be planned with consideration for the total system

in which all factors effecting curricular change axe taken into account.

THE TOTAL SYSTEM APPROACH TO CURRICULA

In most cases the approach to curriculum design has been on a "component"

basis with little detailed regard as to how the new course would fit in

8:1

3) The Cooperative Project in Educational Development (COPE])) is an example
of an inter-institutional approach to the study of models for planned changes
in school systems. SEC Newsletter, I. , Numbol 8, June 19G6

.2) Kurt Lewin "Group Decision and Social Che.nge." in Society for Psyel,.:Rdeai
Study of Social issues, Reading in Social _Psy.cholo2:", New York: Henry Holt,
1952, p. 471
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any overall system. of edocation. When a s;, stem is larrely statie

(with respoo to goals, resourep typas cul:1 levels, nature of stud.:!14

input, 010.) modifif.:at ions tao zOn:orix:d by is gradual proeess of

adjustment, scnno acconimodation being 31). ado in the larger syste]n, and

by mR:11 smoothing and revision, in the newly introduced or changed

clement. However, When many aspects of an educational system are

changing rapidly »ev. ).»..oblems arc encountered. The adoption, i»tro

cluction and maintenance of a new curriculum requires much thought

if undtte change costs (both material. and nonmaterial) arc to be

avoided and if survival and efficiency arc to be achieved.

Systems Analysis.. and Op7::rations Research techniques, first applied

on a wide scale in military and industrial hardware situations, have

created a kind of philosophy and a battery of techniques for the design

or redesign of complex oganiz:Aions Briefly, operations research

seeks to optimize or maximize specific values (usually of output products

or input cost) by finding strategic points in the system functions where the

largest (or satisfyingly large) changes can be made, usually by redesign

of structural aspects of the system, by changing the. "mix" of input,

throughput or output elements, or by other changes such as scheduling,

inventory policy, etc.
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Systems analysis has most frequently beon al);,3icd to initial design

and early dovelopment of new systems. It umially all. major

aspc..ots or choSco and development. of design coneerts and their

implementing hardware and software.

Beyoncl the usual. efforts io employ logical. and mathematic:al rigor

in the develoi»nent and evaluation of system models --- and implicit

in this effort. --- is the basic approach to voblems :u "systems"

of interrelated, int or ac:ting elements. Particulsrly in systems analysis

there is the concern that all essential elements for the construction and

effective operation of a system in all of its phases be designed and

'scheduled to provide for a timely,- effective and efficient operation.

At this time no such systems approach to design, implementation,

maintenance and modification of curricula exists. Rather we arc

still on a components development level in which the "interface. problem"

(prerequisite teacher or student skills and abilities, consequences on

other concurrent or subsequent, learning, logistical implications,

quality control monitoring, *etc.) is largely ignored or is handled by

designing to a specific actual. or assumed model (of student quality,

instructor capability, institutional resources, etc.). In some cases

obvious discrepancies in curricula and their interface models have been

found. (Such differences arc suggested for example by the Chemical Load

Approach and the Chemical Education ?.laterial Study).

87



While the ),:lberatory hav:: fu dc :t3 with the bcyc am: now 31(.c-ds or

the region vis.a visthe new CUrriCV.11911 " it ::CC:111:.;

Ob ViOttl; that one.contribution NA1iC:11 C::,'!11 IX! rortde by the Labor fury

to foster a systems approach to the design find evaluation of curricula..

REAVSS CitITERIA

Prior to the consideration ques13011S of quality and effectiveness of

new curriculum innovations it i5 that. there he a determination

of whether or not. the curriculum is ready for use. The question of

"readiness" is therefore one which relates to the availability of

neee.ssary parts. The basic assumption is that if it curriculum. development

does not have the necessary parts, certain questions regarding the

evaluation cannot be faced. Readiness criteria are two broad catez,,wies.

First, arc the necessary materials of instruction supplied by the developer?

These must include, of course, materials to assist in the introduction

of the material to the school system, e. g. , teacher training material.

Second, has the innovation proceeded through all the steps of development

which can be deemed as necessary, e.g., have field testing and revisions

been accomplished? These criteria are suggested in the following outline.

1. Textbook

A student guide, work book or reading material through which students

receive instruct ion or information should be readily available.

2. Teacher's Manual

A teacher's gLtide which informs the user about difficulties with the

program and offers advice on implementing the program should be

available. 88
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3. litlxiratbry ?.tanual.

There f;hould direction : for or plamicd matcrial proy;C.: ndezilutto

bac:I:ground for students to carry out laboratory worl; in thtme v.,11crt.,

laboratory wort: if; a part of the eurrIculum.

4. Achicvcmcnt Tests

There should be tests or other measurement tools by which s(ndent

and teacher can evaluate their progress toward the stated behavioral.

objectives of the program.

§_!...11Ed2:22.1492:y_ lit

Equipment and materials needed to implement the laboratory part of

the course should be made available at the time and place it is needed.

6. Teacher Training Material

There should be in-service training guides or auxiliary materials by

which teachers can became better equipped to teach the program.

Revision of Material after Try-out

The program should be tried in classrooms and changed where necessary

to improve the material.

E. Teaci..:rs trained to teach thLprogram

There should 1.1e evidence that teachers who were not involved in the

development of the program can be instructed in thetse of the program.

9
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9. Conipari;:on of Vv.: 011icoilc with Atio:),..,!:......._,

j)rofernint:i m:ttivizi and nchievc:illonts :;.11(.110(.1 1:0 001';.q):O'c.:1 to a!)01,11... 3'

course in the silrse subject area.

10. lndependent Eval ita lion ado

Alt agcmcy not associated v.,ith the project devoloper6 should assess

the molly:Oil.

11. Thdopendent Tnlnlcnlcntatian

The entire course should be successfully carried through without tile

involvement of the program developers.

12. Articulation and Inteceration

The program should fit into the curriculum so that it is articulated

with scope and sequence of the curriculum.

horizontal articulation should be considered as the program relates

to other courses taught at the same. grade level.

b) Vertical articulation should be considered as the program relates to

courses which precede and follow the program in the grade level

sequence (K-12).

c) Standardization of the program should be considered as it relates to

other programs in the nation. The program should be suited to

meet the needs of a mobile population and a population which is

interdependent.

. 90
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alx; Inconip !cite) th'.( if.11:..C..iwz, in o;!y or mo,,..c eyikTi:13

fold yet, fotinel to be valual)le in terms of coeilt n):ty

completed by the laboratory and made ready fo;. ivipleillentP.t ion. Ili T;11):1.

suggesred just. such a procedure in the recent ProjectY Confercneo by

Slat hr. "prOgralfiS IoLulcl thf1 r-bakC(11 Might be 'fully b;tied' by the bzi.boratvry."

The following chart is a chock--list, for several of the newer curriculum

developments in Science using the "readiness'! criteria: Those

developmentS which may be nearer a state of "readiness" v.,111 have the

larger number of criteria.checkcd. The reader is reminded, hoover,

that the criteria are not qualitative, but only whether the parts are available.
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33VALUAT1ON O)' CUR OCIa,1110 0111:111NGS

the previous section of a set of criteria for evnlitation of thc

readiness for general use of curriculum wnseutlined.

flops 9 (coinr:rison with another coarse) 10 (inclepencic:it

evaluation), as well as 4 (achievement tests) and I (articulation :tml

integration), bear most directly on evaluation. In this section the

disucssion will. be directed speci. 'Illy to the two major problems of

evaluation:, criteria and experimental design.

CIUTEMA. Although measurable outcomes of any ;tie

essential if evaluation IS to be accomplished in any specific sense,

the majority of cuiricula must be accepted on the basis of face

validity, either because no serious effort was made to specify the

educational objectives in measurable terms or becauSe the cost of

obtaining, adequate criterion data was seen as too great for the developer

or consumer.

There are two major aspects to the curriculum criterion problem. In

the first place, every curriculum must deal in sonic way with the course

objectives. The typical problem that exists here is that once one leaves

the paper and pencil course examinations (usually only probing specific:

knowledge and interpretation) there is little further in the way of translating

the general and often vaguely stated course objectives into ohjntively

measurable behavior or other clearly defined indicants. Vocational

f13
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education partieiziar advcntl:i..o in 11 :7!cf.0::.c o it::

concern for tcfnin,0 fo;' perticular tfi)ti

ObjeetiVC:ly tlfz;o:;:led by performance

tcadern ic educittion has often claimed a.vers bfoad of go;-:l which

sonic consider to be sufficiently intangible as to elude measurement.

Recently, programed instruction NVOI1Z 1»..out;h1 a discipline of

immediate and continuousmeasurement of each small St op or phase of

the learning proc;.*.:s. And tiK:re now tppoltil; to be :t trend toward tt 31101'0

detailed specification of perfOrDlit»CC: whether it be in terms of the

program tout frames or of providing greater understanding and smsitivity

to either the student or the teacher concerning status, change, and

diagnosis of el Ili c ul ty.

In view of the present state of the art there appear to be two aspects to the

appraisal of criteria for course objectives, one serving the user of the

curriculum material by providing operational data concerning student,

teacher, and school accomplishment. and the other providing for more

rigorous and detailed information for educational researchers and

curriculum decision makers. For both of these, the taxonomies of the

cognitive (fl. S. Bloom) and affective (Krathwohl) domains of-educational

objectives have laid a basis for classifying kinds of objectives. Others,

Ich as J. F. Mager, have spelled out the requirbments for describing

behavioral objectives. The vestion is %%Alai: can the Labor:40:v do to
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cent ribtlie to do ve1opTnent of adcclunte col: :so ?

An MC:1111;0re 0.1100:I1paSSirq: f!;:;..ztt of the probleyn ic; the

reluting of any curriculum to the total goals of e0u(:atic.n. if.;;;11(..

ObViOU sly relevant to the LnborotorY's Progrion A :0.111')

No matter how these total goals are deseribcd or classified 3 there

will riAllfi;11 the task of showing by empirical as well aS

OVidenee the general and specific emtributicm of curricula, 00115:500red

both singly and in combination. This is related to the view of curricula

in a total system approach and is iinplicit in the problems of experimental

design.

MPE111A1ENTAL DS1GN. The specification of course objectives and

their translation into objectively measurable behavior lay the foundation

for scientific evaluation, but major problems remain in establishing just

what immediate end long term effect:;, in particular situations, result from

application of one or more curricula.

1) The draft position paper by Walter Borg, for instance, lists JO goals:
(1) selfunderstanding and acceptance, (2) inter-group acceptance,
(3) mastery of basic skills, (4) motivation to learn, (5) citizenship,
(6) physical and emotional health, CO fostering creativity, (S) vocational
pro:luctivity, (9) intellectual development, and (10) continuing
education.
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first there D the roblcm of control :,:nd Own th:!ru rie

derivative proNcin of "ci:irryin.i; over" or "int cr;fetion" of ()DC!

CallCat i011Z1.1 CtNpC' once with another. The;: :.. proble::: exist

all ;C:VelS frons the individual student anZI toaeher to the largo"

cducational syst OM units (schools and districts),

We must face the fact that the. classical experimental treatn-,ent

compared with a "suitable control treatment'' ---- "other things

hold constant'' is usually an impossible experimental design and is

rarely appropriate when it is possible. And yet the comparison of

new _and improved curriculum A with old, conventional curriculum X"

is the modal experimental plan (if the data exceeds testimonials ILIICI

Prepost cernparisons).

Campbell and Stanley 2 have dealt extensively with the sourezIs of

invalidity of nearly every major experimental and quasiexperimental

design. Their list of sources of invalidity include: history, maturation,

testing, instrumentation, regression, selection, mortality, interaction of

any of these (e. g. selection and maturation), the interaction of testing

and the curriculum, the interaction of selection and the curriculum,

............
2) Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley "Experimental and Quasi-.

Experimental Designs for Research on Teaching" in N. L. Gage,
hand book of Researchn Teaching, Rand-tqcNalley, 19G3.
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(:C:tiVi: ciriecl!; cif oxj)::%)...iinc,ithil..u.).1.2,1,;(141c-litt: not eit)..Q.

°vex lh1Q the: opc...Ttiolinl setting (e, g. the ra.z\vtl)o).ne and

)nul tipic treatment int cw.fereneo.

Vor particular cases,. designs are available Viliti) Clan COntrOl MOM, (11'

all of these SottrOOS Of iTiVandity; ho\vover, the "real world" as

contrasted to the usual laboratory sib:ation involves multiplevalued

parameters in the eclueatonal system. We are cow:co:fled about good

and poor students, adequately and inadoquately trained teachers,

boMogenous and heterogeneous pupil background, high and low

socioeconomic level, urban sncl rural environments, large and smell

districts, presence and absence of training spec:Ian stF.:, facilities, etc,

(and about intermediate gradations of any of these) A moment's

2.c:floc:lion \YID-confirm that an impossibly large number of different

parameter configurations can be generated, far too many to te;t

exhaustively. nonce curriculum evaluation must look to research

designs which will use some kind of parameter evaluation search

heuristic which will "satisfy" at least thc; more sensitive or critical.

In cases where such attempts have been made to evaluate alternative

curriculum systems we have evidence that the results are far from

neat responses for different criteria may be contradictory, simb!e.

differences can le found at practically every organizational. level, there

arc many interactions, and there is almost always a time change.



A1t1101).:Ji CVflitlflt1 11 of Si ;:i1-:!e10 (:!!,c.q7.11 01:,60

illiCr0 find tlillflOrOn Zt:.:pfAttf:; if:, Ni the on hrnd thc.!

specification of the dynninics and c(intribotion of the sul.elelnentt;

of a specific curriculum and on the otheilutud OK: Carry-0,6'CW CITC:Cir.

0)0Siti VC and negative transfer in OK: 1':VCitOkIgiC:;1.3 sense., but also facilithtivo

or inhibiting oporationS i»tenetions on a socinl orgonizatio»al level) of

one eurricultun'on another. And these problems are ccmipounded by the

sometimes high turnover rates among the student and profei:sional

population, -.,n01 also by the periodic perturbations hi larger :;ocial rind

political contexts of the educational system.

Clearly longitudinal studies are rNuired which fix on all major aspects

of the educational system so that the effects of curriculum change

(modification or radical innovation) may be Moro clearly specified.

When we view current curriculum evaluation efforts against these

criteria and design difficulties it is obvious that the Zap between actual

and needed information and technique is great. The question for the

Laboratory is how may it. best serve. to close this gap?
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THE PROBLEM

This paper will review the status of a sampling of major research and develop-

ment activities in the area of instructional methods and will identify needs related

to each of these major activities that are revealed in the research literature.

Instructional method has been defined in a number of ways. For example, Wallin

and Travers (1963) define teaching method as "...a pattern of teacher behavior."

This definition, however,seems too restrictive in view of the large amount of

teaching that -will probably not be done directly by teachers in the future. An

instructional method is defined for the purposes of this paper as a process

through which the learner's behavior is shaped in a predetermined direction.

Such processes can be described.in terms of at least six major dimensions:

a. Degree to which the method employs an inductive vs. a deductive approach.

b. Amount of overt pupil response required.

c. Amount of immediate feedback or knowledge of results provided to tho

learner.

d. Degree of adjustment for differences among learners permitted by the

method.

e. Amount of vicarious vs. direct experience provided.

f. Amount of feedback about the learner that is utilized by the method.

Table 1 lists a number of teaching processes and classifies them on these

six dimensions in terms of their usual application in today's schools or

educational laboratories. Since most method labels such as "directed discovery"

100
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or "lecture" describe a family of similar processes rather than a single well

defined method, the usual application as indicated in Table 1 may not reflect

an uncommon but important variation of a given method. For example, most

instructional procedures that have been developed from laboratory research in

animal conditioning and reinforcement have employed a single reinforcer for all

subjects such as pennies, small edibles, or "knowledge of results." However,

the work of Homme, et. al. (1963) and Daley (1966) tailors the reinforcer to

each pupil, thus better providing for individual differences than the usual

approach. The major explorations and developments in the teaching methods area

currently underway are concerned with directed discovery, programed instruction,

and computer assisted instruction. Other instructional methods that arc currently

receiving somewhat less attention such as the lecture, the Montessori method,

role-playing, and small group discussion will be discussed in a later paper if

desired by the Executive Panel.

Some organizational approaches such as the ungraded school, teamteaching,

individually prescribed instruction, and ability grouping have implications

for instructional methods although they are not instructional methods in them-

selves. For example, team teaching permits greater teacher specialization and

more flexibility in the use of large group, small group and individual in-

struction. It does not, however, establish or define the actual procedures

that will be used by the teacher in these various educational situations.

Current approaches to classroom and school organization and their implications

for instructional methods will be discussed in a later paper if desired by the

Executive Panel.

Certain tools have emerged in recent years that appear to offer great

promise for tie study of instructional methods. Among these are the microteaching

1.0



approach developed at Stanford University and the various methods of measuring

and classifying teacher behavior and teacher-pupil interaction such as have

been developed by Flanders, Amidon, Medley, Taba, and others.* A thoughtful

review of the tools available for the study of instructional methods seems

important to the development of an overall picture of the state of the art in

this area. This review will be provided in a later paper if desired by the

Executive Panel.

CURRENT METHODS

The Directed Discovery Approach

Au instructional methods approach that has gained considerable support in

recent years in its various forms is.the directed discovery process. This

approach, derived primarily from Gestalt learning theory, provides the pupil

with a minimum of basic information in a direct manner. Using this basic in-

formation as a foundation, many carefully structured and ordered questions and

hints arc utilized by the teacher to assist the pupil's discovery of the re-

maining information and functional relationships to be acquired and understood.

Research Evidence

Among the more carefully designed studies concerned with a comparison of

the directed discovery method with the expository or direct-detailed method are

those that have been carried out at the University of Illinois (Grote., 1960;

Ray, 1957; Rowlett, 1960; and Moss, 1960). These studies have all been conducted

at the secondary level (grades 8 through 12) with samples ranging from 106 to 180

pupils. Moss' study, (1960) which is fairly typical of the group, used principles

*It seems likely that a process based on microteaching will emerge over the
next few years as a generally useful teaching method. It could perhaps be called
the experience-feedback-experience method.
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of letterpress imposition as the learning task. Pupils were divided into Treatmz.nt

A (direct-detailed method), and Treatment B (directed discovery method) while

Treatment C (no instruction) provided a control. Pupils were closely comparable

on a number of initial test variables. The analysis compared the treatments and

also compared pupils at high, average. and ].ow TQ levels in the various treatments.

Moss found no significant differences in immediate recall, retention over a six-

week period or transfer over a six week period.

Both Ray 0.957) and Rowlett (1960) obtained significant differences favoring

the directed discovery method using a similar research design. Ray's significant

results were in the area of transfer while Rowlett obtained significant results

in both transfer and retention. Grote (1960) obtained significant results

favoring the direct-detailed method for, the immediate post-test but no other

significant resuli.4,,,

All four of the Illinois studies appear to share the same major deficiencies.

One of these deficiencies is a very short exposure to the experimental treatment.

For example, in Moss' study the experimental treatments consisted of a single 47

minute instructional period. The other deficiency is the rather small. number of

subjects involved, which when broken down by treatment and ability level, resulted

in very small subgroups and increased the probability of Type 2 errors. The

strength of these studies was in the careful design of the pre and post achieve-

ment tests, the high level of comparability of the material taught, and the close

comparability of the groups at the beginning of the study. Comparability of the

material taught seems especially important in studies of this sor7., and is rarely

achieved. The order of presentation, length of time, devoted to each item of in:-

formation and instructional aids were the same for both treatments. All material

was tape recorded tc further insure consistency.

1O4
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A series of three exploratory studies by Scandra 0964) throws additionll

light on the outcomes of the expository and discovery modes of instruction. The

material to be learned involved the solution of novel abstract problem-, in-

cluding the presentation of algorithms that could be used for solving the problems.

In the expository classroom all information necessary for solving the training

problems, including the algorithms, was presented directly. The information was

usually presented verbally and illustrated before the subjects were given an

opportunity to practice it. In the discovery classroom, learning was induced

by simple directive statements, questions, .and hints. The discovery subjects

were not told how to solve the problem, nor were their questions answered directly.

The first two of these studies demonstrated that a certain amount of method

manipulation within the usual confines of the two methods is still possible and

can change results. The prerequisite information given the discovery class was

made less direct in the second study, requiring somewhat more interpretation

by students. An attempt was also made to reduce instructional time in the dis-

covery class by introducing the algorithm earlier. In the expository class some

effort was made to establish a more meaningful relationship between the problems

and the algorithm. In both studies the classes covered the same material.

Achievement testing in these studies was carried out by giving pupils a test of

routine problems (R) that were directly related to the ciasswork and novel

problems (N) that involved the same principles, but required the use of transfer.

Pupils were brought up to a particular level of proficiency in solving routine

problems.

In the first study the discovery class took 153 minutes to reach the desired

level of facility, while the expository cliss.took 108 minutes. On the test,

the two groups were not significantly different in their performance on routine

05



problem, but were significantly differL,t favoring the discovery gLoup on the

novel problems. In the second study, a longer period was required to teach the

material for both groups, the expository class requiring 153 minutes versus 199

minutes for the discovery class. This greater time was probably due to subjects

in the second experiment being younger and more heterogeneous. The two groups

again received approximately the same scores on the routine tests, but the

expository class obtained a significantly higher score on the novel problems

than the discovery class.

In a third study the material was simplified and the time element equated

with both groups receiving 67 minutes of instructional time. The third study

involved only seven pupils in the expository group and eight in the discovery

group. Due to the small numbers involved, no statistical tests were applied.

However, the subjects in the expository group did appreciably better on the

routine test and only slightly more poorly on the novel test.

Scandura's studies suggest that the use of timing by the teacher in apply-

ing these two methods may be an important factor in their success. He concludes

fhat,"A better understanding of the role of timing and its effects on learning,

retention and transfer may be of practical import in helping make the *teaching-

learning process more efficient." (page 155). This series of exploratory

studies seems to demonstrate clearly the potentially strong effect of within,-

method differences on the results of instructional methods research.

As is often the case in research on educational methodology, the literature

contains some studies that appear to support the expository approach and others

that appear to support the discovery approach. Haselrud and Meyers (1958)

found that principles discovered by the pupil were better retained and led to

more transfer than was the case when pupils were told the principles directly.
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Bendrix's research in mathematics (1961) generally supports these findings. In

contrast, studies made by Craig (1956), Kittle (1957), and Sassenrnth (]959)

found that superior learning resulted when information was given to subjects

directly. Scandura (1964) has pointed out that such contradictory findings can

be partially explained by inconsistent use of terms, and suggests that exposition

and discovery refer to classes of methodology rather than uniquely defined methods.

However, he identifies complexity of the classroom situation as perhaps the main

difficulty, indicating "...failure to identify many of the basic variables and

inter-relationships operating in the classroom has made it difficult, if not

impossible, to study the teaching - learning process in a systematic fashion."

Development Projects

In addition to research efforts in this field, a number of projects are

currently underway that are aimed at the development of curriculum materials

and techniques related to the discovery method. One of the most extensive of

these is the Madison Project being carried on by Davis (1965). In this project

highly trained mathematicians work in classrooms and deve,lop fully structured

classroom lessons. These lessons are then disseminated to teachers by class-

room observation or by viewing films which show actual classroom lessons.

This project is based on the premise that the ways of using a particular method

are probably as crucial to its success as the method itself. Since the dcvelop-

ment of high quality discovery lessons is considered to be beyond the ability

and time available to the classroom teacher, Davis has moved in the direction

of achieving quality control by devoting a great deal of time and talent to the

development of polished and thoroughly tested lessons. These fully developed

lessons are referred to as "stable" which indicates they can be taught by many

teachers to many students with reasonable reliability.
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Although Davis' work is essentially a development: rather than a research

project, he has been able to draw some conclusions from his four years of

experience in the project. He has found that culturally privileged children

whose ability places them in the top thirty percent can learn more mathematics

than has usually been thought possible in grades 2 through 9. He has also

found that the discovery approach has brought about much more interest in

mathematics for many students than has usually been the case.

It is interesting to note that Davis also points out the problems accruing

because of a basic lack of knowledge about the nature of the classroom situation.

He states that "...even despite a large accumulation of studies of various sorts,

the important matters of classroom social organization, 'classroom ecology,'

and even more broadly, 'school ecology' have not been described well enough to

provide guidance to the curriculum innovator. As a result, curriculum innovation

is guided by tradition more than is desirable." (Davis, 1965, p xi).

Summary

In summary, it appears that the discovery approach, like most educational

movements, is supported by strong advocates and weak evidence. A theoretical

structure supporting the method has been developed by such scholar's as Bruner

(1961a, ].961b) and Hendrix (1960, 1961). Demonstrations of the method in such

programs as the Inquiry Training Program (Suchman, 1961) and the Madison Project

(Davis, ].965) have generally reported favorable results. Unfortunately, however,

most supporters of a given educational process are convinced of its value and

rarely set up careful research that would establish the validity of their

beliefs. Thus, the favorable results often obtained may be due to any of a

number of variables that have nothing to do with the method itself.

A number of theoretical questions have been raised by critics of the

method. Ausubel ( 1964) strongly challenges the theoretical structure that
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Hendrix has developed to underpin the discovery approach. lie a]so suggests that

discovery may be effective when pupils are in the concrete stage of concept

develop mant but is inefficient and time consuming for pupils who are capable of.

working with abstract concepts. Friedlander. (3965) points out the large numlwr

of erroneous discoveries that pupils make and suggests that such discoveries

are probably better remembered than the teacher's corrections.

Some limited research efforts have compared the discovery approach with

expository methods. These studies have been inconclusive, probably due mainly

to the small samples used and the very brief exposure of subjects to the two

treatments. It seems possible, however, that conflicting results suggest that

the discovery approach is more effective than e',,position under some conditions

and less effective under others. It seems probable that the relative success

of inductive versus deductive teaching processes is a function of complex

interactions among such variables as pupil ability, pupil problem solving mode,

content level and content type. The literature reports no studies designed to

reveal the nature or magnitude of such interactions.

PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION

Programed instruction, perhaps more than any other educational innovation,

has captured the interest and attention of behavioral scientists. This interest

was initially stimulated by B. F. Skinner's historic article in 1954, "The Science

of Learning and the Art of Teaching." Schramm (1964) reviewed 190 reports of

original research on programed instruction in the 10 years following Skinner's

article and noted that the rate of publication was accelerating rapidly through-

out that period. Most of the early research in this area was concerned with

linear programing but in the past 3 or 4 years we find an increase in the

proportion of studies in which branching has been employed. Since a much

19
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larger body of research evidence is available in programed instruction than in

directed discovery, a general overview will be presented rather than a discussion

of a few key studies.

Research Evidence

Enough studies have been conducted comparing programed instruction to

conventional instruction" to make it: apparent that under some conditions, some

pupils can learn as effectively or more effectively from programed materials.

Of 36 such studies reported by Schramm 0964), 17 reported significant differences

favoring programed instruction, ].8 showed no signfficant differences, and only

one favored "conventional".classroom instruction.

Much of the research in programed instruction, although interesting, fails

to deal with the basic questions that seem to require better answers. For

example, it would appear that comparisons between programed instruction and

"conventional" classroom methods would be much more useful if the "conventional"

method were more rigorously defined and controlled than has usually been the

case. Perhaps an even more crippling weakness of most such studies, however,

is their preoccupation with which method is "better" without exploring such

questions as: Under what conditions is programed instruction an effective

technique? What are the characteristics of students who ].earn more effectively

from this approach? What type and level of content is most effectively taught?

What are the interactions among such variables as the pupils' problem solving

mode, the cognitive level of the learning task, and the degree of abstractness

of the content? It seems that these more complex questions, which for the most

part require multivariate designs and careful control, are largely unanswered

at present.
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Single vari;.ble experimental studies comparing sequenced and random order

programs similarly seem too limited since the value of a log1cP.1 structure

would appear to depend on the content being taught and the length of the program.

Similarily, studies on step size and error frequency criteria appear of practical

value only if considered in the context of such variables ns curriculum content,

nature of the learning task, and student maturity.

Studies concerned with comparing constructed response, "thinking" the

response, and selecting a multiple choice are important since the constructed

response seems to limit the flexibility of thn method, especially in computer

assisted applications where this approach introduces a difficult input problem.

The great majority of studies in this area show no significant differences,

suggesting that the constructed response is not: essential to effective programed

instruction.

A major apparent advantage of programed instruction is that it permits self-

pacing, thus introducing a way to individualize the presentation.

Research results, however, have not demonstrated a consistent superiority

for either self-pacing or external pacing. Here again, studies that explore

interactions among pupil characteristics, type of content, response mode, and

pacing would give us greater insights into the nature of programed f_nstruction.

For example, students with high motivation working with difficult content may

achieve more in a self-pacing situation, while students having low motivation

and working with easy content may achieve more in an external pacing situation.

This review, however, did not locate studies in which interactions. between

pacings acrd other variables had been explored.

I
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CONEIJTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

Computer assisted instruction is essential3y similar to programed instruction.

As normally used, computer assisted instruction is an expository technique in-

volving a high level of student interaction plus immediate feedback or know3edge

of results. Computer assisted instruction (CAI) differs from programed instruction

along three main dimensions. First, it is much more versatile. Levels of

branching that would not be practical with a programed textbook because of the

time that would be required for the student to locate the necessary branches

can be handled in a fraction of a second by the more sophisticated computers.

The computer can also communicate with the student through either auditory or

visual means. The other aspect which differentiates computer assisted instruction

from programed instruction is the computer's capacity to measure and record in-

formation about student responses. For example, the computer system being used

in the Stanford-Brentwood Project provides for recording 30 different types of

information about the student response. This capacity makes it possible for

the computer to identify and possibly correct some kinds of program deficiency.

The computer can also store and use information about each pupil that will lead

to a level of instructional individualization through branching decisions that

is probably not possible by any other means. The versatility of the computer is

so great that it would not be beyond the realmof current technology to build

a computer assisted instructional system that could simulate, at least for some

content areas, nearly any instructional process.

Development Programs

A number of development programs of limited scope havebeen underway for

the past several years. Most of these programs have employed makeshift hard-

ware that, although useful in getting some preliminary insights about the
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approach, fall far short of realizing the potentials of computer assisted in-

struction. The work of Braunfeld (1964) and his associates with the PLATO

and PLATO 1I arc typical of these preliminary exploratory program. PLATO 11,

for example, employed an ILLTAC Computer and could accomodat :e only two student

consoles. The programs developed for PLATO 11 were essentially linear in the

sense that all students completed the same main sequence, the only branching

occurring when a student entered or did not enter a help sequence. in contrast,

the PLATO III system has been built around a CDC 1604 Computer that will permit

Much more complex judgements about the student's behavior. Where the PLATO II's

judgements were limited to whether the student's answer was right or wrong, the

PLATO III system is designed to detect the type of error and branch to a help

sequence developed to deal with this specific error. The computer will also

expand or contract the main sequence as a function of how well the student is

doing. Poor student performance will cause the computer to insert further

problems and text at specified places in the sequence. The CDC 1604 would

have sufficient capacity to work with as many as 1000 students simultaneously

using the PLATO II type of teaching.

The SDC experimental computer-based instructional system developed in 1960

was similar to the PLATO I system, although somewhat more versatile. This

initial system was superceded by the CLASS computer system in 1961. This

system is based on a large scale computer, the Philco 2000 and can accomodate

20 students. The CLASS system can simulate a variety of instructional systems

and has sufficient capacity and versatility to explore interactions among in-

structional methods, student and content variables. (Coulson, 1962).

The Stanford-Brentwood Computer Assisted Instruction Project is the first

to be an integral part of a public.schoo3 and is among the most sophisticated
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work in computer assisted instruction going on at the present time. This project

employs the IBM ].500 Instructional System which presently includes 76 instructional

'stations tied to a single computer. An instructional station provides a keyboard

and television viewing screen for each pupil. The pupil may receive information

either through the viewing screen or through an audio system that permits each

student to hear course messages selected by the computer in any desired sequence.

A light pen permits the student to respond to a question by pointing to a location

on a display screen. The student may also respond by typewriter. Students have

a loudspeaker and can respond orally, but although the voice is recorded, the

computer does not analyze the voice message and respond to it. In the current

Brentwood Program, over 100 first grade pupils are participating, LOS receiving

computer assisted instruction in reacting and the other half in mathematics. The

current reading program contains 250 lessons that take over the entire task of

reading instruction. Pupils completing the 250 lessons would be reading at the

third grade level. The current arithmetic program is primarily drill and

practice with limited branching. The reading program is a tutorial system in

which extensive branching is used. Each response the child makes is recorded

on the data tape. Response data are being collected in 30 catagories. This

information will permit considerable descriptive research on the program as well

as providing feedback on the instructional program that can be used in improve-

ment of the programed curriculum.

Research Evidence

Because of the high cos'of hardware for computer assisted instruction and

the limited student capacity of experimental systems, very little hard research

evidence is currently available on the effectiveness of this approach. A small

scale exploratory study by Braunfeld (1964) compared students receiving
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computerized instruction with those receiving very similar Jostruclion

lecture technique. Students in the two treatments were closely comparable on

an examination, but those in the computer program devoted appro:dmately one-

half as much time to each lesson as those in the lecture program. A savings

of instructional time with no loss in post-instructional achievement has emerged

consistently from a number of exploratory studies.

Grubb and Selfridge (1963) compared a small number of college students who

were taught descriptive statistics using CAI with other students who were in-

structed with conventional lectures and a programed text. Students working

with the computer completed the course material in one-tenth of the time and

performed almost twice as well on the final achievement test as the other two

groups. Studies by Schurdak (1965) and Goodman (1964) also reported time saving

and better: achievement for students receiving computer assisted instruction as

opposed to conventional instruction and/or a programed textbook.

Student attitudes towards computer assisted instruction as obtained in post:

test questionnaires have generally revealed positive views (Grubb and Selfridge,

1963; Schurdak, 1965; Goodman, 1964; Lewis, 1965).

As more sophisticated computer based instructional systems are developed,

it seems likely that these systems will be sufficiently versatile to permit

.programming the same instructional material in .accordance with a number of

different instructional methodologies. Programming variations within a given

methodology will also be possible. The possibility of such carefully controlled

manipulations of the instructional method plus the capacity of the computer to

record in detail a large number of pupil response variables, suggests that

computer assisted instruction has great potential as a tool for studying in-

structional methods. A theoretical groundwork for such research has already



been started in the work of Groin and Atkinson (1966), Sll ood (1962),

Brelsford, et. al. (1966), and Dear and Atkinson ( :L962) provide examples

of the utility of the computer for the study of learning and instructional

methods problems.

NEEDS IDENTIFIED FROM THE REVIEW OF RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT IN INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS

Introduction

A review of research and development activities related to methods of

instruction reveals a number of important research-related needs that must be

met in order to advance significantly the state of the art in this area along

a broad front. A program designed to meet any of these needs could form the

basis for the Laboratory effort in the area of instructional methods over the

next few years. Selecting among them would require a set of criteria similar

to that developed the initial Full Education position paper. The Executive

Panel can provide valuable guidance to the Laboratory staff by discussing such

criteria and by suggesting some tentative priorities that could be considered

in the subsequent steps of the program development. It will be noted that

although the following needs are primarily focused on the instructional process"

none could be adequately attacked unless related problems in curriculum, teacher

education, and perhaps full education were also considered.

Needs

1. The need to define in much more specific and inclusive terms than

has yet been accomplished, the total picture of what occurs during

a given teaching-learning process..
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2. The need to identify and describe in detail the critical characteristics

that make up each of the major teaching methods or processes, Studies

in which teachers follow only in a general way a particular t-aching

process such as the lecture method or the discovery method cannot be

productive SilleP variations within the methods themselves can bring

about marked changes in results.

3. The need to ectermine through research evidence whether teacher

effectiveness can be increased to a greater extent by giving the

teacher intensive training in the general application of a method

.or by developing the teaching process for each lesson to a degree

where the structuring itself assures a satisfactory application of

the process. Perhaps one of the most fundamental questions about

instructional methodology that is raised by current research and

development efforts in education is "who shall determine the curriculum

and instructional methods to be used in the schools of tomorrow?"

Developments in programed instruction, computer assisted instruction

and televised instruction have made us aware of the great deal of

effort needed to produce lessons of high quality. Such lessons can

not be developed economically unless their cost is spread over a

large number of students. Thus, maximum productivity can only be

attained by certralizing the development of software and using the

product as widely as possible.

Work with software has shown us that developing highly effective

lessons requires a level of effort, usually estimated at from 100

to 300 man hours for a 60 minute period, that can rarely if ever be

reached by classroom teachers'worhing independently. Thus, it
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follows that the average lesson of even the best classroom Leacher is

far below the quality that can be achieved by a team of eXperts working

under a liberal time allowance. Even researchers worki,:g with methods

that are based on the live teacher are coming to the conclusion that

all aspects of a lesson must be developed and pretested by experts if

teachers are to use it effectively. A good example of this trend is

found in the Madison Project (Davis, ].965) in which a goal is to build

discovery lessons that can be used successfully by nearly any teacher

working with nearly any group of pupils.

4. The need to identify the specific conditions under which a given method

is more effective than alternative methods. The level of ability, and

maturity of the learner, the type and level of content, the thinking

style and previous experience of the learner are all pertinent to the

problem of identifying the most effective method for a given situation.

For example, Ausubel (1964) suggests that the discovery method is in-

appropriate for teaching subject content except when pupils are in the

concrete stage of cognitive development. Friedlander (1965) points

out that lessons in which children make a large .number of erroneous

"discoveries" may, in view of recent research on memory as a psycho-

logical process, lead to strong retention of these errors even though

the teacher may correct the child's mistakes.

Since it seems very unlikely that any instructional methcd will ever

be discovered that is superior for all students, all content, and all

cognitive levels, it is only through a series of large scale multi-

variate studies that we can accumulate the knowledge that would make

it possible for the educator to select the method that fls most likely

,to succeed in teaching a given body of material to a given student.
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5. The need to identify and describe those forms of the deductive and

induetive approach that load to greater sLueunt reLcuLion. Vriedlander

0965) points out that there is no body of hard evidence that the in

a student: "discovers" have a higher liklihood of being reme!:,bol'ed

titan insights he learns about from others.

6. With regard to all of the new teaching media that are taking over .

functions that: have traditionally been performed by the classroom

teacher, perhaps the most pressing research related need is to define

in specific terms the educational goals that can better be achieved

by a live teacher and those that can better be achieved by some other

form of educational experience. Most behavioral scientists who have

considered this question, suggest that human interaction is required

for the achievement of some educational goals. ln other words, they

feel that certain pupil needs can be met only by direct interaction

with other human beings. Few, however, have defined such needs in

specific terms and none have produced hard evidence to support this

view.

7. A related problem brought about by the current revolution in educational

technology is that innovations such as computer assisted instruction,

programed instruction, and televised instruction not only require

drastic alterations in the teacher's role but in some cases may leave

the teacher without any important function in the instructional

situation. Unless the specific aspects of the instructional program

which the teacher can handle most effectively are identified soon,

schools making wide use of new media run the risk of overlooking

important: but unspecified aspects of the child's development Lhat the

,teacher provides for in a traditional school. Innovators are also
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likely to face increasing levels of dissatisfaction and stubborn

resistance from teachers who can no longer define their roles in

the educational system. Can such innovations survive in the face

of organized teacher resistance? Perhaps even more to the point,

must the institution of the teacher be destroyed in order to open

the way to educational revolution? (Capp, 1966).

8. Another problem suggested by the role conflicts that can emerge

from changes in the public schools is the need to study and under-

stand more about the nature of resistance to change that is so

often found within the educational establishment. Schools tend to

represent a major conservative bulwark within our society and there

is every reason to expect that this establishment will resist the

revolutionary changes that could be brought about by new educational

technologies. This problem, although not directly related to

instructional methods,. illustrates the danger of studying an aspect

of education and ignoring other aspects.

9. A review of research and development work in computer assisted in-

struction reveals a pressing need to develop more efficient techniques

for the production of the computer software, i.e., the programs through

which curriculum materials are presented. In the Brentwood project,

for example, the cost of developing curriculum materials for teaching

mathematics and reading to first grade pupils was approximately one-

half million dollars, or equal to the cost of the hardware and building

involved in the project. Once developed, of course, such curricula

materials can be used with any numbers of pupils where compatible

computer systems are available. This fact notwithstanding, the
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curriculum building procedures employed in the Brentwood project

appear laborious and cosily. Smallwood's preliminary study (1962)

offers some promise that the computer can accumulate information

about pupil characteristics and responses that will improve its

subsequent branching decisions. It can also collect other response

data that can identify weaknesses in the program. Silberman (1962)

goes further and suggests ways in which computers might he programed

to develop as well as improve instructional materials. This problem,

of course,relates to a need frequently expressed in the literature

on computer assisted instruction, namely, to bring the cost of this

form of instruction clown to a level reasonably competitive with

current instructional methods.

10. In the area of programed instruction, a major need identified by

research to date is the need to carry out studies that will manipulate

all or most of the important variables that have been explored singly

by past research. These include error frequency, programing method,

pacing, content type, step size, response mode, prompting or con-

firmation procedure, item sequence, reinforcement schedule, and pupil

characteristics.

Schramm (1964) concluded that: "When we understand more than we do now

about how to combine different kinds of programing, how to vary the

schedule of reinforcement, and how to fit a program to different learning

objectives and student abilities, above all when we learn more about

how to maintain the student's interest and challenge him through what

is now very often a very dull exercise in conditioning, then programs

are likely to look far different from the way they look today." (p 73-74).
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This paper has been written for the purpose of bringing to the

Executive Panel some information about both the national and regional

problems related to the education of professional personnel who are re-

sponsible for the education of our youth.

The major problem was aptly stated in the Initial Plan:

How can teachers and other school personnel obtain the new
knowledge they need for the introduction of new methods and tech-
niques into the schools? The needs for continual improvement of
teacher knowledge are on the increa:J. The amount of newly intro-
duced curriculum materials and techniques in the modern school is
constantly growing; teachers, principals, and school administrators
are generally highly aware of the need to keep abreast of these new
developments.

Over a number of years, considerable effort has been devoted
to teacher educatiop by means of in-service training workshops and
summer institutes. It is apparent that these previous programs of
education and re-education of school personnel have varied consid-
erably in their effectiveness. There is also great variety of
pattern, scope, and objective in the programs of teacher education
currently being conducted within the region of the Laboratory, and
even greater variation in the judged accomplishments of such pro-
grams. The problem presented by this situation is one of identi-
fying and evaluating patterns of in-service education, applicable
to teachers and other school personnel, which hold the greatest
promise of imparting needed knowledge about new developments in
school programs.1

1Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
Initial Plan (San Francisco: FWLERD, June 15, 1966), p. 9.
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For amplification of this general problem the school personnel

have been subdivided into four categories:

Pre-service Teacher Candidates
Non-tenurial or Beginning Teachers
Tenurial Teachers
Supervisors of Teachers

These four categories were selected because the educational problems

are unique to each group.

Pre-service Teacher Candidates

Perhaps the most basic problem in pre-service education is in

the selection and recruitment of college students who are best suited

to later serve the educational needs of youth. Testimony that this is

the problem is the fact that nationally the school population will in-

crease approximately one million a year acid considering that 150,000

teachers retire or leave the profession each year we need a constant

200,000 teachers per year.
1

In California the Supply and Demand study conducted by Blair

Hurd of the California State Department of Education indicates that our

colleges and universities will, in the next ten years, produce only fifty-

four percent of the total need.2 (Annually needed are 13,030 elementary

teachers and 8,490 high school teachers.) Presently we have severe short-

ages of teachers in the elementary field (5,126) and shortages in the total

high school field (1,441), but over-supply in art, men's physical education,

and social science.

1National Education Association, Teacher Supply and Demand in
Public Schools (Washington, D. C: NEA, 1966).

2Blair E. Hurd, California's Need for Teachers 1965-1975

(Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1965).
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In a fact finding trip in the spring of 3966 William C. Sweeney

of San Jose State College found that the number of stun kits in elementary

teacher training had dropped in the following mrubers:

School A A drop from Si to 35
School B - A drop from 300 to 178
School C - A drop from 230 to 30
School D A drop from 63 to 9
School E A drop from 94 to 51 '

It is his observation that students arc not entering elementary educa-

tion because it is their feeling that for five years' work one may as

well get a secondary credential (teachers in the secondary school sys-

tems benefit from higher salary schedules than those in elementary

school systems). Muty students regard the training program for elemen-

tary work, designed essentially the same as for secondary work, as in-

appropriate for an elementary teacher.

He also points out that there is a shortage of fully trained

teachers and an increase in provisional teachers because of the many

short cuts available to circumvent the regular training programs.

Too frequently our profession is reminded of the adage, "those

who can, do; those who can't, teach." Popularized too is the notion

that students who are preparing for teaching positions are at the bottom

of the academic heap. New evidence and perhaps a change in the trend

is indicated by several sources. Ernestine Bledsoe confirms the title

"Quality Students In Teacher Education at Wesleyan College" with the

facts that at this women's college the percentage of students in teacher

education generally excelled the percentages of students in all other

departments; more teacher education students graduated cum laude and

'William G. Sweeney, The Status of Elementary Teacher Education
in California Since ].960 (San Jose: San Jose State College, Aug., 1966)
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magna cull laude, and more were elected as class and organizational

officers. Evidence from testing indicates that the students did not

get watered down academic subject matter, nor were the teacher educa-

tid students at the lower end of the ability scale.1

In a national questionnaire study of forty-eight universities

and one hundred thirty-two colleges it was fount'', that selective devices

were used in most institutions at the beginning of the upper division

and at the entrance into teacher education. A grade of "C" was gener-

ally adequate for upper division; only 3.3 percent reported a grade

point standard of 2.5.2

In a telephone survey of three regional universities and five

state colleges it was found that a grade point average of 2.5 is gen-

erally required in the major field of study for admission to teacher

training. TWo university internship programs require a grade point

average of 2.75 in the major field of study; the other requires 2.3

for admission to teacher training.

While there were no hard data to prove the contention, some

college people feel that the quality of persons now entering education

departments is going up. Dr. Warren Kallenbach reports that at San Jose

State College more education students are on the President's and Dean's

honor lists than could be expected by chance. The fact that they were

all women tends to support the feeling and some data that the education

departments are getting more than their share of brightlwomen, but far

'Ernestine Bledsoe, "Quality Students In Teacher Education at
Wesleyan College", Journal of Teacher Education (17, Spr. 66).

2 .

G. W. Durflinger, "Recruitment_ and Selection of Prospective
Elementary and SeCondary Teachers", Review of Educational Research, Oct.,63.

t
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fewer than their share of bright men. It can be speculated that, of the

job possibilities available to women, teaching pays well, but for the

bright, male students other professional fields offer better monetary

rewards.

Recent studies at San Francisco State College substantiate the

fact that if top quality students are desired in the education &pail-

vents there is still work to be done in attracting the ablest segment

of the college population into the profession.1

One regional college education department shows statistics that

students in elementary education have mean ability scores below the col-

lege mean. The elementary education students' mean grade point average

is also below the college mean. Men's physical education and industrial

arts students were among the groups scoring the lowest (95.52 to 97.34

on the ACET). High scoring groups were engineering and physical educa-

tion majors (119.97 to 118.67 on the ACET).

Perhaps the single most important element that has raised the

level of those entering teaching is the Master of Arts Internship pro-

grams. There is no dearth of applicants in spite of- -some say because

of--high standards. At Stanford University only one out of four appli-

cants was admitted to the internship program last year. Unfortunately,

the programs with the highest applicarit requirements are producing only

a limited number of teachers.

The data presented here is scattered and incomplete; however,

most would agree that the field of education does not attract its fair

'Roger W. Cummings, San Francisco State College Norms for the
RenmonNerson Test of Mental Ability (Credential Antitude Test), (San
Francisco: San Francisco State College, July, 1966).
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share of the high ability and/or high p::rforming students.

A second major problem in the pre-service category is that of

designing the teacher training program in such a fashion that newly

trained teachers will be able to fit into inwvative classroom organi-

zational patterns such as team teaching; to be knowledgable about the

use of new curricultm materials and methods of instruction; and to be

competent in the organizational, managerial, and public relations tasks

required of a teacher.

It is apparent that the limited time devoted to these activities

cannot produce a completely "finished" teacher proauct. But questions

to be raised are:

Is the teacher training process perpetuating the status quo
(self-contained classrooms, little attention to reading before
the first grade, single textbook approach to subject matter)?

Is the master teacher truly a master teacher, or is he some-
one who needs a pat on the back, or who has merely indicated an
interest in having a student teacher?

One exciting new approach to teacher training called micro-

teaching is being carried out at Stanford University. Micro-teaching

is part of an internship program at Stanford for the training of secon-

dary teachers. The process of micro-teaching is also being extended

experimentally to the training of elementary student teachers. Grants

from the U. S. Office of Education, San Jose State College, and the

Stanford Research and Development Center to Dr. Warren Kallenbach have

made this possible.

At Oregon State University there is a concerted effort to curtail

the number of teachers who fail in first year teaching assignments be-.

cause of an inability to handle classroom discipline problems. A series

of potentially difficult situations is simulated on film thereby providing
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teachers in training %ill luny opportunities of coping with a 'urge vari-

ety of classroom control pfoblems. A supervisor helps the trainee eval-

uate methods he used in coping with the problem presented.

Other promising teacher education practices include New Mexico

State University's program to recruit able high school pupils who because

of econanic deprivation could not ordinarily expect to go to college.

This is a work-study program for the preparation of teathers. During the

work phase of the year students may begin by earning an hourly wage of

$1.65 at some school related work. This experiment will tap a different

segment of society; however, the question remainswill these youngsters

choose to remain in teaching, and if so how effective will they be?

An emerging concept in the United States is that our pupils

should be educated by a cross section of our ethnic population. Indic-

ative of the changes in equal employment opportunity are the statistics

reported to the California State Board of Education in 1964.

TEN YEAR CHANGES IN ETHNIC GROUPS
among total California residents and total
teachers employed in California*

Year
1940

Year

1950

Year
1960

Of each thousand
residents there were:

White 955 937 920

Negro 19 43 56

Other 26 20 24

Of each thousand
teachers there were: 'White 991 985 962

Negro 2 12 25

Other 7 2. 13

*Data for this chart were taken from "Characteristics of the popula-
tion," U.S. Census of Population. Prepared under th.2 supervision

of Howard G. Brunsman, Washington, D. C. ; U. S. Department of Commerce,

Bureau of the Census.
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The statistics clearly demonstrate the trend toward balancing

the ethnic couposition of those in teaching with the natural ethnic com-

position of the population. Percentagewisc the statistics arc:

COJAM1 A - Percentage of the total population.
Column B - Percentage of the teachers employed.

White Negro Other

A B A B A B

1940 95.5% 99.1% 1.9% 0.2% 2.6% 0.7%

1950 93.7% 98.5% 4:3% 1.2% 2.0% 0.3%

1960 92.0% 96.2% 5.6% 2.5% 2.4% 1.3% 1

The Intergroup Relations Contnittce, established by the California

State Board of Education and headed by Frederic Gunsky, reports the cur-

rent collection of data that will clearly demonstrate the proportion of

minority ethnic background teachers in our schools. The final report

will be available to us after the first of the year when the State Board

of Education has reviewed it.

Incanplete statistics indicate that the Oriental segment of the

population is represented by probably a larger percentage 'of Oriental

teachers than exists in the population. It can be hypothesized that

this is the case because teaching is a. high status occupation in that

cultural group. The Negroes are poorly represented as are the American

Indians and those who have Spanish surnames.

'Commission, on Equal Opportunities in Education, Toward klual
Employment Opportunity, Third Annual. Report; (Sacramento: California
State Department of Education, 1964), p. 4.
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Non-tenurial or Beginning Teachers

As a beginning teacher accepts a position in the schools, he is

faced with having the major share of responsibility for the education of

the pupils in the class. He must rely on his theory and content courses

and the experiences offered in practice teaching. The graduated educa-

tion student unlike newly graduated lawyers is given the full responsi-

bility for the duties he Will perform. In the field of law the graduates

arc seen first as clerks, residents and junior partners on the way to

full status. The beginning years of service must not only satisfy the

clients but colleagues as well.

Perhaps the fault should be found not with the preparation of

teachers but rather with the timing of such preparation. The typical

criticism that the distance between theory and practice i.s too great

might well be met in a different pattern of teacher 'education.

With the Master of Arts Internship Programs steps are being taken

not only to close the theory-practice gap, but to provide more extensive

and intensive training. Another advantage accrued from these programs i.s

a closer alliance between the public schools and the preparing institutions.

One regional State Collegehas contacted the Laboratory to dis-

cuss ways and means of establishing a .team approach to both the training

of student teachers and the continuing education of permanent teachers.

A new design for teacher education presented at the NCTEPSCon-

ference, 1965, by Robert Bush includes such features as: (1) a common

point of entry into professional education at approximately the end of

the second year; (2) a seven-year-plus program which features continuous

practice from the internship to extol-milli) with pre-service education

merging into in-service education and with liberal education studies
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that continue indefinitely as part. of a liberal education; (3) a design

that fits all subjects.1

Myron Lieberman suggests differentiation in training of teachers.

He says that there is a great difference in the backgrounds needed for

the teaching of various subjects, such as driver education and physics.

He contends that the word "teacher" merely defines the category as does

the word "salesman" and that training ought to be determined by the

teaching function. lie says that. as a result of parallel training prac-

tices we have overtrained driver education teachers and tuidertrained

physics teachers.

While there may he some strong- feelings among teachers about

which job requires the most training the notion and use of differing

levels of personnel involved in the education process i.s becoming a

reality. Evidence of this is found in the teacher aide concept where

lay persons are utilized to relieve teachers in districts where classes

are large and where teacher shortages exist; where pupils may have more

opportunity with accompanying guidance in learning to write by the hiring

of college graduates to correct compositions; where there is an effort

to involve members of the community in educative.and economic programs

such as the EOA and ESEA Title I projects; where members of the commun-

ity take Student Tutors for Elementary Pupils (STEP) training, then offer

their services as teacher aides; where the government attempts to util-

the talents of some by establishing a National Teacher Corps.

While there is less concern among teachers with the teacher aide

1National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional. Stan-
dards, The Real World of the BeglEpinz Teacher, A Report of the Nineteenth

National TEPS Conference (Washington, D. C: National Education Association,

1965) p. 14.
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concept there is considerable concern among them about different levels

within the "teaching" ranks. Some fears_result in the knowledge that

promotion on the basis of experience and training plus performance is

difficult and at the present state of the art less than satisfactory.

Teaching unlike other professions is without stages except for

tenure and non-tenure and even in those stages the duties of the two

are identical. Benson comments that we can hardly speak of a career

progression where, as in teaching, a brand new teacher can replace with-

out disruption someone who has taught for forty years.
1

Dan Lortie of the University of Chicago Education Department

thinks teachers might be willing to undergo continued observation if

they saw the chance for greater ultimate responsibility and station.

The resistance to giving up equality of rank may stem from fears of

greater administrative decision and differential payment for similar

work.

The beginning teacher is a learner and should be treated as such.

Some of the efforts of school districts at assisting new teachers are met

with disapproval. Comments regularly heard are:

-The in-service education is dull.

-Too much time is spent on routines instead of teaching-learning
problems.

-The timing of in-service education is poor.

Other sorrows from the beginning teacher include the seniority system

where the new teacher gets the least desirable class, a heavy extra duty

assignment, the poorest materials.

1Charles Benson, The Economics of Public Education (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1961T.



In a survey done by the NIIA in 1963 beginning teachers gave the

following critique on the appropriateness of preparation in relation to

on-the-job requirements:

Preparation was:

Depth of knowledge in subject fields

Too
Little

About
Right

Too
Much

in which you specialiv.ed 27.0% 71.2% 1.8%

General education (some knowledge in
many fields ) 19..9 75.9 4.2

Psychology of learning and teaching . . . 25.8 66.4 7.8

Human growth and development 23.2 72.1 4.7

Teaching methods 40.6 49.1 10.3

History and philosophy of education . . . 15.1 64.2 20.7

Use of audiovisual e4uipment and materials 60.1 38.1 1.8

In the literature and discussed at a recent Laboratory Conference on

Instructional Methods was the lack of terminology with which to codify

and communicate information about teaching. With a technical rhetoric

the teaching-learning act could be described more carefully, perhaps

submitted to more careful scrutiny; thereby a more precise knowledge

could be communicated than we now have.

Tenurial Teachers

As was suggested in the previous section, part of our problem

in relation to the continuing education of teachers stems from the need

for a definition or a re-definition of the role and responsibility of

the teacher - -or perhaps more properly put, a definition for the variety

of roles and responsibilities for those teaching.
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An important publication'in this area, Measure of a Good Teacher

by Lucien B. Kinney, originally published by California Teachers Assoc-

iation in 1952, describes the teacher's role in six major categories as:

1. A director of learning
2. A counselor and guidance worker
3. A mediator of the culture
4. A member of the school community
5. A liaison between school and community
6. A member of the profession

In 1955 the CTA.Camnittee on Teacher Education adopted the statement as

its official definition of professional competence.

An examination of the details of each one of the headings reveals

two or three levels of idealistic and unattainable sets of characteristic

performances for teachers. While there are teachers who perform well in

some of the categories it is unrealistic to expect high level perform-

ance in all categories.

Concurrent with the needs for and approaches toward teacher role

definitions is the changing teaching scene; greater emphasis on provid-

ing instruction based on individual pupil need, interest and ability;

increased governmental support to improve specific facets of the curric-

ula; the proliferation of newly marked materials of instruction; and in-

creased experimentation and adoption of different organizational patterns

and instructional method of instruction.

In a study done by the Center for the Advanced Study of Educa7

tional Administration it was clearly demonstrated that the successful

adoption of an innovative teaching technique (programed instruction) re-

quires considerable definition of educational objectives for pupils;

the teacher's role in their attainment; the necessary moral, financial,

and material support. In the case study cited the purpose of adopting
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programed instruction was to facilitate the individual pupil's learning
process.

1
The hollowness of cliches such as "We start where the child

is" was exposed as teacher's adopted practices to keep pupils working at

similar rates. Teachers restricted the output of pupils so that at trou-

blesome points group instruction could be achieved; slow pupils were en-

couraged to work outside of class to "keep up" and fast pupils had shorter
work sessions so they would not get "too far ahead."

New difficulties in teacher evaluation
occurred because what a

teacher did with pupils working with programed inStruction was different
from the conventional

instructional procedures. Some principals eval-

uated by asking the pupils to tell them how the teacher was doing; others

were concerned about the teacher's sitting at his desk versus moving
around the room; other principals made judgments about the teacher's
ability or his skill in storing the material and keeping the machines
In order. Since the usual daily lesson plan was made obsolete with

programed instruction, many principals gave up classroom observation.

Some teachers, feeling that they had lost the central position of "direc-
tor of learning", introduced their own innovations into the program to

regain that position.

Innovation takes place not in a vacuum but rather it is super-

imposed on and merged with on-going practices, structure and ideologies- -

the interaction gives rise to unanticipated consequences.

An innovation that a good many teachers have been asked to. make

in our region is from teaching in self-contained classrooms to some form

1
Richard 0. Carlson, Adoption of Educational

Innovation, TheCenter. for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration (Eugene,Oregon: University of Oregon, 1965).
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of cooperative teaching.

A regional observation by teachers and others is that in-service

education in advance of a new organizational structure such as team

teaching receives much time and attention- -but not where attention is

needed. Hours and hours go to the administrative aspects of programing

the pupils and solving the logistical problems; however, little time is

spent on the precise objectives of the program and on the use of differ-

ent teaching techniques and materials.

Illustrative of the extent to which changes were made in the

schools of California with the introduction of National Defense Educa-

tion Act funds is the report in The Dynamics of Educational Change). In

elementary science the following changes were reported: science was

scheduled as a separate class; emphasis was placed on problem solving

and concept formation; content was allocated by grade level, department-

alization and a variety of flexible schedules and cooperative teaching

practices were instituted; and special, supervisory personnel were em-

ployed. At the secondary level laboratory facilities increased tremen-

dously; additional content produced advanced courses; PSSC physics and

CFI Study chemistry programs were adopted. Improved teacher effective-

ness was credited by higher quality of teacher preparation before employ-

ment, NSF, NDEA college and university programs and improved teacher

attitudes.

Discussions at the Instructional Conference centering around the

new procedures such as Individual Prescription Instruction (IPI) and

1
California State Department of Education,'The Dynamics of Edu-

cational ChanO (Sacramento: California State Department of Education,
September, 1963), XXXII, No. 3.
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Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) clearly brought up the changing role

of the teacher. One member of our panel, Dr. Medley, who is studying

teacher behavior, quipped," We had better find out quickly what teachers

do, before they stop doing it."

Experience with IPI indicates that children can learn a lot more

on their own than was previously thought. What does this mean for our

notions about pupil-teacher ratio? . . . about the frequency and necessity

of pupil-teacher interaction? What are the skills needed for the proctor

of a classroom where children arc successfully working with CAI? What

arc the skills needed for the teacher working with a pupil who experi-

ences difficulty with CAI? All these questions point not only to redefi-

nition but to new definitions of teaching roles and the accompanying

skills.

The untenable role of the teacher as'the after-the-children-have-

gone-home curricu).un developer seems to be abating with the trend toward

.foundation supported curriculum improvement projects. Even though the

teacher is not now responsible for curriculum development, he must spend

a great deal of time and effort to do the day to'day planning, to keep

informed, and to become acquainted with new instruction strategies and

content organizations.

A second problem related to the continuing education of teachers

is the placement of responsibility and the allocation of time to carry

on a profitable program. Practice indicates there is some confusion

about whose responsibility it is. School districts assume some respon-

sibility by organizing in-service education activities, granting sabbat-

icals, and by setting barriers on the salary schedule; teachers assume

some respondbility by attending classes and participating in professional
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organizations; the government assuhes some responsibility by offering

stipends for attending NDEA IAstitutes and providing money to districts

for personnel to carry on in-service education.

At a recent meeting of the Laboratory it was reported by Dr. Minnis

of the University of California at Davis that responsibility for the three

areas of continuing education should be allocated as follows: that reme-

diation or what wasn't learned in the training period be the responsi-

bility of the school district; that renewal be shared by the school

district and the institutions of higher learning; and that innovation

at the research level be the responsibility of the colleges and univer-

sities.

Besides the responsibility of continuing education is the problem

of time for such activity. Some members of the profession feel that con-

tinuing education is catch as catch can. The State provides three percent

of the employee's time for in-service education; while IBM provides one

month a year. It was reported that school systems solve the time problem

in a variety of ways. Some call meetings after the pupils are dismissed;

some send the pupils home before the usual dismissal hour; some have lim-

ited teacher substitute time; sonic pay stipends for Saturday or suer

programs.

Evaluation of continuing education effectiveness is a problem

recognized by all concerned. In the ultimate sense in-service education

is successful when teachers arc more effective and their pupils learn

more. To date most in-service education program objectives are not suf-

ficiently definitive to be measurable. The in-service program that has

as its objective "help teachers understand the concepts developed in now

math" may not yield any different teaching or learning behavior in the
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classroom. Whatwriting.measurable objects requires is a precise know-

ledge of what needs to be done.

Because the Far West Laboratory has recognized the importance

of continuing education it has designed a project to study in-service

education practices. The first step in the project is a conference on

in-service education held under the leadership of Dr. Warren Kallenbach.

A variety of in-service education practices were reported. Among them

was a retreat designed to release the latent potential of teachers as

people; the use of IOTA for teacher evaluation as a route to the improve-

ment of instruction; and several stipend summer workships. The necessity

of a stipend for attendance at in-service education classes has been felt

since the precedent has been established in NDEA Institutes.

A unique summer institute in Nevada offers teachers an Aerospace

Science Workshop in which seventy-five percent of the time is devoted

to astronomy, aerospace developments, and twenty-five percent of the

time to methodology. A special feature of the workshops is the on-site

visitations.

At Sonoma State College members of the Dixie School District

and others enjoy an opportunity to see and experiment with educational

innovations. This joint venture provides teachers with opportunities

to "shop" with no obligation to "buy".

The University of Nevada presented an Amplified Telephone Lecture

Series to interested teachers who reside too far from campus to take ad-

vantage of the regular university courses. The experimental, course was

successful even though some technical difficulties did arise.

William Fisher, Assistant Superintendent of Cupertino, reported

an unusual in-service education program based on teacher demand.- This
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elementary district of over 22,000 pupils hires no consultants on a reg-

ular basis. Their plan identifies persons in the bay Area who put on

"top-drawer" workshops. As teacher groups request help it is offered

on the desired topic. For only $2,100 the faculties of Cupertino are

provided an average of forty-two districts' workshops--more than one per

school per week. Adcliti onally, the in-service education program includes

two or three observation visits per year for each teacher.

Mile junior high school and senior high school in-service edu-

cation programs seem limited in number compared to elementary school

in-service education programs, several interesting plans were reported.

San Mateo County has a committee of teachers from grades seven through

twelve who are identifying, collecting, and reporting good instructional

ideas for the teaching of composition.

Thelve counties in the Sacramento Valley Area, who typically

work together, have had a three-year English Project for grades K - 12.

The program included teacher-leader sessions on the Davis campus, local

events in participating school districts, and a large extension class

in Roseville (the geographic center of the area). This year the empha-

ses will be on bringing theory to the classroom.

Fresno City Unified School District was involved in the commer-

cial preparationof video tapes for teacher education in the mathematics

area, and subsequently successfully used them in the schools.

San Ramon School District has an unusual in-service program this

year--a psychiatrist is spending an afternoon a week with the teachers

of the economically deprived classes.

Berkeley School District reports a five-yearin-service program

with Dr. Hilda Taba. In this district a core of teacher leaders is
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developed and video tape is used for self-evaluation. They believe that

the cognitive skills developed in social science classes transfer to

other subject areas.

Project MINN in cooperation with Carmel Unified School District

with the services of Dr. Abraham S. Fishier and Dr. William M. Shama

developed a Teacher Improvement Program last stunner for twenty-four

teachers. Thc program included the introduction to and application of

Flander's Analysis, Bloom Taxonomy (Cognitive lkmmin) as vehicles for

identifying and discussing the teacher-student interaction that takes

place in the classroom and the extent to which given instructional se-

quences accomplish the behavioral objectives established for the sequence.

Video tapes and group critique were used in the evaluation proceduves.

Each participant at the Conference was asked to submit a list

of problems and issues in in-service education. An analysis of these

reports reveal that the five most pressing concerns were: (1) teacher

participation in planning and decision-making; teacher involvement and

enthusiasm; (2) the need for updating knowledge about new content;

(3) administrative support including the leadership role in curricultun

change; (4) the need for daytime for in-service education; (5) teacher

attitude toward and use of new media.

As one conference participant put it, "We can solve our in-service

education problems by answering a few questions. What needs to be known?

What needs to be taught? Who needs to know? Who does know? What's the

best way to organize?"
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Administrators

Without diminishing the importance of well informed, competent

teachers, research in change indicates that innovation in edneational

institutions is accomplished by administrators. Henry N. Brickell says,

New types of instructional programs are introduced by admin-
istrators. Contrary to general opinion, teachers are not change
agents for instructional innovations of major scope. Implication:
To disseminate new types of instructional programs it will be
necessary to convince administrators of their value . . . .

Instructional changes which call for significant new ways of
using professional talent, drawing upon instructional resources,
allocating physical facilities, scheduling Instructional time or
altering physical space . . . depend almost exclusively upon admin-
istrative initiative . . .

(The superintendent) . . . may not be -- -and frequently is not- -

the original source of interest in a new type of program, but unless
he gives it his attention and actively promotes its use, it will not
come into being .1

In a descriptive study reported by Richard 0. Carlson sonic i.nter-

esting data is gathered about the characteristics of an adopting individ-

ual (or group), the way the adopting individual is joined to the comm.-

ication channels and sources of information and the position the adopting

individual holds in the social structure; however, there is little guidance

in the lmowledge that there is a direct relationship between a superintend-

ent's position in the status structure and his rate of adopting modern

math.

The challenge remainstrain and maintain well qualified admin-

istrators. As the interest and support for internship programs increases

some interest is being shown in the development of an internship for

principals. Dr. Jerry Bellon of Sacramento State College called on me

1
Henry M. Brickell, Organizing New York State for Educational.

Change (Albany, New York: State Education Department, 1961).
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in our office to describe a proposal for an internship program for the

training of administrators. Among other training activities will be

experiences in working with local, county, and state offices.

Indicative of the administrative support needed to get an idea

working is the project described to the Laboratoiy by Denzil A. Morrissey,

Superintendent of Santa Cruz, and Dr. Margaret Steen, the Curriculum Di-

rector, who are developing a school in which teachers may try out inno-

vative methods and materials.
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Summary of Problems

In reviewing the problems of the Education of Teachers and Other

Professionals one theme permeates each problem: evaluation. flow can we

measure the effectiveness of our teacher training programs; how do we

measure the success of a beginning teacher; how do we know if our in-

service education programs are changing teacher behavior and pupil

learning; how do we know when administrators are effective leaders?

While the central theme of each problem is evaluation, evaluation

is not possible without its counterpartobjectives. As an example ].et

us take the question: How do we know how effective in-service education

practices are?--and let us examine the counterparts. Our first exami-

nation must be with the objectives of the in-service program. Exactly

what should happen in the classroom after a successful, in-service program?

The teachers will do what, how often, with what materials, for what chil-

dren, and with what expected resultant ].earning? The objectives of the

in-service education program must be so stated that the results are observ-

able and measurable.

Stating measurable objectives puts the in-service education design-

ers on the spot because they must know: first, the desired pupil outcome;

second, the method or methods that are most successful in bringing aboitt

this result; third, the proper materials for the. job; and fourth, how they

know when the goals are reached. Most authorities in the field of educa-

tion would concur that not enough is known yet about the teaching-learning

process to make as precise statements as are desirable.

In the Education of Teachers and Other Professionals the problems

have been considered in four temporal categotics, but wo- to be done by

the profession will touch each member of the teaching-learning group.
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First, research must be continued relevant to the teaching- ].earning

process; second, knowledge about new course content, instructional meth-

ods, and applied learning theory must be communicated to the teachers in

such a fashion that innovation is possible; third, evaluation models must

be developed.

To solve the problems stated above it is apparent that some means

of measuring teacher effectiveness is necessary. With the unprecedented

demand for skilled teachers, the need for evaluating the results of the

teacher training programs is acute; with requests for higher levels of

performance for pupil and teacher and with the increasing interest in

differentiated.levels of teaching, the necessity for procedures and instru-

ments to measure teacher competence is clear.

Although the need for testing teacher competence is clear, a satis-

factory procedure for this purpose has not yet been found. There are

literally thousands of studies on the subject, yet no method has been

widely adopted.

Following is a summary of some of the approaches to studying

teacher competence. In this context teacher competence will be defined

as an individual's ability to produce agreed upon results.

In an effort to get at teacher competence, a variety of approadhos

have been used including observation techniques using categorical check-

lists, specimen records, and electronic recordings; objective instruments

including achievement inventories, ability inventories, questionnaires,

and interview schedules. Probably the most common technique is the rating

form. A research report from the TEA reveals that 80.4%*of the rating

forms wore of the check scale variety, the*remaining evaluation forms were
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of the written comment: type.1 Other methods include self reports, exist-

ing records, a priori classification,
and combinations of a variety of

methods.

fiLwell-known and extensive study by David Ryans was initiated in

the 1950's to study teacher behavior in the context of classroom behavior.

The eight-year project involved some 6,000 teachers in 1,700 schools. The

major objectives of the study were:2

1. The identification and analysis of some of the patterns ofclassroom behavior, attitudes, viewpoints, and intellectual and emo-tional qualities which may characterize teachers....

2. The development of paper-and-pencil instruments .suitable forthe estimation of certain patterns of classroom behavior and personalqualities which may characterize teachers....

3. The comparison.of characteristics of various groups of teachers.

Extensive classroom observation data were classified in three major
patterns of classroom behavior. The patterns were:

TCS Pattern X: Warm understanding, friendly versus aloof, egocentric,
restricted teacher classroom behavior.

TCS Pattern Y: Responsible, business-like, systematic versus evading,
unplanned, slipshod teacher classroom behavior.TCS Pattern Z: Stimulating, imaginative, versus dull, routine teacher
classroom behavior.

Seven additional teacher characteristics obtained by direct inquiry

include:

TCS Characteristic R: Favorable versus unfavorable opinions of pupils.TCS Characteristic R1 : Favorable versus unfavorable opinions of demo-
cratic classroom procedures.TCS Characteristic Q: Favorable versus unfavorable opinions of admin-
istrative and other school personnel

lEvaluation of Classroom Teachers (Washington, D.C.: ResearchDivision--National Education Association, 1964).

'Louise M. Berman and Mary Lou Usery, Person.alizel 9.!42ervisica:sources & insisthts (Washington, D.C.: Association for Supervision andCurriculum Development, NEA, 1966), p. 13.
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,TCS Characteristic 13:

TCS Characteristic T:

'TCS Characteristic S:

TCS Characteristic Z:

150

Learning standard ("traditional" or "direc-
tive") versus child-centered ("permissive" or
"indirective") educational viewpoint.
Superior verbal understanding (comprehension)
versus poor verbal understanding.

Emotional stability (adjustment) versus
instability.
Validity of response versus invalidity of
response.

Some findings with regard to teacher characteristics indicate that

participation in school-like activities during childhood and adolescence

may be of significance with regard to the present characteristics of

teachers. With regard to age in teacher characteristics, generally speak-

ing scores of teachers fifty-five years and above showed this group to be

at a disadvantage when compared with younger Leachers,, except from the

standpoint of Pattern Y (systematic and business -like classroom behavior)

and Characteristic B (learning centered traditional educational viewpoint).

In a comparison of teacher characteristics of men and women there .

were minimal differences at the elementary level and pronounced differences

at the high school level,

With regard to men and women teachers in the elementary school,

men scored significantly lower than the women on, Characteristic Y. At the

high school level women generally attained significantly higher scores than

.men on scales measuring understanding and friendly classroom behavior, re-

sponsible and business -like classroom behavior, stimulating and imaginative

classroom behavior, favorable attitudes toward pupils, favorable attitudes

toward democratic classroom practices, permissive educational viewpoints,

and verbal understanding. Men scored significantly higher with respect

to emotional stability.

In comparing teacher characteristics in relation to school size

teachers at large schools scored higher than teachers in small schools
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on classroom behavior, stimulating, imaginative classroom behavior, favor-

able attitudes toward administrators, verbal understanding, and emotional

stability.

Comparisons were made of teachers in relation to many factors such

as: age, teaching experience, marital status, academic success, size and

socioeconomic status of the community and geographic area.

The contribution of this research is mainly a description of

teacher characteristics as they existed. The data are not appropriate to

individual teachers nor is there implicit any explanatory evidence. This

work cannot be used for judging individual teacher competence. The author

is hopeful that future studies will be directly useful for teacher educa-

tional candidates and to practicing teachers and administrators.

R. L. Turner in an attempt to gain insight into teaching behavior

has viewed teaching as a problem solving behavior. Utilizing this strat-

egy Turner and Fattu developed teaching tasks to assess a teacher's skill

in several perfOrmances of reading and arithmetic.

The tasks require the teacher to process considerable information

about one or more pupils and to make decisions concerning goals or instru-

mental responses on the basis of this information. The tasks are short

and are easily administered and easily scored. This process is useful

primarily for studying problem solving proficiency rather than problem

solving processes of teachers.

In assessing the teacher's ability as a problem solver three vari-

ables were considered: first, they may have had different opportunities

to acquire learning sets. Second, some may have been improperly exposed

to opportunities to learn to solve problems so that they have acquired
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responses useful in avoiding such problems rather than solving them. And

third, some respondents may have acquired responses that interfere with

their responses in problems of a certain type. That is, they may mistake

the problem stimuli for similar stimuli, and give inappropriate responses.

Among these sources of variation, the one dealing with opportunity to ac-

quire learning sets has been the one focused upon in this research. It

was hypothesized that beginning students in education with neither pro-

fessional training nor teaching experience should perform least well,

those with courses in methodology and student teaching should do better

and finally the experienced teacher should do best.

After determining that the arithmetic tasks did differentiate be-

tween teachers and non-teachers, attempts were made to increase the power

of the test to discriminate between widely: different teacher backgrounds

and levels of training.

In summary, the .overall results of the investigation of training

and experience variables suggest the following interpretation. First,

there was considerable evidence that treatment such as methods courses and

student teaching during undergraduate teacher preparation have a distinct

bearing on teacher task performance in arithmetic and reading. Second,

the variation in performance of teaching tasks in teaching arithmetic and

diagnostic reading problems in teaching reading is associated with vari

ations in undergraduate preparation. Teachers from small and private col-

leges in the Midwest perform less well than teachers from large, public

colleges in the Midwest. Third, there is some evidence that variation in

teaching task performance is associated with variation in teaching situ-

Lion: Fourth, there is considerable evidence that the.very early years

of teaching experience produce the greatest rise in teaching task



performance. There was little evidence to suggest that performance changed

greatly for the average teacher after the third year of experience.

A good deal of research in assessing teacher competence is centered

in classroom interaction. Broadly defined interaction includes the use of

gestures, glances, signs, and symbols; the primary focus in describing

teaching is on verbal behavior although non-verbal behavior may be included.

In 1960 Ned Flanders reported a study called "Teacher Influence,

Pupil.Attitudes, and. Achievement: Studies in Interaction Analysis." This

research was to determine effects of interaction (verbal behavior of the

teacher) on the learning situation. The assumption is made that verbal

behavior of an individual is an adequate sample of his total behavior.

The Flanders system of analyzing classifies teacher statements

first as either direct or indirect. This classification gives attention

to the amount of freedom the teacher grants the pupils. This system also

categorizes the pupils' response. A third category classifies the time

spent in behavior other than pupil-teacher talk.1 (See table on following

Inc.)

1
Edmund J. Amidon and Ned A. Flanders, The Role of the Teacher in

the Classroom (Minneapolis: Paul S. Amidon & Associates, Inc., 1963) p. 32.



SUMMARY OF
CATEGORIES FOR INTERACTION ANALYSIS

TEACHER

TALK .

15.1

1. *ACCEPTS FEELING: accepts and clarifies the feeling
tone of the students in a nontbreacning manner.
Feelings may be positive or negative. Predicting
and recalling feelings are included.

2. *PRAISES OR ENCOURAGES: praises or encourages student
action or behavior. Jokes that release tension, not

INDIRECT at the expense of another individual, nodding head
or saying "ubhuh?" or "go on" are included.

INFLU-
. *ACCEPTS OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENT: clarifying, build-

ENCE ing, or developing ideas or suggestions by a student.
As teacher brings more of his own ideas into play,
shift to category five.

. *ASKS QUESTIONS: asking a question about content or
procedure with the intent that a student answer.

DIRECT

INFLU-

ENCE

STUDENT

TALK

5. *LECTURING: giving facts or opinions about content or
procedure; expressing his own idea; asking rhetorical
questions.

. *GIVING DIRECTIONS: directions, commands, or orders
with which a student is expected to comply.

. *CRITICIZING OR JUSTIFYING AUTHORITY: statements
intended to change student behavior from nonaccept-
able to acceptable pattern; bawling someone out;
stating why the teacher is doing what he is doing:
extreme self-reference.

.111

8. *STUDENT TALK-RESPONSE: talk by students in response
to teacher. Teacher initiates the contract or
solicits student statement.

. *STUDENT TALK-INITIATION: talk by students, which
they initiate. If "calling on" student is only to
indicate who may talk next, observer must decide
whether student wanted to talk. If he did, use this
category.

10. .*SILENCE OR CONFUSION: pauses, short periods of
silence, and periods of confusion in which com-
munication cannot be understood by the ohseever.

a--
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The results of two studies indicated that indirect teachers would

act most indirectly when new content material was being introduced and

when goals were being identified and they would act most directly when

goals had been clarified and work was in progress. Students of the more

direct teachers learned less as measured by written examinations than

students of indirect teachers. Results indicated that students learned

more with indirect teachers than with direct teachers. While it was pre-

dicted that students would learn more from direct teachers in mathematics

and that students would learn more from an indirect teacher in social

studies, results on achievement tests demonstrated that pupils learned

more from indirect teachers in both content areas.

In an in-service education endeavor it was demonstrated that the

verbal behavior of teachers can be mediated by using the Flanders system

of analyzing verbal behavior of teachers. Other interesting results were

.that the methods of training used in an in-service program should be con-

sistent with the principles of teaching being learned. In other words,

how can teachers create more independence in their own classrooms under a

relatively rigid pattern of in-service instructor domination? Teachers in

an in-service training course develop patterns of dependence and independ-

ence in much the same fashion as do students in a classroom. In-service

training programs can provide the conceptual and procedural tools necessary

for teachers to experiment with their own teaching methods. Teachers who

are already above average in applying skillful and flexible patterns of

teacher influence are likely to be most dissatisfied with inflexible pat-

terns of in-service training.
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The unique feature of the work of Milton Meux and B. 0. Smith is

that they focus attention singularly on the logic of leacher-pupil inter-

action. After a series of sound recordings were made Meux and Smith

classified interaction into episodes which are either monologues or

dialogues of teacher-pupil interaction. ].t is possible to classify epi-

sodes in a number of ways, such as the number of verbal interactions,

psychological processes, and so forth, but for this study episodes were

classified in terms of their logical features.

Established were the following categories:

Defining Describing Designating
Stating Reporting Substituting
Evaluating Opening Classifying
Comparing and contrasting Conditional Explaining
Directing and managing inferring
the classroom

While there were little data at the time of writing the authors

speculate that students of teachers whose behavior measures high in log-

ical operations would show higher scores on critical thinking tests than

those with teachers having low ratings in logical operations. It would

be expected that students of teachers who are superior in the handling of

logical operations would rate high in the ability to identify mistakes in

reasoning, in defining and valuing, and in other logical processes. For

another, improvement in the teacher's ability to handle logical operations

would result in more student knowledge. The student would not only learn

the usual facts taught in a subject but, in addition, also learn the new

relationships that proper performance of logical operation brings out.

His increased knowledge and improved ability to think critically are

acceptable outcomes of instruction and if improvement in the ability of

the teachers to handle logical operations results in such outcomes, then
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teaching effectiveness can be partly determined by reference to how the

teacher handles such operations.1

Donald Malley in a study of the effectiveness of using closed circuit

television with student teachers at Hunter College developed an Observation

Schedule and Record (OSCAR) for the purpose of measuring teacher behavior

objectively. The recorder in this case is only a recorder, not: an evaluator.

The three major areas of the OScAR included verbal behaviors, behaviors

associated with the management of the classroom and its socia3-emotiona3 cli-

mate, and behaviors associated with processes that spur children's thinking.

The Eight Factor Dimensions Scored on OSCAR 3 d, e, f2

Non-affective Climate
Teacher Role:

Presence: Teacher keeps good order in his class, is rated
high on use of voice and of movement and gestures,
Uses the blackboard effectively; his verbal be-
havior is high in clarification and neutral rejec-
tive of pupil responses.

Teaching Style:
Informative: Teacher introduces lesson with statement of objec-

tives and relates it to pupil needs and past ].earn-
ings; his verbal behavior is high on information-
giving statements.

Imaginative: Teacher makes provision for individual differences;
uses examples, methods, techniques that are apt,
creative, and arouse high pupil. interest.

Pupil Role:
Activity: Both the teacher and the pupil are highly active,

asking and answering questions of all types.

Initiative: Pupils are encouraged to respond in various ways;
the structure of the lesson is not rigid; the
teacher sometimes has difficulty in getting the
attention of the class.

1
Bruce J. Biddle et a].., Contemporary Research on Teacher. EffectiVe-

ness (New York: Holt:,, Rinehart and Winston, 1964)%

2Berman and Usery, p. 12-13.
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Consideration:

Response:
Warmth:

Disapproval:

Affective Climate

Teacher asks; wore affective-imaginative questions
and makes wore encouraging statements than average;
is courteous and show awareness of pupil needs,
interests, or difficulties. Pupil interest is
rated high.

Teacher supports or praises pupils, avoids neutral
'acceptance and reproves gently if at all. lie

often reads questions from a book or the chalk-
board and directs pupil activities more than the
average teacher.

Teacher reproves pupils and criticizes their re-
sponses; his speech pattern is likely to be below
average, and he often terminates a lesson abruptly.

This appears to be a good research instrument for determining what

goes into teacher effectiveness, changes in teacher behavior, changes in

teaching styles for different goals, and to check changes in teacher behav-

ior udth innovative content and methods.

Other approaches to the study of teacher effectiveness have been

done by John Withal] who developed a technique to measure social-emotional

climate through a categorization of teacher statements; by Arno A. Beliack

who proposed to study the teaching processes through analysis of linguis-

tic behavior of teachers and students in the classroom in relation to

pupil learning and attitude change; by Marie M. Hughes and her associates

who categorized teacher behavior into seven interaction categories--con-

trolling functions, content development, positive activity, facilitating,

personal response, negative activity, imposition.

Paul B. Gump has approached teacher effectiveness via the teacher's

ability to develop an environment for effective learning. It is this

author's notion that pupils do not respond to direct elements such as a
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teacher or peers or physical and temporal el ements. The pupil's response

is ] imited, supported, and coerced by a system that integrates those ele-

ments. Gump contends that ].earning will be determined by the nature of

the system.and the pupil's ability to utilize it.

A study done by Rmy and Jacob S. Kotaiin demonstrates the genera].

point of how participants behave as being dependent upon activity settings

in which they arc placed.. They studied the kinds of hostile acts by the

same boys in three camp or activity. settings: swimming, cookout, and din-

ing hall. Each one of the boys demonstrated more hostile acts in the dining

hall than in the cookout, with the fewer. acts being performed during the

swim period. Reported in conjunction with the Gump study was the work of

Baker and Wright who identified five sources that relate to setting limits

and provoking behavior.1 They include:

1. Physical sources such as the hallways in school buildings;
2. Social sources such as the teacher enforcing a rule;
3. Physiological sources such as cold and, heat affecting behav-

ioral tempo;
4. Physiognomic perception such as open spaces inviting children

to exuberant, romping behavior or the tendency to be sober in
church and gay at a carnival;

5. Learning: Over a period of time people ].earn the required
behavior for the setting so that a series of cues are ail that
are required to.shape the behavior.

These two studies call attention to a new orientation to the prob-

lem of teacher effectiveness. This.orientation de-emphasizes the teacher's

personal qualities and social relationships and focuses instead on the

teacher's ability to develop a learning environment.

Operating on the principle that the test of the pudding is in the

eating, some at :empts have been made to determine teacher competency in

]Biddle et al., op. cit., p. 187-188.
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relation to pupil gains. Early attempts were made to do this by getting a

mean score for children tl;t would indicate an expected achievement based

on the ability of the pupils in the class. The control difficulty in pupil

gains is one of establishing sufficient experimental controls to show that

certain changes in pupil behavior occur only as a result of a given teach-

er. The many influences that shape pupil growth, such as the home, commu-

nity, clubs, media of communication, hooks, magazines, etc., prove

exceedingly difficult to account for in a research design.

There is a wide variety of instruments and procedures used by

administrators who must evaluate for either offering continued employment

and/or for improving tl.;- qiiality of instruction. The most frequently used

instrument is a check sheet of teacher qualities and abilities on which the

administrator may record his estimate of perfection on a three to five

point scale.

Some instruments are of the guided comment variety where headings

suggest areas to be covered by the evaluator. A few districts use just

written comment with no guidelines stipulated.

Cupertino School District is experimenting with an observation

booklet as a guide and record of' administrative classroom observation. The

unique feature is the listing of observable teaching procedures based on

research and good practice for each subject taught. A sample page for

spelling includes such items as: always pretests, groups for instruction,

uses visual perception drills, relates phonics, etc. Three columns indicate

that the teacher does pretest, needs help on pretest and the date when help

was given.

In the last eight years the Instrument for the Observation of

r.
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Teaching Activities (IOTA)] was developed by LUCiCJI B. Kinney and others.

This observation and recording guide has the advantage of delineating to

the user some specific standards of competence and some unique ways of

recording observations.

In seeking solutions to and measuring progress toward the working

out of the problem "how can teachers and other school personnel obtain

the new knowledge they need for the introduction of new methods and tech-

niques into the schools?" a series of interrelated factors must be consid-

ered. First, there is the teacher, his attitudes and beliefs regarding

his role and the purposes of education tempered by the actions of the local

administration, the board of education and the parents. The teacher's

performance is also interrelated with his training, the tradition of the

profession, the laws, the curriculum, the materials of instruction avail-

able, and finally, the children he teaches - their abilities, interests,

needs, age, etc.

In offering new knowledges and techniques to schools selection

among the materials and methods could best be made in the light of educa-

tional goals stated in measurable terms. With measurab3e.objectives not

only would the selection of new curricula be possible, but school person-

nel would be able to determine if the newly adopted content did produce

the desired effect.

If in-service education goals were stated in measurable terms, it

would be more nearly possible to determine if a particular training had

achieved its purpose.

In summary, three steps that will facilitate educational change are:

'Lucien B. Kinney et al., Instrument for the Observation of Teachinc,
Activities (IOTA) (1960, 1964).
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(1) the development of treasurable goal statments,

(2) continued research on the teaching-learning process, and

(3) the development of ways and means to n:.asure our progress

toward the stated goals.
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SECOND POSITION PAPER

INSURING QUALITY EDUCATION FOR ALL STUDENTS

(FULL EDUCATION)



1. INTRODUCTION

The situation which this position paper reviews is an outgrowth of the Laboratory's

early commitment to the concept of Full Educai Ion in the belief that, "... the

problem of education for all is one of designing; and testing a system to insure

the optional individual development of all studt.!nts It (Prospectuo Octol)er 14,

1966). Broadly stated then, "Full Education" may be perceived as a universal goal.

The Laboratory, however, has delineated several specialized aspects of the problem

.in its attempts to analyze Full Education as a program area. One such specialized

aspect pertains to the educational disadvantage of specific cultural minorities,

such as the Negro-American in urban ghettos, the Mexican-American, the migrant

agricultural worker, and the American-Indian (Initial Plant June 15, 1966).

In implementing the decision-making process adopted for the Laboratory by the

Board of Directors, the staff prepared an initial situational review of the' Full

Education program area. The results of this review were presented to the Executive

Panel in a Position Paper dated October, 1966. This Position Pam suggested

that any problem selected for a project or program in Full Education should

meet the following criteria:
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1. Be concerned with characteristics of the individual or the
situation that appear to be fuwini;-::nia] to the realization
of the goal of full education. Variables that have an effect
upon all or nearly all aspects of education are considered
fundamental.

2. Be concerned with all three of the basic areas of fun educa-
tion, i.e., vocational. development, social development, and
self-fulfillment.

3. Be concerned with areas where today's educational institu-
tions appear to be seriously failing to reach the goal of
full education.

4. Be concerned with individual citizens or groups whose needs
appear to be least well met by today's educational institu-
tions.

5. Be concerned with the problems that offer a reasonable chance
of solution or conditions that offer a reasonable chance of
improvement within the next five years, using the resources
that the Laboratory is likely to have at its disposal.

6. Be concerned with problems that are not receiving adequate
attention from other research activities.
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The Executive Panel then proceeded to consider each of the five program

areas in its deliberation during November and December, and then as1;cd

the staff to prepare alternative "Mission Statements" or program plans

within these areas. In January, 1967, the Panel studied and evaluated each of

the six proposed missions and selected two: the primary mission of In-

Service Teacher Education which was a program focus growing out of the

Teacher .Education program area; and Communication which was a. program

focus growing out of the Communication program arca. Both missions had

been shown to be valid alternatives in the situational reviews, and were

seen as feasible for the Laboratory to accomplish.

This Second Position Paper_ in the area of Full Education is submitted to

the Executive Panel to bring up to date the situational review in this

program area. While it builds upon the first Position Paper, it focuses

on one specialized aspect of the larger problem, the education for minority

groups.

In any discussion of possible future projects related to Full Education,

the six criteria stated in the earlier Position Paper as well as the following

fourteen criteria which were used by the staff and Panel in the evaluation

of the six proposed missions may be relevant in considering the focus

suggested in this paper.
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1. Importance

2. Focus

3. Breadth of tasks

4. Pay-oft

5. Feedback

6. Compatibility with resources

7. Organizational involvement

8. Fund. Problem Orientation

9. Duplication

10. Funding Feasibility

11. Will it lead to broad application

12. Political Feasibility

13. Balance of tasks

14. Risk
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GENERA), PROBLEMS OF l;:DUCATION FOR MINORITY GROUPS

The educational problems posed by most minority groups center around

cultural difference.. and discrimination but a closely related problem can

best be thought of in social class differences with the majority of these

people growing up in deprived environments, The social class.differences

account for the following educational. problems that appear to be common

to all groups:

1. The problem of a negative self image

2. Under-development of senses' and perceptions

3. Inadequate development of a formal language as a basis for

intellectual development

4. Lack of concept development and problem solving ability

In addition to these common problems,there are special problems which

vary from minority group to minority group. The first of these is related

to the extent and kind of cultural differences that exist between a given

minority group and a dominant culture. For example, even among the

American Indians there arc considerable cultural differences from tribe

to tribe which affects their relationship to the general society and their

reaction to the typical public school education that is offered them.

The second special problem is the nature of the discriminadon that is

reflected upon differetit minorities; for example, the Ncgro obviously



experiences the most direct llostile ciiscrimination. The discrimination

against the Mexican Anwrienn is less obvious but persistent. The gODC`ITI

attitude tet'ard the AIneriCIIII illetirtli is a mixture of guilt feelings over

the way they hive been treated but nevertheless the stereotyping leads

to covert discrimination.

The third special problem centers around the social and school situation

in which a member of a minority group finds himself.

So far, the greatest amount of attention and study has been devoted to

the problems of the minority groups living in a ghetto of a large city. .

Very little attention has been paid to the problems that they have growing

up in a rural, isolated area.

M. SPECIAL OPPORTUNIUTES IN INDIAN EDUCATION

Recent events (to be described more fully below) afford the Far West

Laboratory for Educational Research and Development a unique opportunity

to involve itself in a study of the problem of education for American Indians.

Studies designed to improve Indian education should contribute in several

ways to our undexstanding of the problems of education for minority groups.

Insofar as they have common problems with other minority groups, the
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knowledge we gain from such studies will apply directly to other groups.

Working with the Indians also offers us an opportunity to conduct research

on the special effects of cultural differences on education and how much

attention we have to pay to these differences in designing effective

educational programs for different ethnic groups. Sincemost or the Indians

live in remote rural areas and therefore involve the problems that arc

commonly associated with small schools, such as limited curriculum mid

high teacher turnover, these studies should complement the work that is

being clone in urban situations.

There is a national concern to improve the education that American Minns

arc receiving. Officials in both the United States Office of Education and

the Office of Economic Opportunity have expressed an interest in supporting

worthwhile -projects related to Indian education. The Carnegie Foundation

is considering a project to study the current status of education for American

Indians. Initial work toward the preparation of proposals for improvement of

Indian Education has received the support of the staff at the Foundation and

will probably go to the Board of Directors in September for their approval.

'A request for programmatic support has been presented to the Ford Foundation

by the National Indian Youth Council. The staff at the Ford Foundation has

indicated that they are interested in funding projects to improve Indian Education,

and has invited the MYC to submit a formal request:
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The program currently under diFeession in Indian eciucaticn will offer the four

regional laboratories an opportunity to cooperate on a nationally rceogoized peobleL-,

thst deals with a specific educational need but still provides knowledge that can be

applied to broader educational problems. if the regional laboratories cannot find a

way to respond to specific educational problems such as Indian education, it is very

likely that a series of competing national laboratories will be found to deal with

specific problems such as this one.)

Although the problems of Indian education are viewed as national problems, the

proposed projects will relate specifically to this region in three ways:

I. This is a direct approach to a specific educational problem of a

sizable minority group, 50,000 Indians, in our region.

2. As a pilot project, it should provide valuable data for formulating

future projects or perhaps a major program under the full education

mission to improve the education of other ethnic groups in the region.

3. Since the project does not only deal with Indian education but with the

problem of small schools in isolated areas, it is directly related to

regional needs because we do have a large number of small schools.

IV. Completed Developmental Activities

On Fe5ruary 8th and 9th, representatives from seven regional educational laboratories

met with representatives from the U.S. Office of Education, the Bureau of Indian

Affairs and other interested groups to discuss the possibility of forming some sort

of consortium to concentrate on the problems of Indian education. Everyone present

recognized that there :vas an obt.-ious need to improve lneinn edue;:tion and the
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region:'] laboratories could z; major (.0111:J17)u:ion. lint there also were

obvious problems. 'The regional laboratories v: ere c,perating on limited funds with

well defined programs so their coetributionF v.-ould have t-_,1 b v.-ithin the frammorl:

of the existing programs or moil 1::!:;:watory. Anothc,r proLlern was how the laboratories

should organize to carry out a program to improve Indian education. This discussion

in turn raised a more basic question of the appropriateness of the regional laboratories

asstuning that they wore the correct agencies to form a national consortium to conduct

research and demonstration projects related to Indian education. They obviously had

considerable talent and resources to contribute, but they certainly did not have all the

talent and resources that could be brought: to bear on the problem. The question was

also raised about the role that the leaders of the Indians would play in formulating

policies. These questions remained unanswered. The result was to appoint a

committee of representatives from the regional laboratories to study the problems

that had been raised.

This committee met in Denver on March 5th. Six regional laboratories were

represented. The discussion centered on the same kinds of questions that had

been raised at the first meeting: How do we organize? Are the regional laboratories

the right group to take on this responsibility? Dow will the Indians be represented?

What programs should we undertake? Despite the lack of answers to those questions,

*the laboratory representatives still expressed a strong interest and each thought that the

laboratories could make a substantial contribution to a program to improve Indian

education if it was related to the. primary programs of the laboratories. The

representatives agreed to continue the. committec.and to continue to study the problem.

Furthermore, thay azroz,c1 that Individval lal)oratories or a combination or iabol.atork!s

should hot postpone any program or project dealing with Indian education that was

currently being considz.eed whiln eettr,ifte ste.died iaov.- to proceed, but it v..as.
(
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ObyivilS ih:11 any prol.-!ei have to he earricl out ueder tile authority of the

laboratories involved becar:--.e the o: .1-::-Lit'ie was no: hit the po:.;ition to endorse any

prograni.

Four of the regional laboratoric.;E: that wore represented clearly had an interest and

a desire to work in area::: that could movo ahead a program to improve Indian education.

The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, the Rooky Mountain Educational

Laboratory, the Southwest Coo-pc:ratIvo Regional Laborotory, and the Far West

Laboratory for Educational 3.1eseareh and Development tentatively agreed on a

cooperative program which was pesented to reprecentatives of the National Indian

Youth Council and the National Indian Edueation Advisory Council. Both organizations

have endorsed the program. But both organizations \yore concerned with the same

qUestions that the represeatatives of the regional laboratories had raised. Both groups

believe that the Indians who are involved should ba in a decision-making position

rather i.haii an advisory capacity. The four regional laboratories agree, so at their

March 30th and 31st meeting, the NIEAC recommended that: (1) the four regional

laboratories proceed with the programs as it is outlined later in this report, and (2)

the National Congress of American Indians talc: the leadership to form a tax-exempt

association for research and development in Indian education. The members of NIEAC

stressed, however, that the present program should not be delayed while this group is

'being formed, so as an interim arrangement, the NIYC has taken the leadership in

cooperation with the regional laboratories with Glen Nimnicht acting as the director.

The program that was presented to the NIYC and NIEAC was to. develop eight model

demonstration schools serving Indian children of different tribes. The program would
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be initiated during September, 1967, by openis_... Start lessrooms at the ei;:.;1;:

centers where the model schools will be clevc.lopod. Initiall-y the Dead Start classfes:11:.:

will be inohled on the New Nursery S:thool Greeley, Co lon.do, but they will be

changed as the year progresses to fit the needs of the local children and ns other

experimental programs arc tested at various schools. Daring the next six years

the appropriate curriculum and teachinf...: InVeods will be developed to serve the

educational needs of the various Indian groups that are itwolved.

Several contacts have been made with possible sources of support for the research

projects that are being proposed. Charles Kettering, already made an initial

grant of $5, 000 to the NIYC for the developmental that is involved in launching

such a program.

The NIYC has submitted proposals to the Carnegie Foundation and to the Ford Foundation

that were referred to earlier. Jack Forbes is prepzming a proposal which may be

submitted to the U.S. Office of Eclueation for funding, and the Northwest Laboratory

is preparing a proposal to be submitted to the Office of Economic Opportunity.

Preliminary diseussiOns have been held with the appropriate governmental officials

on both of these proposals and the Office of Economic Opportunity has already approved the

use of training funds at the New Nursery School in Greeley for the training of the teachers

in the first phase of the project.

Board members of the NIYC have identified six of the eight sites for the proposed

programs in Indian: education, and some member of NIYC has accompanied Glen Nimnicht

on each of his visits to an Indian reservation. Five Indian tribes have been contacted

and have agreed to cooperate in the program. They are till! Judinns on Fort Berthold

Reservation (N;l),), Pine It lc:go Heservr.tion (S. D.), Crow 1.zesu.v:ltion (Mont.),

l-Ieseelaro Reservation (N. M. ), and Walker River Reservation (Nov.). The first

three reservations will be sending teachers for training on June 19th and start the
173
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project in September. The last %Vi Se110 fOi' training in Septco0.,....r

and F.tert the project in tlant;:tr. ThC! NOriinvvst Labwaioq coopc.r:ttion vith the

NIYC is selecting a site hi Alaska and worldlig with an Winn group in Seattle, a;.:hington.

The eight demonstration schools will probably be at. Rough Reek, Arizona.

V. Initial Projects Surested for The. Far West Laberzitory for Educational Research

and Development

The involvement of the Far \Vest Laboratory began when the U.S. Offiee of Education

asked the Laboratory to send representatives to a conference on Indian education.

Even though the Laboratory did not have a major program related to Indian education,

it was the judgment of the individuals who attended the conference that this laboratory

was in the best position to provide the leadership for a cooperative effort. The initial

projects faiggcsied for the Far West Laboratory arc:

].. A survey study of Indian education. The survey would consist of an in -depth

study of all aspects of Indian education and related problems at the eight

demonstration canters and a carefully planned sampling with questionnaires and

interviews to test the general application of the data collected at the eight

centers. This basic study will be covered in the proposal to the Carnegie

Foundation.

2. . The establishment of the eight experimental Head Start projects. The cost

of the establishment of the experimental nursery school programs is already

covered by local requests for Head Start Centers. The developMent of

instructional material for the first six grades is based upon the Indian

tribes' history, folklore, literature and music. The purpose of the use

of this matt:AA:11 is to develop a better Self-in age of the

improve the 'lunge of the Winn in the eyes of his anglccneiglIbors. The

cost of this project will be covered in the proposal to the U. S. Office of

Educat ion. 174.



1teift.0011 of Thi...c_ projeots to Primar;,. proi:mois of the

Therc is an inherent clanger in relating new projects to the oNisting primary and

secondary programs of the l.aboratory in that the definition of those programs %%ill be

broadened to the point that they loose meaning. But as the preliminary planning on Inn

development of model-demonstration schools progresses, it ho.comes obvious ihnt

concern will have to be the inserviee training of teachers br...eause of the high tunovcr

rate in small schools, the low level of the quality of current teaching and the unique

Problem that a new teacher will face teaching Indian children.

VII. . Relationship of These Projects to the Development of a Program in Pull Education

These projects are not viewed as beginning a program in full education area. They arc

pilot projects to develop the necessary data to determine the desirability of initiating

such a program and provide for it systematic development. A pertinent consideration

is the ability to fund these projects outside of the basic contract of the Laboratory

witlr the U.S. Office of Education.
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A MISSION AND A PROGRAM FOR THE FAR WEST LABORATORY

BACKGROUND FOR A MISSION
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The Far. West Laboratory was designed to foster educational

improvement through research and development efforts and their application

in the schools. The major question is how a severely limited set of resources

.
may be organized and applied to achieve the greatest Improvement 5.n a reasonable

time.

'CHANGE STRATEGY

There are three types of approaches which have been used by

practitioners who attempt to change an operational system: Structurea change

("Let's try team teaching"), techno]ogical change ("Let's computeriva") and

personnel change ("Let's set up an in-service training program"). P.ow in

practice, any effort at change; whether it be in task, structure,.t%chnology

or personne].

fstructure I
task e > technology

personnel

ultimately involves some change in all elements because they are interdependent.

For instance, those focusing on structure must take stands oa the kinds of human

interaction that support their proposed structure and the k!..ids that threaten

to undermine, it. Those focusing on-people must cope with the effects of

technological .innovation. Hence, we accept and underline the fact that:

ANY PRACTICAL. APPROACH TO EDUCATIONAL CHANGE MUST. CONSIDER AN MAL WITH ALL

MAJOR ELEMENTS INCLUDING TASK AND CONTENT, STRUCTURE, TECHNOWGY AND PERSONNEL.



;

However, it is difficult to design and manage a completely balanced.

approach which gives even attention to all elements, and there is reason to

believe that such'a balanced approach may not be a wise choice. But we

should recognize that: emphasis or focus on approach trill. influence (a) the

points of entry into the organization, (b) the relative importanee placed

on.different components of the organization, and (c) the underlying values

and goals.

Point of entry relates to implicit assumptions in each approach

regarding the causal chain. Some structural approaches aim at changing

tasks indirectly by considering personnel as mediating agents -- that is,

one changes structure to change people to'improve task performance. (Chapple

and Sayles, 1961) Personnel approaches usually seek to change people to

change structure and tools to change tasks performance and to make life more

fulfilling for people. (Argyris, 3957; Likert, 1961)

With respect to relative importance. placed on components and under-

lying values and goals, the technological and structural approaches focus

chiefly on problem-solving mechanisms while placing less emphasis on the internal

operation of the organization and the processes by which new problem-solving

means are generated and adopted into the organization. Personnel approaches

tend to develop a micro-focus on the process of change itself -- that is, on

the effect new technique, content, tasks, and structure have on people and how

people in turn effect the eventual form, style, effectiveness and' efficiency

of. the introduced content or mechanisms.

Structural Approaches. Harold Leavitt (from whom I an borrowing most

of this analysis) points out that structural change has been the major mechanism
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of "classical" organization theorists. These appronches tend to he deductive

and rational, carrying analysis from Casks backwards to divisions of labor

and systems of control. and authority. People are Kediators. One improves

performance by clarifying end defining jobs, setting up defined relationships

among jobs, and by describing authority,,responsibility and coordination

mechanisms in detail. In practice, one is concerned with such things as span

of control and logically defining necessary functions. Early efforts were

often abstract, formal, legalistic and poorly related to data. More recent

versions of the structural approach are found in human or social. "engineering:"

The objective is to modify behavior of personnel in order to improve task

performance, but this is accomplished mainly by modifying structure by such

methods as planning work flows and grouping of specialties. Sophisticated

interest is found in such items as communication nets and systems analysis.

Technological Approaches. The history of technological approaches

runs from.Taylorism and Scientific Management through to operations research

and human engineering. Proponents for such approaches see organizations

1 changing not in dl..:ect response to new ideas, but in response to the availa-

1

i.

1

I

bility of techno] ,gy that implements the ideas. For example, Scientific

Management developed with the creation of techniques of work measurement,

. time study methods, work standards, etc. Personnel management became operational

with the development of testing, attitude surveys and job evaluation. Operations

research depends on the computer, linear programming,' PERT, information pro-

cessing techniques, simulation, and heuristic problem-solving. Generally,

these approaches are "external"; they separate planning of problen-solving

programs froa routine operations. Their faith is in the eventual victory of

the better (cheaper, more elegant) solutions over worse ones. Tl-ey are most
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vulnerable .in their typical failure to consider that human acceptance of

ideas may be the real basis of change :and that eFaltional resistance of people

the real impediment. ere we can appctel to experim:ntal evidence: Coch

and French, 1948; and to ease evidence Lawrence, 1958; Nana & Hoffman, 19GO;

W. F. Whyte, 1955.) The logically superior solution is not necessarily tiia

one adopted; more often it is the humanly acceptable or more feasible one.

The new educational technologists can cause change in school organization

if they learn this fact. .If they fail to appreciate this point,.either their

techniques may not be adopted' or if adopted may cause unnecessary resistance

and hardship on the part of the human actors in the system.

Personnel Apyrovches. The personne1 approach to organizational change

argues that one can cause the creative invention of new tools and techniques

or cause the modification in structure (power and control) by changing behavior,
4

The earlier personnel approaches dealt with manipulation, attitude change, and

persuasion. Some focused on techniques for overcoming resistance to change

(e.g., Lewin on changing food habits and Coch and Prendh on industrial

work methods) by dealing with affect and member involvement. During the

1940's and 1950's there developed an interest in group process and dynamics

(client-centered group therapy, group dynamics, and T-group). Most recently,

the-power-equalization personnel approaches have tried to reconcne personal

fulfillment to organizational problem-solving and productivity. Initially, the

premise was that if work can be set up so that it will satisfy individual needs,

the work will be performed with satisfaction and efficiency. But real world

problems ari: Complex, and these approaches have in practice sought. compromises

and redefinition of the problem. What is clear is the experience that there

is need for collaboration between changer and chan.e.e (Lippctt, 1958: Bennis, 1961).



When We consider implementation which considers personnel, we note

that the early approaches used attitude surveys, information and counseling

programs as a way of deflecting or reducing tension end disturbance without

actually changing the. power structure. Later efforts focused on "union-
.

management" cooperation. However, train-111a from the start has been the primary

device because of the need to change beliefs and skills. At first, the focus

was on supervisory and foreman training in human relations; currently, the

T-group is the favored device.

These approaches appear to be weak because they are so overgenerali;.ed

,that they have come to deal directly with only interpersonal relations, and

often fail 'to come to terms with particular problems where people, technique,

and structure interact. Choices rarely can be based on human facors alone.

All too often the efforts to expose a few selected individuals to T-group

or human relations training and then return them to a work environment

have failed because the environment is not supportive of the changes started

in training.

A PERSONNEL EMPHASIS IN A TOTAL SYSTEM

If the above account is reasonably valid, it seems that an approach

to educational change must attend to all Major elements in the educational

system -- that is, to tasks and their content, organizational structure,

technology and personnel.

Assumptions. Here we make some assumptions which must be stated

because they conditon our choice of Laboratory R & D strategy. First, we

assume that educational innovations will be generated in all classes of

elements -- that is, we assume that we shall not'lack fOr sufficient number
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and variety of innovative content, mothod and technology. If this wore

not so, we would need to deal with "invention" es well as "dissemination" of

change.

Second, we believe that prinCip3es and procedures which w''uid gulch.

practical implementation of educational change can be found and validated.

. It ,seems unlikely that a singular grand strategy of change will be found.

Duman nature and society are too complex. But understanding and systematization

can be achieved.

Third, we assert that education is essentially n "personnel ascendant"

.system: In other words, people rather than machines and materials are the

major and critical element. This leads to the assumption that people bust

be considered and dealt with in planning, and designing or in implementing changes

in educational systems.

Furthermore, people must be considered in the planning and development

stages so that materials and practices will "fit" or can be adopted to field

situations. One of the best examples of this kind of planning can be found in

the systems development efforts of the military and space firms.

qualitative Personnel Reqpirements Information. In the 1950's the

Air Force began to procure and implement very large and complex systems (the air

defense and warning systems, balistic missile complexes, command ald intelligence

communication nets). The early versions ran into major difficulties because

the systems were not designed with due consideration for the abilities,

limitation, habits and interrelations of the people who were required to operate

and service them. In sou cases, operational readiness was delayed months or

even years because sufficient numbers of people could not be located or trained;
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in sone cases, jobs were too difficult, borino or othcrise

Equipment had to be redesigned and nodified; training courses 11:Let to be lb-

provised; new and unanticipated positions had to be created. Ott: of this

experience came a set of concepts called QPRI (Qualitative Personnel Requirelints

Information) . Each major systems contract had a QPR1 section which rk.quired

the contractor to specify the number and describe in detail each operator,

maintenance, supportJor. related position required in the entire system complex.

Specific plans for training and equIping each position were required, including

estimates of time required, phases of training, who would do the training;

,where, with what materials, and at, what expense. Additional requirements dealt

with handbooks, manuals, blue prints, texts, job aids and tools, special

protective clothing, assurance that: work space, Workcycles, health, recreation

and other personnel factors had been considered. . In effect, QPRT came to be

the vehicle that created today's Ullman Factors teams at every major military

and space R & D firm. It brought the anthropologist, psychologist, physiologist,

sociologist , and educator into the design and engineering phases of what: had

been previously an exclusively hardware oriented effort.

Now, obviously, education runs no such risk of forgetting people

in its R & D. However, the QPRI techniques may suggest some ideas which might

introduce systematic method into the design of strategies for achieving educational

change. Specifically, QPRI suggests that greater attention be given to defining

the roles and functions of all relevant positions in any system undergoing change

in order to determine how jobs would be changed and in order to pinpoint the

attitudes, values, and skills that may impede or facilitate dissemination,

diffusion, adoption, maintenance, and efficient use of innovations. 'WI
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techniquessuggest the need to define the phr.!ses of implementation with focus

on where, when, and how to inrorm, co:f7ince, train, and support. They also

suggest the need to include and precisely define and schedule Inforh.Ation

. programs, pilot: and demonstration programr:, orientation and training programs,

evaluation and assessment services, and consulting and customer engineering

services.

Now.a parenthetical note is that the Air Force Personnel and Training

Research Center,.which developed QiPT, did not in fact do all: the QPR1 work.

What they did do is develop the QPRI methods end tools and demonstrate their

necessity. As the consumer and manufacturer began to recognize their value,

personnel, requirement definition became a common practice. The firms that were

competing discovered that attention to QPRI led to greater acceptance, faster

implementation, and more - efficient utilization -- with a consequent reputation

for producing systems that people could live with. It seems that the regional

laboratory could serve a similar catalytic function by determining what must

be done and how to systematize the personnel aspects of educational change.

Please don't think that this job is one solely of "process." The 'Laboratory

would have to be intimately acquainted with all aspects of the problem --

with curriculum, instructional methods, educational organization, educational

materials, teacher training, educational R & A, the community needs, politics,

economics, social organization, and so on. The point of focus thcugh would

Won how these aspects must be considered and related to achieve desired

educational change in the region. Obviously,.no one .model or "bag of tricks"

can be expected to work. But the Laboratory could, through stue.y, conferences,

field studies and demonstrations, simulations, laboratory and field experimants,
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an. focused on the phenomena of educational change, develop an understanding

of general patterns which could be communicated to alA concerned -- the research

centers, foundations, educational service and product firms and o'..h.tr supplies

of innovative methods and waterials; to the U. S. Office, State D:..pnrtm..7.nts of

Education, County Offices, and District: Offices and other nanngers and

coordinnters; and to the direct consumers -- districts, communities, schools,

and classrooms.

ADJUSTMENT OF CURRENT LABORATORY PROGRAM

What might such a Laboratory program entail? If could pick up many

of the present ideas and interest now in the Laboratory's plan or in the minds

of its professional staff. First, let us consider the two service functions:

Information Dissemination and Utilization. This activity is now

represented in the Lockheed contract. In addition, an educational T.V. series

is under study which would focus on one group of school personnel -- the teacher --

in an effort: to communicate the excitement of educational It & D and to generate

some realistic expectation concerning it. The adoption of personnel centered-

educational change mission would give direction to these activities by using

them to study and accomplish two essential and early aspects of change: the

dissemination of information and the legitimation of change. The first stage .

is concerned essentially with information, in creating a climate of interest,

in getting people to be aware of educational R & D and in supplying answers to

requests for details. The purpose of this stage is to create a sccial, political,

and educational climate among people who are in a position to influence decisions.

The second step usually involves a more focused and often interactive effort

which seeks tq dispel fears and objections and to develop favorable dispositions

toward the need for change and toward new programs and practices. The aim at
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this stage is to convince people of the need and of the availability and 111...rit

of solutions.

Education of Teacher,: and Other Profc.,:,,ri 0,101.; 'Ali area wonld

of considerable importance in terms of the understanding and using the role of

teachers and other school personnel in efiect/educational changes. Actually,

little would change in this area since its present aim is one of facilitating

the introduction of newly developed materials and techniques in the schools

through programs of education and re -- qcation. Adoption of a personnel chlnge

mission would strengthen this program activity bj, more clearly interrelating

it to the other program aims of the Laboratory.

*

We conclude that both service functions of the Laboratory could be

strengthened and provided with more specific direction by focusing on the parts

they could play in both general and specific projects to accomplish change: in

the region. They would certainly profit by the analysis of the roles of personnel

in educational systems and in turn would contribute to a better understanding

of how communication and professional-education serve to facilitate change.

Obviously, the focus on change could lead to clearer criteria for the manage

ment and evaluation of these service functions; e. .g., just what kinds of

communication or education projects ought to be undertaken if we are to understand

and foster change in people in the educational system; what attitt.e, values,

knowledge, habits or skills were in fact changed as a result of projects and

what Implications do these studies have for the larger problem of change.

It seems that eventually there might be opportunity for some

redirection. of the service area with emphasis on dissemination or education
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which focw:ed on the process Lechnieues of chene itself as i :_ :11 as on the
.

use of these techniques in specific circumstances as means to ends of

accomplishing change.'

Uhenwe turn to the present: concept of the Mborniory's R & D

program, we again sec the possibility of unification without great violence

to existing,plans and interests, but with some narrowing and clarification

of what and how.areas would be studied. Presently, we have three major interests:

full education, curriculum, and instructional methods. An R & 1) effort focused

in change phenomena can subsume these three interests.

Full Education. This interest would undoubtedly be modified to

entertain the full environment -- including home and community as well as school

in an effort to Understand those factors which influence the selection and

attainment. of educational goals. Because of the'complexity of these factors

in minority groups, interest in developing models And strategies for educational

change, and development of practical techniques fqr implementation in minority

and culturally disadvantaged settings would undoubtedly be an important aspect

of the Laboratory effort..

Curriculum and Instructional Methods. The Laboratory's interest

in curriculum and instructional methods "would probably be coordinated and

primarily used as the technological vehicles for field study and experimentation

in social change. This would call for case studies and cooperative ventures

with schools and districts in the region in order to not only assist in the

evaluation and choice of curriculA and methods to match particular school

and cow.unity conditions, but to also influence design, development and

implementation. A case can be made for analysis, model building, simulation

studies and controlled experiments to better understand the problems of intro-

ducing ind articulating new curricula and methods with the old. The major



modification in current plans might be in placing greater emphasis ou0he person-

nel aspects of curriculum or method design and implementation. In this sense,

the Laboratory would become "expert" in what kind of things need to be

developed or modified if specific products of educational technology arc

to gain acceptance, be adopted and survive in the several kinds of schools

and communities in this region.

* * *

The above suggest that there is "something for all" in such a

Laboratory tassion. Not quite. There is a focus and it is on how to improve

education in the region by fixing on the problems of organizational change --

with special (but far from exclusive) interest in the personnel requirements.

Hence, our basic interest would be on how can we best inform, persuade and educate

the key decision makers and professional workers in education so that responsible

plans can be made and executed.for improving educational systems in the region.

Hence, our choice of studies and projects would be guided by this

basic interest. We would need to inform ourselves of many things. Measurement,

evaluation, and laboratory and field experiments would remain desirable, probably

essential, activities. However, the kind and extent of a particular activity

would now be subject to allocation pfiorities in. terms of the eventual contribution

of that activity to the overall mission of the Laboratory.

We shall need to draft and redraft the mission statement. Here's a

start:

MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and
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Development is to foster improvement in education. To aceo.l,plish this object ivu

the Laboratory will undertake a prow-am of research, developilcut, and dissomivation

focusing on the analysis and facilitation of educational change with primary

emphasis ,on the personnel aspects of system change. It vill concern itself

with the kroblems encountered in creating favoreb3e climates, in commuqicating

with .and influencing decisioU makers, in evaluation of readiness, in planning

is

.

for and execution of projects, in the preparation and training of involved

K .

personnel, and in evaluation and adaptation to existing circumstances..

Study of these problems will be undertaken by all appropriate

techniques, including surveys, field studies, simulations, laboratory studies

and field experiments and demonstrations. The purpose of these studies will

be to form a body of information that can be applied to the problems of

change and improvement at all educational levels in the region including

classrooms, schools, school systems, communities and states.

ILLUSTRATIVE PROJECTS FOR A PERSONNEL CHANGE PROGRAM

COMMUNICATION AND MASS MEDIA

1. The Role of Educational TV in Creating a Climate for Educational Change:

The Far. West Laboratory is now considering sponsoring a series of

TV programs aimed at teachers and programmed to communicate an interest in

and realistic expectation toward a variety:of educational R & D activities

and innovations. This activity could be used as a vehicle for study of the

effect of such programs on teachers and other school personnel. Effects of

specific programs and of the entire series could be studied by using panel

techniques of public opinion polling. Obviously, analysis. of th.s information

,

could providesvaluable feedback in deciding upon the content Of future programs.



It would also provide a device for reaching larger numbers of school personnel

and involving them in specific ways, both with the Laboratory and educational

R & D. The result of this project would be information on bow to use such

a medium. A by-product would be the creation of favorable attitudes among

teachers and others in the region.

2. Personnel. Aspects of Implementing New Science Curricula and Course

Content Improvement Materials:,

, ....

The Far West Laboratory has submitted a project proposal to N.S.1'.

which could contribute greatly to understanding personnel problems in

introducing new curricula. Specific objectives of this project include:

11 (2) To increase the adoption and successful use of new Science

curricula and course improvement materials in the schools; (3) To develop

and maintain effective lines of communication among public school administrators,

science teachers, persons involved in.developing dew science'materials, and

the Laboratory Project Staff; (4) To identify and describe problems en-

countered by teachers and administrators in implementing specific science

materials, and suggest possible solution." This project could servo as a

useful case study approach to the problems encountered. Results of this

project could lead to recommendations for specific situations as well as

information that could be applied throughout the region in cases where

curriculum changes are involved.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS

3.. Personnel Implications of New Instructional Nethodi and Technology Projects:

There are a variety of studies and projects in this region which are

introducing new methods; e. g., micro -- teaching, CAI,.I.P.I., team teaching,



programmed instruction. A preliminary project in this area could attempt to

document by literature search and case. studies the experiences of those

who have attempted to make applications. What happened to the roles of

teachers,. principals, students and other school personnel? What are the

implications of the method per se for people? That are the implications

of the attempt, to introduce the methods for people? Arc there any generali-
.

nations that can be made? Results of this project could be of value to

schools and districts planning to introduce.new instructional methodology.

The project would also suggest factors to-be considered in research design

,and development.

TITLE III COOPERATION

4. PWL-PACE-School Cooperative Project:

Eventually the Laboratory would wish to establish relations with

supplementary (PACE).centers and school systems. to study change and

innovation problems. In this kind of project the laboratory could prOvide.

leadership and coordination in establishing better control and evaluation

of change projects by sponsoring conferences and participating in the

planning, conduct and analysis of selected PACE innovation activities.

This project would provide a basis for undertaking and working out of

appropriate roles for the Laboratory and PACE centers in cooperative R &

efforts.

TITLE I COOPERATION

5. Problems of Accomplishing Change for the Educationally Disadvantaged:

Because of the special need and interests in improving education for

the culturally different or disadvantaged, the Laboratory could devote some
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of its interests to this area. Such a project could well include consideration
!

of the community, the ethnic subculture, the schoo], teachers, and children

in asking where and bow change may be best accomplished in order to improve

education in rural and urban slums at... in areas with high co:Icentration of

disadvantaged children. Obviously, cooperation with Title I projects could

. be obtained land findings would have relevance to change strategies used by

.Title I administrators.

R & D CENTER COOPERATION

6. In-Service Education of Teachers and Other School Personnel as an Adjunct

to the Accomplishment of Educational Change:

The Laboratory is now engaged in a survey of current re- education

activities and is also fortunate in being near the R & D center for teaching

at Stanford. Out of this study we could hope to find alternative approaches

for re-educating teachers in the use of specific innovations. The results

of this project would be tested approaches for the:re-education of teachers

in varying local situations and experience that could be applied broadly

in the region for use in disseminating ready - -to -use content and methodology

through teachers and other school personnel. Moreover, it could establish

a working relation between the Stanford R & D center for teaching and the

Laboratory.

STATE AND COMMUNITY COOPERATION

7. Higher Level Change Problems:

Whereas the curriculum, instructional methods and FWL-PACE projects

would focus primarily on:change at the classroom level or the building level,
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this project would' specifically consider the problems of change and personnel

involvement at: higher levels; specifically, the district, county and state

office levels. Information would be collected by literature search, interview,

questionnaire and observation with focus on how goals, attitudes, beliefs and

role expectations in different groups in the systems operate to influence

_problem identification, selection and support of innovative projects.. Experience

in this area could lead to a better understanding of educational change and the r,

proper choice of strategy, and use' of change agents at these levels.

FUNDAMENTAL & D: CHANGE THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

8.' Laboratory and Simulation Studies of Personnel Involved in Change:

Whereas most of the projects listed above involve survey, case

study and field study-of.change, this project would attempt to bring some

kind of analytic and experimental rigor to the analysis of change by

the design and conduct ofjaboratory studies -of change. During the..early

stages these studiesWoUld unddubtedly be quite diverse in, nature but 'could

foCus on specific problems of change, persuasion, communication, group

dynamics, problem identification and solution, resolution of conflict,

bargaining, re-education for new skills, etc. Such studies would seek to

explore and clarify hypotheses and theories in psychology, sociology, political

science and economics which bear on the problems of social change and cultural

diffusion in education.

FUNDAMENTAL R & D: CHANGE EVALUATION

9. Measurement snd Evaluation of Change:

There. are spcial difficulties for those who attempt to design

research ono evaluate change. This project would. attempt to develop for
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the Laboratory an awareness of these problems and the present state of the art

with respect to their solutions. Through ]iterature search conferences and

consultants the Laboratory would attempt to organic and disseminate information

on the design of projects and measurement of change. This would be.accomplished

through conferences, publication of reports, and cooperative consulting In

selected cases.
:

IMPLEMENTATIOM OF CUANGE

10. Change Institutionalization and Implementation.Project:

This project would be specifically concerned with the clevelopment

and dissemination of effective methods for planning and menacing change and

for institutionalizing change functions 'within the region's school systems. - r

It would seek out and evaluate methods for accomplishing these ends, using all

techniques available, but probably depending heavily on expert opinion and informed

judgment to compensate for lack of more rigorously obtained data. This project

would attempt field studies of a variety of strategies for creating or improving

change agents and R & D functions within the school systems, and.would also

explore various cooperative arrangements between schools and outside change

agents in order to better understand what roles need to be played by the

different parties at various phases in implementation of change in the schools.

PACKGROUND INFORMATION

This mission is not novel, except for its special focus on the

personnel aspects of the change problem. Thanks to an article by Sidney

Eboch, (1966), we have the following summary.

BASIC SOURCES

Paul Mort and Francis Cornell's American Schools in Transition, (1941),
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is generally credited as the most extensi-,,e work in education related to the

change process. Over the. past 35 yeas son 200 studies have been conducted,

but most of these have been either on sehoo:1 administration and organization

or on adaptations of practices over time -- "the,diffusion" aspects of

change. Recently, Matthew Miles' collection of papers, InnovOion1.11

Education, (1964), has become the prominent book. It is divided almost equany

among case studies of innovation, research and theory, and comment and

discussion. Clark and Cuba are cited as ho]ding perhaps the most comprehensive

view of educational change.

CONFERENCES

Also, recently, there have been a series of conferences sponsored

. by various organizations; e. g., Media and Educational Innovation, University

of Nebraska, W. C. Meierhenry, director; and Strategies for rducational ChancT,

The Ohio State University,. Virgil Blanke, director. These conferences have

'especially att6mpted to learn about the subject of change by study in other.

fields (primarily, rural sociology and social psychology and occasionally

anthropology, philosophy and political science). Another relevant conference

report is by Richard O. Carlson, Chance Process in the Public Schools,_ (1965) :

'INSTITUTIONAL EMPHASES (The following is quoted in full from Sidney Eboch.)

Columbia University. -- Matthew Miles and others continue the tradition

of Paul Mort with several studies and a major project related to organization

development.

University of Kentucky -- "The Program on Educational Change," directed

brRichard Miller, is conducting several surveys related to change in

Kentucky..
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The University of ichic,an -- The Institute for Social Research, under Donald

lippitt, is conducting research related directly to diffusion in education.

The_Ohio State UOversity -- The recently organi%cd School of Education

includes a Development Division, directed by Virgil Dlanke. Members of this

Division are conducting a variety of research projects related to change

and curriculum development, materials production; and field testing.

Wiversi....ty of Orezon -- The Center for the Advanced Study of Education:,].

Administration has conducted seminars on change for administrators. Richard

O. Carlson has done studies relating administrative characteristics and

diffusion of new programs.

. ,

University of Southern California -- The now completed Technological

Development Project,-under James D. Finn, produced a series of publications

related to an assessment of technological change in education.

ORGANIZATIONS

Many organizations have formed special "action" agencies related to

change processes or the study of change. There are also many smaller institutional

efforts and isolated individuals who are making substantial contributions. The

intent of this summary is only to identify some of the most prominent organize-

tiOnal efforts on the change process.

Cooperative Project on Educational Development. /This is a three-year

project supported by a grant from the U. S. Office of Education an3 carried

out by eight colleges and universities in five regions, with coordination by

the National Training Laboratories of NIA. Participating institutions are

University of Michigan in the Detroit region, University of Chicago in the

Chicago regiorl Temple University in the Philadelphia region, Boston University

and Lesley Teachers College in the Boston region, and Columbia Teachers College,
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Yeshiva University and Newark. State Teachers College in the New York region.

There are approximately five school syaems cooperating in each region. The

University of Wisconsin R t D center (center. for Research and Davelop:1:tnt

for Learning and Reeducation) is informally affiliated. The purposes of. COI.ED

are to conceptualize about, develop, and study .models of planned change in school

systems, The major action outcome is to be the development within school systems

of selfrenewing research and development functions to critically meet changed

needs.

AERA.Committee on Research Utilization. Ostensibly devoted to speeding

research into practice, this group of the American Educational Research Associa-

tion is also concerned with several dimensions of the change process.

State departments of education. Following the lend of Henry fit. .

Brickell's report for New York.state, OrEanizing New York State for. Educational

1.5,1hanm (Albany, New York: State Department of Education, 1961), Washington and

. entucky have conducted similar surveys of .educational change within their

states. New York state has acted somewhat upon Erickell's recoTmandation by

creating a "Center for .Innovation in Education." This. agency will foster,

support in part, and disseminate, innovative practices of local schools. The

Learning Institute.of.North Carolina is another action agency devoted to

encouraging and supporting change throughout the schools of the stEte.

Federal government. The emphasis on creating change is obvious

throughout the Elementary

explicitly related to the

educational. laboratories,

demonstration centers.

and Secondary Education Act- of 1965. Pcrhaps most

change process are Title IV, creating the regional

and Title III, supporting innovative and exemplary
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/1.Tndoubtedly, many of the regional laboratories will also be

involved in the problems of change; in fact, it'would be hard for any laboratory

to deal. responsibly with its mission without being concerned wif such prohl ems.

We are proposing that by focusing on the personnel aspects of change in education

by asking what does and should happen to children, teachers and parents, as won

as superintendents, educational.support, staff personnel, and others, when
. ,

.

changes are attempted, and what these people in turn do to modify the form and

effect of the change -- we can better understand and accomplish the hinds of

change which are needed and must be.. effected in this region...1

Quasi -- research and development auencies. A variety of new organixations

is being created to facilitate, and sometimes to study, change in education.

.

System TJevOlopment Corporation has conducted a series of studies and performed

a number of consultant services related, to the change process. Educational

Services Incorporated was fornied to continue the kind of activities conducted

by the Physical Sciences Study Committee. The Institute for Educational

Development was created to bridge the gaps among "materiats inventors,"

Commercial development, and classroom field testing. 1

MISSION CRITERIA

1. Does this mission hold reasonable promiseOf meeting a clearly felt

educational need? It would appear that it has high probability of meeting

a number of educational needs by providing information needed to' implement a

variety of educational innovations.

2. Does the mission have a clearly defined, single focus? It appears that
.

this mission may be weakest in this particular respect. The focus is a broadly
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defined one' and there may be some question ps to the narrcwaess of focus. HOWOVC17,

the mission has clearly narro.,:ed all possible appronches to a considoyably Mated

one; namely, the question of effecting education:0 change and, part

question of how the actors in the educational system must be considered, both

in planning and designing and in the diffusion, implementation and adaptat ion

of educational innovations.

3. Is the mission broad enough to include several levels of task ranging

from direct service at the classroom level to testing significant: theoretical

constructs at the national level? The mission seems to hold up well in this

respect.'. It promises to have a variety of services at the classroom level.

The weakness with respect: to theoretical constructs lies in the -present

lack of adequate theoretical constructs with respect to change. The promise

here then is that. the Laboratory would participate with other's now interested

in change in contributing to development and testing theoretical propositions

with respect to change and, particularly, with respect to personnel involved

in change.

4. Will the miz,sion bave sufficient output to sustain its own momentum; that

is, does it provide for both short-term and intermediate as well as long-

term payoffs? This mission seems particularly effective with respect to

this criterion. It gives definite promise of short-term and intermediate

payoffs and also promises to cover a sufficiently interesting and complex

field of investigation to provide for continuing payoff well into the future.

. 5. Will the mission permit the development of selfevaluative and corrective

feedback procedures? Because of the wide range of activl.ties, it appears
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that more feedback and evaluation may be provided with respect to some projects

than with respect to others. However, because Of tying the activities into

meaningful efforts to be accomplished within the schools of the region,

feedback information will be available and normally within reasonably short

periods of time. Problems will still exist, though, with respect, to its

evaluation.

6. Is the mission well suited to the regional educational climate, the

regional resources and the talents of the Laboratory staff? It would appear

that this Mission is particularly suited with respect to this question.

The West Coast is an area where change 'is particularly evident and wher&

there is a wide diversity' of activities. The.rcsources of the region with

respect to consultants and schools. that would be interested in participating

are especially rich. Moreover; the mission is sufficiently broad in its range

of activities so that it could fully employ the diverse talents of the

Laboratory staff. Moreover, the nature of the mission is such that it would

probably enhance the development and exchange of skills and information among

staff members as well as creating a wide range of involvements with other agencies

in the region.

IMPLICATIONS OF ADOPTION OF THIS MISSION FOR FAR WEST. LABORATORY

1. The mission is conservative in the sense that it easily incorporates

existing program planS and'interests while bringing a sense of unified mission

and purpose.

2. The mission is broad in the sense that it attends to a, wide variety of

inputs and outputs. That is it provides for incorporation, of curriculum,

instructional methodolooy, hardware technology, inservice training,'organizational
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and community factors in approaching the problems of improving schools.

3. The mission is also broad in the

variety of cooperative involvements,

Title lii and Title I activities, as

sense that it provides for a wide

including the R & D center at Stanford,

well as schools and other educational

organizations. However, in each case it serves to define our possible

involvement 'in terms of cooperative effects to understand, experiment with

or validate change and innovative procedures.

4. The mission is practical and field oriented in the sense of interest

in here-and-now solutions to change and innovation. It promises to be

acceptable and visible because many of the studies and demonstrations will

be concerned with helping schools to solve problems and develop better here-.

and-now techniques for legitimation, adoption and adaptation of innovations.

5. The mission is strategic and timely in that by focusing on the immediate

problftms of

near future

for general

or catalyst

personnel and changeit promises to produce useful results in the

and to continue productively for a long time. However, by working

principlEs and understanding, the Laboratory can serve as a mediator

rather than expending.resources on abstract, narrow, or entirely

applied efforts.
..........

6.. The mission is flexible in the sense that it may adjust focus in terms of

a wide choice of projects according to educational developments (needs,

capabilities, resources) within the region.

On the other hand:

7. The mission is not strongly oriented :to experirdentation. Opportunity
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and justification for experimentsexist, but the nature of the activity is

such that much of its data gathering wili entail field study approaches

which so often lack in good control, abound in variables that way infliience

effects, and rarely provide cases in sufficient number to satisfy the

statistical minded. The techniques of the anthropologist, historian,

political scientist and clinician may be as appropriate as those of the

experimental psychologist and sociologist.

8. Noreover, the mission does not provide simp3e solutions as to what:

'should be .one. Choices will still be difticult'with respect to 'allocation

of effort and coordination of activity.

9. There are dangers of becoming so involved in service functions associated

with field experiments and demonstrations that more productive R & D activities

are ignored or attenuated in scope. But conversely the mission does provide

opportunity for the Laboratory, to have nearly immediate and continuing impact

on the problems of improving education in the schools of this region. .
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I. BACKGROUND

A. History ofthe Problem
,r

Providing effective inservice education has historically been one

of the most difficult problems faced by educators and 'one which has rarely

been solved adequately. With a few exceptions, inservice training programs

tend to be stereotyped and unimaginative. In California, over half of the

school districts have no inservice programs beyond faculty meetings and

teacher institutes (California Teachers Association, 1959). Since most

faculty meetings are concerned with administratiVe matters (Wood, 1950)

and most institutes are concerned primarily with orientation and plans

for the coming year (Landers, 1954), there is scant effective inservice

education available in such districts. Yet there is some evidence to

indicate that well planned inservice programs can bring about significant

gains in pupil achievement (Mork, 1953).

Educators are generally aware of the deficiencies of inservice

education, but few districts have the resources to develop adequate programs.

During the Laboratory's recent series of curriculum conferences, Dr. Henesini

reported that participants consider inservice education their most pres-

sing problem. The doubtful adequacy of current inservice programs is also

reflected in the refusal of nearly half of California's School Districts

to accept inservice training, travel, or vocational experied:e as a sub-

stitute for college credits on salary schedules (California Teachers

Association, 1965).
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Supervision in often regarded as an aspect of in service training, but

in its usual form it is severo3y 31mited (Men 1. Ryan, 3966). Aron g the

deficiencies of typical supervision are the fo3lowing:

1. Supervision focuses upon evaluation Instead of education and since

it is often tied to contracts and tenture, it is psycho3ogica33y

thrcatening to most teachers.

2. Supervisor's remarks are often couched in general terns and

educational platitudes that: the teacher cannot: transinte into

specific action.

3. The supervisor is often not: trained in the teacher's subject

matter area.

4. The supervisor's remarks arc often given in a frame of reference

that the teacher does not understand or agree with. Teachers and

supervisors often disagree in their recollections of what: actually

happened during the lesson.

5. Supervisor's evaluation and feedback is often delayed.

6. The teacher rarely has an opportunity to try out immediately the

supervisor's suggestions.

B. General Statement of the Problem

Micro-teaching as developed in the Stanford Teacher Intern Program

offers many significant advantages as a tool for inservice education, and

it is proposed that the Laboratory attack the inservi.ca education problem

through the use of micro-teaching and similar approaches. In a typical in-

service lesson of the sort that would be developed in this mission, the

following sequence would be experienced by the teacher:
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The teacher would study instruction:A material on a specific s1:111

such as reinforcing desirable pupil respowtes. Such material could

be presented by any of the usual communication media such as text.-

..book, programed tea, notion picture, video tape, audio tape, etc.

2. The teacher would then prepare and teach a short lesson to a small

group of pupils. * This lesson would be videotaped.

3. Immediately after the lesson, the teacher would watch the videotape

playback of the lesson, focusing her attention on use of Che skill

in question.

4. Immediately after the playback, the teacher would watch another

videotape in which a model teacher would demonstricte the same skill..

Remarks would be dubbed onto the audio track to prompt the teacher

on important aspects of the modgl's behavior.

Immediately after viewing the model tape, the teacher would reteach

her lesson in order_to reinforce the learned skill.

The effectiveness of this approach has already been demonstrated by

research in the Stanford Intern Programs. It has been found significantly

more effective than use of a well trained supervisor (Orme, M. E. 3., 3960.

The advantages of this approach for inservice training appear to be as follows:

1. No supervisor is used, thus, the teacher is not threatened.

2. Since the model is videotaped, it is possible to develop a

completely self contained package that can be used in any school

by supplying the package and loaning the school a portable camera-

videotape recorder-monitor.

3. The training focus is on one REcci.fic at a tilue.

.* For those few skills where a large group of pupils is needed to teach the
skill effectively, such groups would be employed.
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4. The teacher gets imediatefeve,back from the videotape replay.

:eacher gets immediaCe rcinfore;lent from the retcaching siCp.5, II I

6. Throughout the sequence the teacher is actually practicing the.

skill, i.e. learning by doing.

C. kgptionshttLto Laboratory_Prolyam_Areas

The original Laboratory plans included five program areas. The

proposed teacher education mission will have four major thrusts: basic

teaching shills, teaching in new Programs, teaching non-typical groups,

and teaching new curricula. The first two of these fit into the

original instructional methods program, the third into full education,

and the fourth into curriculum. Since inservice education is probably

the most effective way to communicate new ideas and get them into the

classroom, all phases of the proposed mission support the original

communication program. Furthermore, there arc mission objectives that

are directed toward communicating information about each inservice package

as it is dveloped.
11;

In summary, the proposed mission is directed primarily at teacher

education, but has major thrusts in the areas of instructional methods,

curricultim, and full. education. The communication phase is sufficient

_
for communicating the outcomes of the mission, but does not provide an

adequate means of communicating the results of research, development and

innovation that originate outside of the Laboratory,

II. GENE= MISSION STATEMENT

A. Theprcsaoses1 mission of thili_Laboratory.is.toimuKovetheeffpetivenesE

of_c7assroom_tecchers.by.develoui,n2, evaluatiu anAinlalementing_orogy.7.3
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.of inservice education based upon models and/or simulations of tencher

behavior and aimed at essentikl skills and knowled,,e related to 11.1.(14.c

teaching_a!yformance.,...tycchipg_nontyp.ical,..plid)A9c.in.no,:

educational Troiyams, and teaching new currienla.

B. .Relaionship to Missinns of Other Owniza.tions

The proposed mission would involve a close partnership betaken the

Stanford lktsearch and Development Center, the Far West Laboratory and

selected Title. TN Centers. The basic research evidence and theoretical

rationale developed at Stanford on the use of micro-teaching and other

techniques for preservice teacher education would be applied to the

development of the iuservice packages at the Laboratory. A well integrated

team effort involving the. Stanford Research and Development, the Far West

Laboratory ;and Title. III Centers would assure. a thorough coverage of all

aspects of the research and development effort in the area of inservice

education (see. Figure 1).

The cooperating group of Title 1II Center i and their affiliated public

schools would contribute to development, field testing, demonstration and

implementation of the inservice training packages. It is anticipated that

the mission would also involve several, colleges and universities in specific

activities in which they have special interests. For example, San Jose-State

might work with the Laboratory on the elementary scbool teaching skills

.packages and the Univerility of California might play a major role in

developing and testing packages for training teachers of culturally deprived

pupils.
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The proposed mission would involve a close partnership between the

Stanford Research and Development Center, the Far West: Laboratory and

selected Title III Centers. The basic. research evidence and theoretical.

rationale developed at Stanford on the use of microteaching and other

techniques for prservice teacher education would be applied to the

development of the inservice packages at the Laboratory. A well integrated

team effort involving the Stanford Research and Development, the Far West

Laboratory) and Title III. Centers would assure a thorough coverage of all

aspects of the research and development effort in the area of inservice
--

education (see Figure 1.).

The cooperating group of Title III Center and their affiliated public

schools would contribute to developMent, field testing, demonstration and

implementation of the inservice training packages. It is anticipated that

the mission would also involve several, colleges and universities in specific

activities in which they have special. interests. For example San Jose State

might work with the Laboratory on the elementary school teaching skills

packages and-qhe University of California might play a major role in

developing and testing packages for training teachers of culturally deprived

pupils.
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III. SPECIMCSTATE OF AYFAiRS Ti) BE MAME].)

A. lmmediate

Th immediate objectives to be achieved under this mission would be

as follows:

1. Laboratory staff members will have developed a thorough knowledge

of the present: state of the art in preservice and inservice

education and will have prepared a monograph that. pulls together

the work in this area into a comprehensive critical review.

2. An inservice education package that improves the bas: :e teaching

skills needed in conventional secondary classrooms will be in

operational use in schools of the region.

-3

3. A video tape describing and illustrating this package will, have

been prepared and shown over educational TV channels in the region

and made available nationally to aid in dissemination. A similar

video tape will be.prepared for each subsequent package.

B. Interrediate

The intermediate objectives to he achieved would be:

3. An inservice education package that improves the basic teaching

skills needed in conventional elementary school programs will be

in operational use in schools of the region.

2. An inservice education package that improves teacher skill in solving

the major teaching problems encountered in teaching culturally

deprived urban Negro children in secondary schools will be in

operational use in schools of the region. This package could be

developed in cooperation with the. University of California 'Internship



1"rogram for teachers of culturally deprived children.4md *could be

used in this progrpm vs ljell v in inservice program

3. An inservice..education package that trains teachers in the skinti

required to function effectively as members of a secondary school

teacher team will be in operational use in schools in the region.

4. A series of televised lessons designed to train teachers to present

the new aspects of the Science. Curriculum Improvement Study will be

in operational use in Schools in the region that are adopting this

curriculum. This package will also contain, tapes or films showing

a model teacher presenting each new aspect: of this curriculum.

These could be used not only in the microteaching package, but also

.could be shown to pupils when the -teacher did not fee.1 sufficiently

prepared to offer these aspects of the curriculum herself. A

similar effort: underway at the University Of Wisconsin Research

and Development Center is showing promising results.

C. I.ong Range

The 3ong range objectives to be achieved would be:

1. A proceddre will be available for identifying the critical teacher

skills and behavior patterns in any teaching situation, and deve3oping.

those skills to a satisfactory level of effectiveness throv a an

inservice education program..

2. A series of inservice education packages will be in operational

use in each of the following areas:

a. pasfc teaching skills. Packages cou]d be deve].cped in such areas

8S:
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(1) Preschool ins true lion , (2) Pr -I LIN ry gr dc..f.: :1011 )

(3) Intermediate grades 5.110-uction, (6) Junior

School instruc.tion and (5) Secondary sell( instruct:Ian

(see I 11. A 2).

b. yeachi.911 Roli-ztyn:i.c st .g.r..9ups. Package Ei could be developed

60

for such groups as:

(1) Culturally 'deprived urban Negro high school. students

(see B 1) , (2) Culturally deprived -rural Mexican-

Americ.an elementary school pup1.3.s, (3) Rural 3ndian

elementary school groups, () Gifted secondary school

students, and (5) Slow learning secondary school students.

c. Teacbiuz C147 educati.an l krograips. Packages could be

developed. in such areas as:

(1) Teaching in a team teaching system (see B 3), (2)

Relating classroom teaching to televised instruction, (3)

Relating classroom teaching io programed instruction and

(4) Teaching in the Individually Prescribed Instructional

Program.

d. Teaciltag new curricula. Packages could be developed that would

train the teacher in the most..difficult aspects.. of teaching a

new curriculum. Among curriculum packages that .could be

developed are included:

.(1) School Nathematics Study Group (SMSG), (2) Science Curriculum

Ipravement; Study (see lit B, 4), (3) Greater Cle.veland Social

Science Program,. (4) Roberts' Linguistics Approach Co

Teaching English and (5) Richards' ThreShold to Music.

9



3. Sample lessons from the curriculum pec;:eges could also lie us,-..d by

teachers who are considering a DC ' curricultr,: for edoplion. The

214

experience of micro-teaehing one or two satle lessons would greet:1y

help the teacher answer three critical questions:

a. Can I teach this curriculum?

b. Do like the content and the way it is presented?

c. Is this curriculum appropriate for my students?

Iv. FRESHET STATE OF AlTAIRS

A. Preserqce Education of Teachers

Teacher education may be divided into the two major areas of in-

structional skills and subject: matter competency, and the two levels of

preservice and inservice. ln most preservice programs, the skills requirement

is met: by a combination of formal education courses and practice teaching.

The effectiveness of such programs varies, but is generally low. Subject

mittler competency is a less difficult problem in preservice education,
.

since acquisition of knowledge is a l.ess difficult task than development of

complex skills. This work is usually in the hands' of the appropriate academic

department.

Thus, although veriability in quality is great In both areas from

college to college, it is probably fair to'say that skills preparation in

preservice programs is generally much weaker than subject matter preparation.

Inservice Education of Teachers

Teacher needs for inservice training in subject matter generally

differ Somewhat from preservice needs. Since most teachers leave the

college or university with a reasonably adequate knowledge 'of subject

matter, their needs in this are: develop as Iczhanges take place in the Er

4 IN
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fields. New curricula usually introduce subject matter concepts that

were not taught when many of today's teachers were in training. For

example, a mathematics teacher who was trained in the 1940's might be

totally unfamiliar with the "set" concepts that play a major role in

most "new mathematics" programs. Thus, the major inservice educational

need in the content area is for programs that cover those specific

aspects of a new curriculum that are new or unknown to teachers having

a general competence in the subject.

In the skills area, most teachers have developed some skills through

experience. Such learning is usually inadequate since skills are often

developed without any significant help from supervisors or other teachers

and without reference to models who have mastered the skills. Thus, unless

the teacher has been trained in one of the first preservice programs that

focus on the development of basic teaching skills, such as the Stanford

University Intern Program, she will usually have need of inservice training

in this area.

Many teachers, however, need more than basic teaching skills in order

to function effectively. Teachers of atypical student groups, for example,

must develop behavior patterns and deal effectively with problems that are

unique to teaching situations inwhich a specific pupil group is being

taught. With a few exceptions, such as the University of California program

for training teachers of culturally deprived children, the teacher receives

no preservice training that prepares him to cope with these unique problems.

The vast majority of teachers .of atypical pupil groups are in desperate

need of inservice training that can help them develop the skills they need.
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The teacher who finds herself in a new instructional situntion also

requires inervice education if she is to develop the behavior patterns

needed to function effectively. Many educational innovations that are

becoming increasingly importaat in today's schools such as team teaching,

'televised instruction, individualized instruction, and computer assisted

instruction require the teacher to use skills, and assume roles that were

not even thought of ten years ago.

V. TASKS TO BE DONE

A. Develoki.nr Teacher Skills lnservice Education Packares

Although there will be some differences in the tasks leading to the

completion of different teacher skills packages, the general approach will

be similar; The following sequence of, tasks would be carried out by the

cooperating organizations in preparing a typical inservice education package:

1. Task A Review the literature, observe and interview teachers,

. supervisors, and interns in order to identifiimportant skills

and behavior patterns needed by teachers in the area to be covered

by the training package.

2. Task B Prepare instructional materials for each important skill

identified.

3. Task C Prepare video tapes showing teachermodels effectively

using each skill.

4. Task D - Experienced supervisors would view each model and prepare

comments designed, to help .focus the trainee's attention to critical

aspects of the model's behavior.. Combine the most effective

comments into a composite and superimpose the composite onto the

audio track of the model video tape.



5. Take E - Try the package with a sample of teachers in the field

and make a preliminary evaluation of each lesson in the package

by interviewing the teacher sample and maasuring behavior chanos

brought about by each lesson.

6. Task Develop the package further on the basis of feedback

obtained in Task E.

217

7. Task G Use the package with a large sample of teachers, varying

certain aspects of the training in different: schools and comparing

teacher gains and pupil gains so as to obtain further feedback on

ways to develop more effective packages and provide insight on

variables related to learning effectiveness.

8. Task 11 - Make any changes indicated by Task G results, prepare

.instructions for using the package and disseminate necessary

information to schools and other educational agencies in the region.

9. Task I - Implement the package throughout the region and make

implementation materials and information available to educators

outside of the region.

Borg/ca
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PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS AND EDUCATIONAL CHANGE
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I. BACKGROUND FOR A MISSION

The Far West Laboratory was designed to foster educational

improvement through research and development efforts and their application

in the schools. The major question is how a severely limited set of resources

may be organized and applied to achievethe.greatest improvement in a reasonable

time.

The thesis of this mission proposal is that some kind of strategy

for organizational change must be involved in any serious, practical effort

to improve education and that in the final analysis the more critical

problems may be concerned with how change is accomplished rather than what

change is accomplished.

A. dhairze A.Rencies and Far West Laboratory Mission

The very existence of the regional laboratories is based on the

belief that new means must be found for translating educational R and D products

into forms which can be used and for speeding the rate of diffusion of such

improved R and D products. The universities and other educational research

centers are seen as the sources, while the.schools and other educational

agencies are seen as consumers or clients. Between them are mediators, including

the regional laboratories and the'supplementary centers, which are seen as new

chin& agencies for "putting educational research into practice." Presently

these new agencies are engaged in a major social experiment of trying to

define, initiate, legitimatize,and.ststain appropriate roles inside a complex

established system of schools, districts, communities, county and_s.tate asencies.
J.

while responding and Adjusting to a wide variety of social, political3and

economic interests. f.1
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The Par LM: Laboratory is .stiow faced with the question: How

can it find an appropriate focus, them: or tassion for its pror,ram of re!..ealch,

developmentland dissemination? Such a focus is obviously needed to give

direction and provide for internal policy, but it is also needed-to clarify

expectations and define the nature and scope of its external. relations.

The choice is important because it will influence the image of the Laboratory

and have a substantial impact on what the Laboratory may do or fail to do in

furthering the improvement of education.

if the Far. West Laboratory is to serve effectively as a change

agency, what- strategy can it follow?'

B. Change Strategy

There are three types of approaches which have been used by

practitioners who attempt to change an operational system: structural. change

("Let's try team teaching"), technological change ("Lees computerize") and

personnel change ("Let's set up an in-service training program"). Now, in

practice, any effort at change, whether it be in task, structure, technology

or personnel

C
( structure

__.
task t: - -----I --

...

----- -}technology
.. \ ___ __.

--
_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .i

N.

._____________ _II(....

personnel

ultimately involves some change in all elements because they are interdependent:.

For instance, those focusing on structure must take. stands on the kinds of human

interaction that support their proposed structure and the kinds that threaten

to undermine it. Those focusing on people-must:cope with the effects of

`'20
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technological innovation. Hence, we accept and underline the fact that:

ANY PRACTICAL APPROACH TO EDUCATIONAL CHANGE MUST CONSIDER AND b1 A1, WITH ALL

MAJOR ELEMENTS INCLUDING TASK AND CONTENT, STRUCTURE, TECHNOLOGY AND PhRSMY.EL.

However, it is difficult to design and accomplish a coinpletely

balanced approach which would give even attention to all aspects of structure,

technology and personnel. Certainly such a balanced approach would severely limit

the scope of our work because of the costs involved. But we should recognize

that our emphasis on approach will influence (a) the points of entry into

educational systems, (b) the relative importance placed on different com-'

ponents and Sc) the underlying values and goals.

Point of entry relates to implicit assumptions in each approach

regarding the causal chain. Structural approaches aim at changing tasks (or

goals) indirectly by considering personnel as mediating agents; that is,

one changes structure to change people to improve task performance.

The technologIspl approaches see organizations changing not in

direct response to nef4 ideas but in respOnse-to the availability of the

technology that implements the ideas and thereby changes tasks, structures

and people. (What would be the consequences of a highly computerized school?).

The personnel approaches usually seek to change people to change structure and

tools to change task performance and 'goals and' to make life more fulfilling

for people.

With respect to relative importance placed on components and under-

lying values and goals, the technological and structural approaches focus

chiefly on problem-solving mechanisms, often developed externally to the

organization, while placing relatively less emphasis on the internal operation



of the organization and the processes by which new problemselving means are

developed within or adopted into the organization. Personnel approachou tend

to focus on the process of change itself -- that is, on the effect that

new technique, content, tasks, and structure have on people and how people

in turn affect the eventual form, style, effectiveness and efficiency of the

introduced content, structure, or technology.

If the above account is valid, it seams that any effort to improve

education must attend to the interactions of all major elements in an

educational system -- that is, to tasks and their content, organizationa]

structure, technology and personnel. However, we assert that education is

essentially a "personnel ascendant" system. In other words, people rather

than machines and materials are the major and critical element. Moreover,

people appear to be the kevelement in the diffusion and maintenance of change.

Human acceptance of ideas seems to be the real basis of change and emotional

resistance the real impediment. The logically superior structure or the

technologically superior device is not necessarily the one adopted; more

often it is the humanly acceptable or,more feasible one. Efforts to accomplish

change which do not carefully consider people may result in failure, or if

adopted, may cause unnecessary resistance and hardship on the part of the

human actors in the system.

Unfortunately, much of the current educational R & D is a component

development effort which is often engineered in terms of parochially defined

objectives and which is often deficient in field use tests which could influence

redesign to fit the larger system. Generally, there is insufficient considera-

tion for-the variety of personnel that may be affected. Rarely is attention given
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by the producer to th. way people must he invol-eed in acceptance aud use.
!

Bence, wn conclude that a Laboratory mission to accorplish any pract5cal

improve;:sent by changing educational systems must attend to all aspect:, or clu-nv,

but would do well to give special attention to an area often ignored in R & D,

on' -which must be considered if rate and quality of change are to be effected --

the personnel requirements in a changing educational system.

It seems that the regional laboratory could have a catalytic function

by determining what must be done and how to systematize the personnel aspects

of educational change. This is not solely a "process" effort. The Laboratory

would have to be intimately acquainted with all aspects of the problem -- with

curriculum, instructional methods, educational organization, educational

materials, teacher training, educational R & 1), the community needs, politics,

economics, social organization, and so on. 'the point of focus though would

be on how these iSpects must be considered and related to achieve desired

educational change in the region. Obviously, no one model or "bag of tricks" can be

expected to work. But the Laboratory could, through study, conferences, field

studies and demonstrations, simulations, laboratory and field experiments,

all focused on the phenomena of educational change,. develop an understanding

of general patterns which could be communicated to all concerned -- the research

centers, foundations, educational service end product firms and other suppliers

of innovative methods and materials; to the U. S. Office, State Departments of

Education, County Offices, and District Offices and other managers and

coordinators; and to The direct consumers -- districts, communities, schools,

and classrooms.

C.TAdiustment-of Current Laboratory program

What might such a Laboratory program entail? It could pick up many

of the present ideas and interest now in the Laboratory's plan or in the minds

e.



of its professional staff. First., let: us consider the two service functions:

1. Information Dissemination and Utilation. This activity is

represented in the Lockheed contract. In addition, an educational TV series

is under study which would focus on one. group of school personnel. -- the teochor

in an effort to communicate.the excitement of educational R & D and to generate

some realistic expectation concerning it. The adoption of a personnel centered-

educational change mission would

them to study and accomplish two

dissemination Of informntion and

give direction to these activities by using

essential and early aspects of ehange: the

the legitimation of change. The first stage

is concerned essentially with information, in creating ac]imate of interest,

in ;Ailing people to be aware of educational R. & I) and in supplying answers to

requests for details. The purpose of this stage is to create a social, political,

and educational climate among people who are in a position to influence decisions.

The second step usually involves a more focused and often interactive effort

which seeks to dispel fears and objections and to develOp favorable dispositions

toward-the need for change and toward new programs and practices. The aim at

this stage is to convince people of the need and of the availability and merit

of solutions.

2. Education of Teachers and Other Professionals. This area would bacome

of considerable importance in terms of undersfanding and using the role of

teachers and other school personnel in effecting educational changes. Actually,

little would change in this area since its present: aim is one of facilitating

the introduction of newly developed materials and techniques in the schools

through programs of education and re- education. Adoption of a personnel change

-mission would strengthen this.prozram activity by more clearly interrelating

it to the other program an or the Laboratory.

% 2
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We conclude that both service functions of the Laborotory could be

strengthened and provided with more specific direction by focusing on the parts

they could play in both general and specific projects to accomplish ch5nge in

the region. They would certainly profit by the analysis.of the roles of personnel

in educational systems and in turn would 'contribute. to a better understanding

of how communication and professional education serve to facilitate change.

Obviously, the focus on change could lead to clearer criteria for the manage-

ment and evaluation of these service functions; e. g., just what kinds of

communication or education projects ought to be undertaken if we are to understand

and foster change in people in the educational-system; what attitudes,values,

knowledge, habits or skills were in feet changed :as a result of projects and

what implications do these studies have L for the .larger. problem of change.

It seems that eventually there might be opportunity for some

redirection of the LabOratory's service area with emphasis on dissemination

or education which focused on the process techniques, of change itself.

When we turn to the present concept of the Laboratory's R & D

'program, we again see the possibility of unification without great violence

to existing plans and interests, but with some narrowing and clarification

of what and-how areas would be studied. Presently, we have three major interests:

full education, curriculum, and instructional methods. An R & I) effort focused

in change phenomena can subsume these three interests. -

.3. Full Education. This interest would undoubtedly be modified to

entertain the full environment -- including home and community as well as school

in an.efforil to understand those factors which influence the selection and

attainment of educational goals. Because of the complexity of these factors

I .9ei
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in arinoriti groups, interest in developing vandels and strategies for edueation::1

change, and devolop4tent of practical techniques for implementation in mi:tority

and culturally disadvantaged settings could undoubtedly be an at portant aspect

of the Laboratory effort:.

4. Curriculum and Instructional Methods. The Laboratory's interest

in curriculum and instructional methods would probably be coordinated and

primarily used as the technological vehicles for field study and experiwcmtation

in social change. This would call for case studies and cooperative ventures

with schools and districts in the region in order to not only assist in the

evaluation and choice of curricula and othods to match particular school

and community conditions, but to also influence design, development and

iinplement:ation. A case can be made for analysis, model building, simulation

studies and controlled experiments to better understand the problems of intro-

ducing and articulating new curricula and.methods with the old. The major

modification in current plans might be in placing greater emphasis on the

personnel aspects of curriculum or method design and implementation. In this

sense, the Laboratory would become "expert:" in what kind of things need to be

developed or modified if specific products of educational .technology are

to gain acceptance, be adopted and survive in the several kinds of schools

and communities in this region.

The above suggest that there is "something for all" in such a

Laboratory mission. Not quite. There is a focus and it is' on bow tb

improve education in the region by fixing on the problems of organizational

change -- with special (but far from exclusive) interest in the personnel

requirements. Hence, our basic interest would be on how can we best inform,

11900
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andeducate the key decision makers and professional workers in

education so that: responsible plans can be made and executed for improving

educatienal systems in the region.

Our choice of studies and projects would be guided by this
.

basic interest :. We would need to inform ourselves of many things. Measurement,

evaluatiOn, and laboratory and field experiments would remain desirable,

probably essential, activities. However, the kind and extent of a particular

activity would now be subject toallocation priorities in terms of the

mieneual contribution of that activity to the overall mission of the Laboratory.

We shall need to draft: and redraft the mission statement. Here's a

start:

II. PROPOSED MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the Far. West laboratory for Educational. Research and

Development is to foster improvement in education. To accoTplish-this objective

the laboratory will undertake a program of research, developipent. and dissemination

focusigy on the analysis and facilitation of educational chance with primary

emphasis on the personnel aspects of system chance. It will concern itself

with the problems encountered in creating favorable climates, in communicating

with and influencing decision makers, in evaluation of readiness, in planning

for and execution of projects, in the preparation and training of involved

personnel, and in evaluation -and adaptation to existing circumstances.

Study of these problems will be undertaken by all appropriate

techniques, including surveys, field studies, simulations, laboratory studies

sand field experiments and demonstrations: The purpose of these studies will

be to form a body of information that can be applied to the problems of

change and improvement at all_ educational levels in the region including

298
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classrooms, schools, scbool systems, communities and states.

A. Relation of this_Mission_toDtherOrganizaqons

Besides the obvious involvements with It and 1) centers, supplemontary

centers, cooperating districts and schools and the state offices of education,

which will be discussed later, we note that there are it number of institutions

and organizations outside the area which could provide substantial input: to

the understanding and instrumentation Of such a mission. A description of

f
current activities is contained in an appendix to this paper.

III. GOALS FOR A PERSONNEL MANGE MISSION

We first observe that we view the choice of mission and definition of

program as a sequential decision-making activity. The definition of specific

goals is contingent on specific program choices and, hence, is subject to

change as programs and projects are approved and as they actually develop

over., time. On the other hand, general goals should be clearly defined.

. A. Short Range Goals_i6 months to wears)

1. To communicate to teachers and other school personnel in the

region interest in and realistic expectations toward a variety of educational

R and D activities and innovations. The effects of such programs would be

assessed by panel techniques of public opinion polling.

2. To generate an expectation and eventually a reputation among

regional R and D personnel (e. g., Title I, Title III, R and P centers, state

offices of education) for having a practical interest in the problems of dissemination

of R and D into the schools. This .would be tested by having an independcnt.age.ncy

conduct interviews to determine understanding of the Laboratory's mission,

r
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ey.peetations concerning the relevance of its program for m-eting regional

educational needs, their experiences with and evaluntion of material

supplied, conferences sponsored and assistance rendered by the Laboratory.

B. Infermediate Ratte Coals (2 to 5 veers)._

.1. To have influenced the design, development and field testing

procedures of at least three educational research organizations in such a

manner that greater awareness and care is given to the influence their It and D

products have on people and the influence people have on the adoption and use

of .their products. Evaluation would be based on case study of a sample of

educational R and D organization.

2. To have devised and operated at least one in-service training

pr6gram for teachers or other school personnel focused on their roles in

the accomplishment of educational change. _Assessment would be in terms

of understanding and behavior in. simulated and real situations and by follow-up

on thejob.

3. To have examined and communicated to Title I directors and

others interested in the educationally deprived and culturally different,

.
strategies for, accomplishing change in these situations. Assessment would

be in terms of the adoption and experience in the use of these strategies in

specific situations.

C. Loqg Range Coals (5 to 10...yeaKs)

1. To have established a program of laboratory and field demonstration

studies of change phenomena with special emphasis on communication, persuasion,

overcoming resistance to change, decision-making and conflict resolution.

AchieVement of this goal would be assessed in terms of theinformLtion and

It.
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demonstration value attributed to the prograla by educational researchers and

change practitioners (supplementary center directors, school superintendents,

oducationalconsultants)..

2. To have created ,at least one program .(possibly in cooperation with

Title III centers) for institutionalizing within a school system innovation,

evaluation and implementation on permanent, selfsustaining basis. Achievement

of this goal would be confirmed when the program was successfully replicated

(with necessary adaptation) at least once in a typical urban community and

again in a rural area.

3. To have produced at least one book and a series of papers, conferences,

and educational television programs on the change topics (e. g., the actors

and.their roles in the accomplishment of change; .studies in introducing

rice curricula in the schools; studies in the effect of new educational tech-

nologies on school personnel; checklist for educational researchers who want

to produce an implementable product; checklist for school personnel who want

to improve education; the measurement and evaluation of change).

4. To have established or contributed to the establishment of a system

for communicating regional R and D activities. The test would be that

educational researchers and change agents (including superintendents and their

staff) could locate and obtain information about major on-going and completed

research, development and demonstration activities in the region.
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IV. PRESENT STATE OF FA)1

The quantity and quality of innovation and experimentation in edu-

cation has increased markedly in the past few years and promises to expand

even more markedly in response to federal, state, and private funding. In

some-cases-new-curricula-and-technology are being advanced by specialists

far removed from the classroom and little interested in the problems of adopt-

ing their approaches to the total educational system. In many cases ,the new'

technological and methodological components are similar to "new wine .in old

wine skins," full of promise but not palatable or containable in the existing

schools. Some counsel revolution -a radical remaking of our school. In fact

though the educational establishment has great inertia and will probably be

changed more by evolution in which there is a concerted and planned effort

to involve the major actors in the system and to design and accomplish transi-

tional stages of change. Such a strategy implies great skill in comunication

and persuasion and a readiness to compromise and accommodate in order to achieve

consensus regarding goals and methods.. We are not so much lacking in innovations,

.ideas, and even the enabling technology and structural models for change as we

are in knowing howto achieve a climate favorable to and supportive of experimen-

0

tation, evaluation, and modification of educational content and practice. Inno-

vation carries with it both promise and threat. .Anxiety and resistance are inev-

itable. Misguided implementation of under-designed or inappropriate plans for

change have occurred and will occur.

The creation of the laboratories and supplementary centers provides

the resources for the commUnication of consumer-needs and characteristics to

research. and development specialists; for the accomplishment of field experiments,

tests, and demonstrations, and for the dissemination of information Which could
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enhance the rate of adoption and va3ue to the consuller of ipp3emented inno-

vations. The major deficiency in the:existing state of affaira mny be the

lack of organized information about: and techniques for the implemcntvtion of

change. The Tai West Laboratory could, provide needed 3eadership for the

centers-so-tbat-these-new- organizatIons-could-become-effecLiv.

agencies for. change.,



V. ILLUSTRATIVE PROJECTS kOR A PERSONNEL CHANCE PROC;RA

A. This mission affords somCchuice as to projects and allocation

of resources and priorities. The following arc cited as possible projects

which could be undertaken.

COMMUNICATION AND MASS, MEDIA

I. The Role of Educational TV in Creating a CliMate for Educational: Change:

The Far West Laboratory is now considering sponsoring a series of

TV programs aimed at 'teachers and programmed to communicate an interest in

and realistic expectation toward a variety of educational R & 1) activities

and innovations. This activity could be used as a vehicle for study of the

effect of such programs on teachers and other school personnel. Effects of

specific programs and of the entire series could .be studied by using panel

techniques of public opinion polling. Obviously, analysis of this information

could provide valuable feedback in deciding upon the content of future programs.

It Would also provide a device for reaching larger numbers of school personnel

and involving them in specific ways, both with the Laboratory and educational

R & D. The result of this project would be information On how to use such a

medium. A by-product would be the creation of favorable attitudes among teachers

arm others in the region.

CURRICULA

2. Personnel Aspects of Implementing New Science Curricula and Course Content

Improvement Materials:

The Far West Laboratory has submitted a project proposal to N.S.F.

which could contribute greatly to understanding personnel problems in introducing

new curricula. Specific objectives of this project include: ". .. (2) To
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increase the adoption and smccessful use of new. s.ci.ence curricula and course

improvement: materials in the schools; (3), To develop and maintain effective

lines of communication among public school administxators, science teachers,

persons irivolved in developing new science materials, and the Laboratory Pro -

j ec t._s taf f ;__. (O. ...To. identify. and ..describe .piohleras encountered .by ...teachers.

and administrators .. .in imp lemen t ing s pe c if ic _science materials,. and. s ugg es t. .

possible solution." This project could serve as a useful case study approach

to the problems encountered. Results of this project could lead to recommenda-

tions for specific situations as well as information that could be applied

throughout the region in casc:s where curriculum changes arc involved.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS

3. Personnel Implications of New Instructional Methods and Technology Projects:

There are a variety of studies and projects in this region which are

introducing new methods; e. g., micro-teaching, CAI, I.P.I., teams teaching,

prpgrammed instruction. A preliminary project in this area could attempt to

document by literature search and case studies the experiences of those who

have attempted to make applications.. -What happened to the roles of teachers,

principals, students and other school personnel? What are the implications of
.

the method per se for people? What are the implications Of the e.ttetileL to

introduce the methods for people? Are there. any generalizations that can be

made? Results of this project could be of value to schools and df.stricts plan-

ning to introduce new instructional methodology. The project would also suggest

factors t be considered in research design and development.

TITLE III COOPERATION

gym. FWL-PACE-School Cooperative Project:

Eventually the Laboratory would wish to establish relc.tions with
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supplementary- (PACE) centers and school! systems to study change nnd iuntivation

problems. In this kind of project the Laboratory could provide ;leadership and

coordlnation in establishing better control and evaluation of Change projects
by sponsoring conferences and participating in the planning, conduct and analysis

--of -6-61-6cEa PACE innovation activities. This project would provide a basis for

undertaking and -working out of appropriate roles for the Laboratory and PACE

centers in cooperative R & 1) efforts.

TITLE I COOPERATION

5. Problems of Accomplishing Change for the Educationally Disadvantaged:

Because of the special need and interests in improving education for
the culturally different or disadvantaged, the Laboratory could devote some of

its interests to this area. Such a project could well include consideration of

the community, the ethnic subculture, the school, teachers, and children in ask-

ing where and how change may be bcpt accomplished in order to improve education

in rural' and urban slums and in areas with high concentration of disadvantaged

children. Obviously, cooperation with Title I projects could be obtained and

findings would have relevance to change strategies used by Title I administra-
tors.

R & D CENTER COOPERATION

6. In-Service Education of Teachers and Other School Personnel as an Adjunct

to the AccoMplishment
of -EdUcational Change:

The Laboratory is now engaged in a survey of current reedw.ation

activities and is also fortunate in being near the R & D center for. teaching at

Stanford. Out of this study we could hope to find alternative approaches for

re-educating teachers in the use of specific innovations. The results of this

project would be tested approaches for the re-education of teachers in varying

3.5
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local. situations and experience that could be applied broadly in the. region

for use in disseminating ready-to-use content and methodology through teachers

and other school. personae].. Noreover, it could establish a working relation

between the Stanford R & D Center for Teaching and the Laboratory.

STATE AND COMMUNITY COOPERATION

7. Uigher-Level Change Problems:-

Whereas the curriculum, instructional methods and YUL-PACE projects

would focus primarily on change at the classroom level or the building level,

this project would specifically consider the problems of change and personnel

involvement at higher levels; specifically, the district, .couuty and state

office levels. Information would be collected by literature search, interview,

questionnaire and observation with focus on how goals, attitudes, beliefs, and

zoln.expectations in different groups in these systems operate to influence

problem identification, selection and support of innovative projects. Exper-

ience in this area could lead to a better understanding of educational change
CA

-and the proper choice of strategy and use of change agents at these levels.

FUNDAMENTAL R & D: CHANCE THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

8. Laboratory and Simulation Studies of Personnel. Involved in Change:

Whereas most of the projects listed above involve survey, case study

and field study of change, this project would attempt to bring some kind of

analytic and experimental rigor to the analysis of change by the design and

conduct of laboratory studies of change. During the. early stages these studies

would undoubtedly be quite diverse in nature but could focus on specific problems

of change, persuasion, communication; group dynaics, problem .identification and

solution, resolution of conflict, bargaining, re-education for new skills, etc.

'36
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Such studies would seek to explore and clarify hypotheses and theories in

psychology, sociology, political science and economics which bear on the

problems of social change and cultural diffusion in education.

PUNDIENTAL R & D: CHLNGE EVALUATION

9. Measurement and .Evaluation of Change:

There are special difficulties for those who attempt to design re-

search on or evaluate .change. This project would attempt to develorfor the

Laboratory an awareness of these problems and the present: state of the art

with respect to their solutions. Through literature search, conferences, and

consultants the Laboratory would attempt to organize and disseminate information

on the design of projects and measurement of change. This would be accomplished

through conferences, publication of reports, and. cooperative consulting in se-.

ecteid cases.

IMPLEMENTATION OF CHANGE

10. Change Institutionalization-and Implementation Project:

This project would be specifically concerned with the deipelopment and

dissemination of effective methods for planning and managing change and for in-

stitutionalizing change functions within the region's school systems. It would

seek out.and evaluate methods for accomplishing these ends, using all techniques

available, but probably depending heavily on expert opinion and informed judgment

to compensate for lack of more rigorously obtained data. This project would

attempt field studies of a variety of strategies for creating or improving change

agents and R & D functions within the school systems, and could also explore var-

ious cooperative arratIgements between schools and outside change agents in order

to better understand what roles need to be played by the different parties at
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various phases in implementation of change in the schools.

B. Timinc; and Order

During 1967 effort would be devoted to establishing relations,

study of problems, formulation of plans, and.conduct of small scale studies

in curricula, instructional methods, and teacher education to clarify the,

nature of the personnel problems in accomplishing educational change. Through

use of educational T.V. and other media the R & 1) informationdissemination

program would be initiated. Relations between PACE, R & D Centers, Title I,

and State agencies would be developed.

In 1968 specific cooperative studies involving PACE and Title I.

would be-Aindertaken with cooperating schools in the study and demonstration

of changes involving curricula, instructional methods, and in-service training.

.Exploratory laboratory experiments would be initiated.

The studies initiated in 1968 would be continued in 1969 with some

refinement of method. In this year full scale laboratory and field experiments

ould ire initiated.

By ].970 a systematic examination of major alternative change strategies

and techniques would be initiated in cooperation with Title III centers. These

efforts would include field studies of change methods which might include in-

service training programs, use of outside change agents., development' of change

functions internal to the school system.

By 197.1 the studies would be extended to include controlled experiments

within schools and exploratory experiments involving districts and communities.

The Laboratory by this time would have established an R & D information exchange

within the 'region, would be sponsoring an annual series of conferences and train-

ing institutes on plahning for educational innovation and its evaluation, and
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would be conducting a p:ogram of appl$ed 3:,eSCktYCII directed toCeiird underi.;u:nd-

ing and overcoming the obstacles to change.
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APPENDIX:

BACKCROUND moAlacm

This mission is not novelvexcept for its sepecial focus on the

-personnel aspects of the change problem. Thanks to an article by Sidney Eboch

(1966), we have the following summary.

BASIC SOURCES

Pau]. Mort and Francis Cornell's American Schools in Transition (].94].)

is generally credited as the most extensive work in education related to the

change process. Over the past 35 years some 200 studies have been conducted,

but most of these have been either on school administration and organization

or on adaptations of practices over time--the "diffusion" aspects of change.

Recently, Matthew Miles' collection of papers, Ihnovation in Education, (1964)

has become the prominent book. It is divided almost equally among case studies

of innovation, research and theory, and comment and discussion. Clark and Cuba.,

are cited as holding perhaps the most comprehensive view of educational change.

CONFERENCES

Also, recently, there have been. a series of conferences sponsored by

various organizations; e. g., Media and Educational Innovation, University of

Nebraska, W. C. Meierhenry, Director; and Strategies for Educational Chan,

Ohio State University, Virgil Blanke, Director. Thee conferences have espec-

ially attempted to learn about the subject of change by study in other fields

(primarily, rural sociology and social psychology and occasionally anthropology,

philosophy and political science). Another relevant conference report is by

Richard 0. .Carlson, ChanRe Process in the Public Schools, (1965).

0
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The following is quoted in full from Sidney .Eboc: '

Columbi a Uni versity--Nat Miles and others continue the trad "
of Paul Mort with several studies and a major project related to org,..:
zattion development.

University of Kentucky_--"The.Pregrain on Educational. Change," .

by Richard Miller, is conducting seVeral surveys rel.ated to change. IA% :::-ntucky.
Unteersit_y_ef jlich:Lgap--The institute for Social Research; under --'.!,nald

Lippi t t , is conducting research related directly to diffusion in edue!.?. Lon:
Ohio State Vaiversity-z-The. recently organized School of Educatic--

includes a Development Division, directed by Virgil Blanke. Members c this
Division are conducting a variety of research projects related to dl r.!
and curriculum development, materials production, and field testing.

Univereity of Oreoon The Center for the Advanced Study of Ecluer..7..nF.el
Administration has conducted S elilillarS on change for administrators.. :".:"lard
0. Carlson has done studies relating administrative characteristics_ar dif-
fusion of new programs.

Utliversity of.Sout_hern_Ca.lifoKnipThe now completed Technologic Devel-
opment Project, under James D. finn, produced a series of public:ation.:: related
to an assessment of technological change in education.

ORGANIZATIONS

Many organizations have formed special. "action" agencies related !.:.)

change processes or the study .of change. There. are also many Smaller. 131st:it...I-

tional.efforts and isolated individuals who are making substantial contra..:.lons.
. .

The intent of this summary is only to identify some of the most prominent ..,:;an-

izational efforts on the change procesS.

Cooperative Yroteet on Educatipaal Development [This is a three-::::r.

project tzuppc.rted by a grant from the U. S. Office of Education and carrie.:

by eight colleges and universities in five regions, with coordination by

National. Training Laboratories of NEA. Participating institutions are tIv.

University of Michigan In the Detroit region; the University of Chicago

Chicago region; Temple University in the Philadelphia region; Donlon Uni.v::n,

and Lesley Teiaiers College in the Boston region; and Columbia Teachers Co.3.:z,e,.

Yeshiva University, arid Newark State Teachers College in the New York rez*....
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There arc appxoximalely five school systems cooperating in each. region. The

University of Wisconsin R Ef3) Center (Center for. Research and Development for

Learning and Re-educaton) is informally affiliated. The purposes of COPED

are to conceptualize about, develop, and study models of planned change in

school systems. The major action outcome is to be the development within

school systems of self-renewing research and development functions to crit-

ically meet changed needs.)

AERA Committee on Research Utilization. Ostensibly devoted to speed-

2 4

ing research into practice, this group of the American Educational. Research Assoc-

iation is also concerned with several dimensions of the change process.

State Departments of Education. Following the lead of henry N. Brickell's

report for New York Stale, Organizing New York State for Educational Change (Albany,

New York: State Department of.Education, 1961), Washington and Kentucky have con-

ducted similar surveys of educational change within their states. New York State

has acted somewhat upon Brickell's recommendation by creating a "Center for lnno-

vation.in Education." This agency will foster, support in part, and disseminate

innovative practices of local schools. The Learning Institute of North Carolina

is another action agency devoted to encouraging and supporting change throughout

the schools of the state.

Federal Government. The emphasis on creating change is obvious through-

out the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. Perhaps most explicitly

related to the change process are Title IV, creating the regional educational

laboratories, and Title III, supporting innovative and exemplary demonstration

centers.

[Undoubtedly, many of the regional laboratories will'a]se be involved

in the problems of in fact, it would be hard for any laboratory to deal.



responsibly with its mission without .being concerned with. such pxol,lems. Wo

art' proposing that: by focusing on the personnel aspects of change in educa

by asking what does and should happen to children, teachers Ewe parents, as %.

as superintendents, educational support staff personnel, and others, when cl

are attempted, and what these people in turn do to modify the form and effec:

the changewe can better understand and accomplish the kinds of change whicl,

are needed and must be effected in 'this region.]

plinaL-research snit develp.pment_agencies. A variety of new organi%v

tions is being created to facilitate, and sometimes to study, change in oem.-,'

System Development Corporation has conducted a series of studies and perfor

a number of consultant services related to the change process. Educational

Services Incorporated was formed to continue the kind of activities conductee

by the Physical. Sciences Study Committee. The Institute for Educational Devl.

.opment.was created to bridge the, gaps among "materials inventors," commercinl

development, and classroom field testing.
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I. BACKGROUND

A. BiAtoricalyersective

The rationale for selecting a Laboratory mission must emerge from

studying the total picture of education in terms of its current status

and most: probable directions.

Perhaps never in our history her; this picture been nore rich and

varied or less distinct. A greet ferment of innovation and experimentation

has been working in education, which promises a higher quality of education

and points the way to a more economical and efficient wey of providing it.

The ultimate directions of this revolution are just becoming visihle)and

as their focus sharpens they promise to challenge the most entrenched

1

. assumptions of the educational establishment and bring forth That many

Ihail as a new era but others shun as a threatening monster.

f
The most visible of the great changes now underway is in the area of

Icurriculum. Some of the "new curriculum" movements have had little to

offer that was really new, but it cannot be doubted that many represent

great departures from the curriculum they arc replacing. The traditional

curriculum had several characteristics that seem worthy of note. It had

evolved gradually, was largely the product of educators, and lagged far

behind the point of view and level of knowledge of leading seaolars in

the various disciplines. The typical "new curriculum", in contrast, has

been built in a few years rather than a few decades, is largely the

product of a small group of leeding scholars, and greatly reiuces the

lag in introducing new ideas and knowledge into the schools.



The revolution in instructional methods, although perhapu less

evident to the classroom teacher, promises to bring about even greater

changes than the new curricula, and may actually lead to the elimination

of the teacher's role as we now know it. As is the case of curriculum,

the leaders of this movement have emerged from outside the educational

establishment. In fact, these new instructional methods are built on

ideas and technology that have developed almost entirely outside of education.

Programed instruction, the first of the new approaches to have an im-

pact on the schools, was based on psychological research and developed

primarily by psychologists. Televised instruction similarly was built on

a media developed outside of education and has been most successful when

manipulated by members of the performing arts rather than by educators.

Computer-assisted instruction rests upon much the same theoretical base

as programed instruction, but perhaps because of its technological

sophistication, it numbers among its leaders not only psychologists but

mathematicians, statisticians, engineers and philoSophers.

Thus, we see that many of the innovations that promise to revolutionize

education are in the hands of advanced scholars and specialists who have

little or no experience in the public school classroom and little appre-

ciation of the total educational picture. This situation carries within

it both a promise and a threat. The promise comes from the infusion of

new ideas, new viewpoints, and new skills, unfettered by a commitment

to the past or to a rigid establishment. The threat comes from the lack

of interest in the total educational system and the lack of communication

among the specialists who are at the head of so many significant educational

movements. This has led to a shocking lack of articulation both between



subject erea:; and between different educational levell;. For excimp)c, o

have new physics program:; that require the pupil to use mathematies in

the second grade which the new mathematics programs do nut: teach him

until the fifth grade.

If we may borrow a few terms from the systems analyst, we have a great

workable educational system. There is some validity in the statement that

any fine new components, but these components do not fit together into a

we had poorer components, but: a better educationnl system 25 years ago thin

we have today beenusp the components of.25 ycars ago fitted together into

a system that worked.

To use an analogy, we could liken the educittion system of 1940 to

. a Model 'r Ford. The parts were primitive, but when you put them together

it ran. Today, we still have more than a few Model T parts hut: WC have

thrown away many and have substituted the engine from a Cadillac, the

carburetor from a Falcon, the body from an MG, and the-transmission from

a Chevrolet, A great many talented people are building still newer and

better parts, but no one is devoting much time to the problem of fitting

them together into something that will run.

R. Problem and Rationale in the Context of the Present State of Affairs

Thus, today's educational ferment has created a difficult problem

for the educator in the field. His problem is to select from among the

many methods and curricular materials available, those combinations that

offer a strong probability of success in teaching the various kinds of

pupils he has in his classrooms.

At.present most educational decisions regarding choice of curricular

materials and methods for instructing pupils of a given type must be made
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almost solely on the basis of a::Iministralive judgement. Althoui.,h wo heave

a considerable body of evidence on curriculum, teaching methods and pupil

].earning,. most: of this evidence has been gathered in single variable

designs and provides little useful knowledge on the nature of interaction

among these variables. In a typical study of teaching methods, the in-

vestigator compares the achievement of two ini.tially comparable groups of

pupils who are exposed to the same curriculum, but are taught: by the

different methods being studied. Since pupil characteristics and

curriculum are held constant, any differences found between the Methods

can only be generalized to other pupils and curricular materials-that

are closely. .comparable to those in the study. The few studies that have

considered more than one variable, such as the work of Doty and Doty

(1964), and Orton, McKay and Rainey (1964), suggest that the same com-

binations of content: and method are not: the most effective for pupils

having different characteristics.' Thus, the problem of developing

effective combinations can only be solved by a broad program of develop-

ment, field testing and applied research that will provide a reasonably

comprehensiVe picture of the main effects and interactions of all major

content types and instructional methods with learners who differ in

essential characteristics. This is a different: and challenging problem.

since a solution that can be effectively used in educational practice

must identify and determine the role of most of the major variables that

influence human learning.

Yet, this problem must be solved if we are to approach an optimum

level of instructional effectiveness.
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C. plati,onship.jo_Othar.Prob3

- This is a basic problem in education and evidence cont.ributing to its

solution will also contribute to the solution of most other problem:; in

education. For example, such evidence would be of wajor importance in the

following areas:

3.. Developing more effective curricular materials for special pupil

groups such an culturally deprived, mentally retarded, and gifted.

2. Establishing guidelines to be used by curriculum planning groups

for selecting instructional approaches, making decisions on a ount.,

type and level of subject matter to be presented, and anticipating

teacher needs and problems likely to occur in field use.

3. Developing more effective teacher training programs.

4. Identifying areas where special approaches such as televised
,

instruction, programed instruction and computer assisted in-

.struction are likely to be most: effective.

5. Providing a btsis for developing instructional packages or

"teacher proof" lessons.

6. Defining instructional skills required for effective teaching

of given combinations of content, methods and learners.

D. yelationshins tcLthe Laborojoryls_Initial.Programs:

To attack this problem effectively requires a program of research

and development in which the decisive variables in the instructional

situation are manipulated simultanaously. These variables may be

classified into at least four major areas: curriculum, instructional

methods, pupil, characteristics and teacher characteristics. This problem

is obviously related to two of the three initial Laboratory research



programs, those in instructionq. methods, and curriculum. The full

education program was envisioned primarily in terms of providing better
education for groups of pupils who are economically, culturally, or

intellectually different.

Thus, because solution of the proposed problem calls for manipulation

of important pupil characteristics such as social class, cultural back-

ground and ability, it promises to get to the core of the problem posed

by the original full 'education program. When we consider the proposed

problem in terms of the two sustaining program of the Laboratory, it mty

be seen that many of the outcomes of work in this area would have direct:

implications for teacher education but little evidence directly bearing

on the. problem of communication would be produced.

GENERAL MISSION STATEMENT

A. The Mission

A PROPOSED MISSION FOR THIS LABORATORY IS (1) TO STUDY THE INTERACTIONS

AMONG CURRICULA, INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES IN EDUCATION, (2)

DEVELOP EFFECTIVE PATTERNS FOR THEIR USE WITH DIFFERENT PUPIL GROUPS IN

DIFFERENT SCHOOL SETTINGS, (3) AND PROVIDE THE SCHOOLS WITH INFORMATION

AND PROCEDURES THAT WILL HELP COMBINE THESE MAJOR FACTORS INTO WORKABLE.

AND EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS.

Although this mission does not duplicate.the work of any major

research activity known to the writer, it would relate to most major

,programs that are concerned with the learning situatfon. In many cases

the research and development work of other organizations would help

identify and define crucial variables that would be manipulated in the

later phases of, the Far West Laboratory's program. For example, Davis'

B.
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work on the discovery method (1965), the work of haidon (.I966) and

Flanders (1963) on te.acher behavior, and Claser's.(1966) work on

individually prescribed instruction will probably all 11;.vo inplicdtions

for the Laboratory program.

In other ekes, evidence emerging from the proposed mission would

help to focus and redirect the efforts of other organizations. For

example, all of the current: efforts to build new curricula would profit

greatly from a knowledge of the specific instructional methods that: are

most likely to result in maximum learning of a given type of content. by

a given type of pupil.. Many of the "new curricula" have failed because

lack of such information has led to developing programs. that could be

taught by few teachers and mastered by few students.

III. SPECIFIC STATE OF AFFAIRS 900 BE REALIZED

A. Within two years a procedure for classifying any set of curriculum

content in terms of its.major characteristics would be developed and

communicated to educators in the field. Previous research has already

3aid'ille foundations for such a classification. system.

D. Within three years the comparative strengths and weaknesses of current

curricula in mathematics and science would be identified and preliminary

answers to the following questions.would be made available to educators

in the field:

1. Among curricular materials aimed at the same content area and level,

which are more; effective for:

a. Instructing pupils at high, average and low ability levels.

b. Instructing pupils from culturally different and culturally

depfived environments.



c. Instructit pupils hay:Lg different levels of educational and
-

vocational it.f,piration.

d. Insttuctil,g pupils having different cognitive styles

.

2.. What teaching are needed to successfully use each of the

major curriculv innovations? What problems are likely t:o emerge

when a school tdopts a specific program?

3. What tools are available t:o evaluate the outcomes of new curricula?

What: are the :itations of these tools?

C. Within five years m-.)st of the major variables in the instructional

situation would be !eentified and defined. Sufficient preliminary

evidence would be dveloped and put into usable form so that school

administrators could apply this information to reduce the number of

alternatives they Eust consider in making curriculum and instructional

methods decisions. At this point, however, the procedure would not be

sufficiently develcpiel to lead to a single recommended approach.

D. Within ten years thv main effects and interaction effects of the major

variables in the instructional situation would have been exrlored and

a reliable proceduze would be available to educators for selecting the

combination of instructional method, content, and teacher characteristics

most likely to prod....ce the desired outcome when used to im3truct pupils

of given characteristics.

IV. TASKS TO BE DONE

Achievement of the . :jor goals of this mission would require several

years, and would require completion of a series of tasks. Each of these

tasks would provide int:rim informltion as well as contribute to the
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ultimate goal. to,..:1rds which the mission is directed. These tasks h-v.:tbct.n

placed in probable sequence and described briefly. Since the later tasks

would surely be altered on the basis of knowledge gained in the earlier

tasks, the following list must become increngly tentative ts it rove

-into the future.

1. Review oflitera Lure.

The initial task of this mission would be an exhaustive review

of the literature that: would provide the Laboratory with a complete

picture of the current: state of knowledge in curriculum, instructional

methods, tv...cher behavior, and pupil characteristics. The information

obtained from this review would he used to help develop a MRS t Ct 17 plan

of programs and projects needed to carry out the mission.

2. C.ontent_Anstlysis

Detailed content comparisons among different new curricula would

identify areas where better art:icu:lati.on is needed between subjects

on the same grade. level and i.n the same subject at different grade.

levels. Such analysis would also spell out: the eduCational obje.ctives

that each curriculum is likely to achieve. This information could be

used by the schools in selecting combinations of new curricula .that

were better articulated and better adapted to local needs.

3., Measurement and Evaluation

The current Measurement Project fits into this mission. In this

project measures and measurement procedures would be identified to

assess the overall goals of education. The information produced

by this project: would be of immediate practical value to the mission

in helping appraise the educational outcomes of new curricula a w_1.]
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as being useful to the schools in evaluating special activities such

as Title I and Title III projects under PI, S9-10. This project could

be extended to develop measures in areas where currently available

tools are not adequate.

4. Field Tests of New Curricula

Once content and evaluation information becomes available on new

curricula, the Laboratory would design and sponsor field tests of

various combinations of new curricula to provide preliminary estimates

of the interactions among curricular materials, school, teacher, and

pupil characteristics. Such field testing, which would be carried

out cooperatively with Title III Centers, would provide the schools

with additional guidelines on articulation and would also provide

preliminary procedures for selecting a combination of new curricula

that would be likely to be effective in a school serving certain types

of pupils. The exploratory project currently underway to develop

evaluation procedures for the Karplus Physics Curriculum may establish

guidelines for future efforts in this direction.

5. Relating Curricula to Pupil Characteristics

The Laboratory's analysis and field testing of new curricula could

in many cases be incorporated into Title I projects in order to provide

detailed information on the specific strengths and weaknesses of each

new curriculum in attaining educational objectives for educationally

handicapped and culturally deprived children. In this phase of field

testing, the Laboratory could design the Title I proposals, Title III

Centers could help the schools in' implementing new curricula, and both

agencies could cooperatively plan and conduct the project evaluation.
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Since Title I funds could legitim..:tely be teed for such projects, only

a limited amunt of Laboratory support would be neeeed. The proposed

NSF project in curriculum implementation fits very well into this task

and would contribute to sow:. of the aforementioned outcomes.

6. Teacher Skills

Such field testing would also identify skills and information that

teachers need to implement each new curriculum. Procedures for measuring

teacher deficiencies would be provided to the schools and could form the

basis for developing inservice educetion progrms to fit each new

curriculum. Such procedures could also be applied by teacher training

institutions to improve teacher training programs.

7. Controlled Interaction Research

In addition to providing the schools with a flow of useful infor-

mation and procedures, the initial activities described above arc all

essential to later projects which would explore interactions among

various components in the educational system under controlled conditions.

These later projects would compare possible approaches and test hypotheses

suggested in the initial field studies and hopefully would provide basic

knowledge about the tote]. teaching-learning process.

'nr0:-
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I. BACKGROUND OF THE MISSION

One of the great challenges in education today is that of designing training

programs Chat produce teachers with the necessary knowledges, skills, abilities,

and attitudes who can successfully teach the pupils in our schools. How does the

public and the profession know that the training programs arc successful? or not

successful?

-Historically, there'have been a variety of approaches to setting standards

for performance levels of teachers in what can be thought of as a quality control.

procedure. First, the state governments have attempted to assure the public of

adequately trained teachers through the legislature, state boards of education,.

and state departments of education. The laws and:regulations generated by these.

groups liave determined the nature of the training institutions, the quality of the

library and other facilities, and the training level of those who teach there.

Further specification for the training of teachers is reflected in the regulation

of the credentialing systems.

A second approach to quality control has been through the profession's accred-

itation procedures. In Nevada and California at least three groups serve as accred-

itors--each dedicated to a slightly different purpose. The overarching group is

the National Commission on Accreditation (NCA). This commission is formed by

colleges and universities and recognizes both regional accreditation associations

and the professional accreditation associations. General institutional accredit-

ation by the regional associations (Western College Association for California and

Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools for Nevada) have as their



responsibilities the stimulation of facul t:..es to study their prnrems ind to work

toward Improvement. Since the convention el job of accreditation has been done for

most institutions there is little left but the process of stimulation for t:elf-

improvement'unless the commission would raise its standards significantly.

The association recognized by NCA that: accredits an institution's program of

teacher education is the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education

(NCATE) . Nationally MATE recognizes nine hundred and fifty institutions that pre-

pare teachers for the profession. Of that number four hundred and _forty-nine have

been accredited, fifteen of which are in California and one in Nevada: When asked

why so few programs were recognized in California,Dr. Rolf Larson, Director of

NCATE, said that as a group, institutions in. the western states weren't so concerned

with this kind of recognition and that: many California institutions just hadn't.

applied.

The third group that works at maintaining and improving standards for teacher

education programs in California is the California State Committee on Accreditation.

This Committee works cooperatively with WCA and NCATE. Joint visits to institutions

are made'whenever possible. The state.standards for accrediting teacher education

programs are embodied in the credential requirements as stated in the Education Code.

The many organizations concerned with teacher education that have comdttees

working on raising standards of teacher education programs make up another group

concerned with the development of teacher education programs. Theirs is, however,

a recommending role.

An examination of the criteria used by these groups in assessing teacher educe-

tion programs reveals that they generally include the following categories; a judg-

ment of the procedures of an institution, an exa:.:ination of the curriculum pattern,

the formal qualifications of the faculty, and the courses. .taken by the students.



The milhasis is on what the student took, not vita he learned.

NCATE's seven standards are coneemned with:

I. Objectiv.:.s of Teacher Education.

2. Organization an Administration of TE-acher Education.

3. Student Personnd Programs and Services for Teaches: Educi:tion.

4. Faculty for Professional. Education.

5. Curricula for Teacher Education.

6. Professional Laboratory Experiences for School Personnel.

7. Facilities and Instructional Materials for Teacher Education.

A careful reading of the NCATE standards reveals the areas to be evaluated,

but the specific standards are, in effect, set by each institution. The areas

are concerned with processes and facilities rather than the quality of the produa--

the performance level of the graduates of the teacher training institution.

Over the years state departments have used three. different approaches in deter-

mining whether a candidate has been adequately prepared:

1. By qualifying examination.

.2. By review of candidate's credentials.

3. By the recommendation of an approved teacher training institution.

Although minimal use is made of examinations in California and Nevada) there

is some support for their use. Currently in California teachers may qualify for

a Special Reading Teacher. Credential by examination)and teachers holding provisional

credentials may obtain credential renewal by passing the Nations]. Teacher's Exam-

ination. Last year Dr. Rafferty proposed to the State Board of Education that a

state examination becoasie part of the credentialing requirements. Those who favor

examinations contend that such examinations would:

l.. Require the student to review what he bat learned an:1 to integrate



essential elements obta;n:,.d in a variety of course:. and

2. Screen out those candidati who do not have :.ufficient bacl.r00,1().

3. Encourage institutions to 1,co:.1 more seleiv:_. aLout

candidates to the teacher education prom?.

4. Raise the p)ofessioA in the eyea of. he public.

The classical argument against examinations is that they straight-jacket

training programs. However, this has not been true in other professions vhele

examinations are required before full standin is recognized.

Admittedly, it would be expensive in time and money to examine in any compre-

hensive way the skills and abilities of the thousands of persons who .apply for

credentials in California and Nevada each year. Further, the typical paper and

pencil tests have severe limitations when measuring the skills and knowledge of

a well prepared teacher.

The second approach of reviewing a candidate's academic record for courses

taken, hours of credit, etc.., has become increasingly difficult with the increased

influx of teachers from out of state and with the increasing limber of institutions

that prepare teachers. In spite of those difficulties the transcript evaluation

method is used extensively in both California and Nevada.

The third approach, that of granting credentials to graduates of state approved

institutions, is an alternate method used by both Nevada and California. It must be

noted, however, that institutions are approved on what they offer, not what is

learned.

II. THE MISSION STATEMENT

This mission proposes that the Far vest Laboratory develop a series of measures,

.both conventional and non-conventional, that would determine the effectiveness of an

institution's teacher training by evaluatias the perforxtr:lco 1 e/el of the
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insfitution's_uadveles..

Such an assessment battery could be m:tde aval3e1,00 te a vaficty of groups.

Accrediting organizations could U5C it for recognizing outstandinz teacher

training education programs in other parts of the country; the states;' depart-

ments of education could use it as a basis forapprov.t.ng teacher trainin insti-

tutions, then grant credentials on the recommendation of the institution; lumber

training institutions could use it as a basis for program planning in program

improvement.

In the matter of credentialing it seems expedient: and efficient for a state

department to accept the recommendations of approved institutions for, after al3,

the faculty has the best and most complete information on the level of performance

of its graduates; howeverpa check would need to be made on the level of training

of the graduates of each institution. If, for example, the average graduate of a

particular regiona3 teacher training institution is up to specified standards, then

there is no reason why credentials should not be granted. if, however, the average

graduate at that institution is not up to the specified standards, the college would

be advised to improve its program in the areas determined deficient, or face the.

consequence of not having its graduates certificated.

Basing approval of teacher education programs on the quality of the teachers

produced would encourage some important advancements in the profession. First., this

procedure of evaluation would require precisely stated behavioral objectives. The

profession would have to determine exactly what a teacher should be able to do at

the end of a training period. Second, no rigidity in teacher education programs

would exist because only the product, not the procedure or courses, be corsidered

in the granting of approval. Third, institutions would become more selective in ad-

mitting students to the teacher training program. Fourth,' in-service education for



beginnin3 teachers would become more effective.

III. STATE OF AFFAIRS TO BE REALIZED

The following state of affairs to be realized is presented in a teuvoral

format assuming that this proposed mission were initiated in 1967.

.A. By 1965 the Far West: Laboratory would have developed a statement de-

fining the skills and knowledge that are:

1. Essential for the success of a beginning teacher.

2. Achievable during a collegiate experience.

This statement should be developed by a variety of participants in the

educational community who are both learned and respected.

B. By. 1.970 the Far West Laboratory would have developed a set of measures

that would determine the performance level of an institution's teacher

training graduates in as comprehensive a fashion as is possible to do

in a week's time. A variety of measures such as situational tests, prob-

lem solving situations ,(that might be simulated with films), micro-teach-

ing demonstrations, stress interviews; and, of course, standard pencil

and paper tests of knowledge will be employed.

C. By 1973 the assessment battery would be available for a test run in

institutions that would like to participatit. The Laboratory would prepare

a report on the collected data with a complete interpretation of it to

the participating institutions.

D. By 1.972 accrediting organizations, proT.essional organizations, institu-

tions of higher learning, and states' departments of education would have

had an opportunity to observe the assessment procedures, review the evalu-

ations, and react. Hopefully, the reaction would be favorable and endorse-

menCoffered.
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U. Additionally, by )972 all of the recion's teahar tralnitv, inatitutienz.

would have had a sa:vle of its graduates precesvc.d threa:.h the assea

ment center.

F. By 1.973 the results of the testing would be cotviled and reported to the

institutions and to the two states' departments of education. If decd

desirable the Far West Laboratory could assist colleges in development

of new teacher education programs based on behavioral goals.

G. By 1.976 the states of Nevada and California would adopt the assessment

battery and use it as a basis for evaluating the products of teacher train-

ing programs and for issuing teaching credentials to graduating students

of approved institutions.

II. Also by 1984 NCATE would adopt some form of product testing as a means

of accrediting institutions.

IV. PltESENT STATE OF AFFAIRS

In summary it can be said that the profession in general recognizes the problem

of developing and maintaining teacher education programs that will insure well pre-

pared graduates for entry into the field. It may also be stated that the profession

recognizes the discrepancy between what a beginning teacher is expected to be able

to do and what he can do. The profession must accept the responsibility for this

state of affairs because it has failed to say in behavioral terms what the product

of a training program should be able to do. If this were done, expectations for

beginning teachers would be more realistic and in-service education more effective.

As was stated previously, there is in California some interest in the use of

tests in the credentialing of teachers. Some individuals who represent leadership

positions in state and national organizations have expressed interest in performance

tests for teachers as have some California State Departt:ent officials.



If the Far West Laboratory were to select this propesed
t

present: Laboratory program of Teacher Ed.L=.ction would be well representc:I. The

next most relevant program would be the instructional Mothod:-.-Poi:Nam because oi

the cf:ncentration of effort put on teaching skills in training proz!,rat:,s. The

Curriculum Prograntwould have only incidental relationship with this mission, while

the Full. Education and Communication Programs would not be represented at al]..

It is probable Chat this mission could not be accomplished by the existiui,

agencies and organizations,but a new, group such as ours could establish rapport

and command the respect of the educational constituents and bring fhe mission

goals to fruition.

V. TASKS TO BE DONE

A. Initiatinp the Mission

In the early months of the mission a rather complete paper delin-

eating the objectives of the mission, the current research, and the steps

to he taken by both the Far West Laboratory and other members of the pro-
",

fession should be. prepared. This document then should be presented in a

series of regional colligations where key members of the training insti-

tutions and others can attend. This series of colligations will be aimed

at decision-makers and influential people such as: the deans of dePart-

meats of education, directors of teacher training programs, presidents

or other officers of organizations such as CTA,'NTA, TEPS, AASA; ASCU,

officers of accrediting associations such as NCA, WCA, directors of states'

credentialing offices, the states' superintendents, county superintendents,

selected persons from. the school districts, representatives from the

states' boards of education and the education committees of the two



legislatures.

During the sessions a cmplete ulTlenation of the project will

presented. It is important that the information to the participant:,

bC dissc.mtinated to and discussed with the organizations they rep)75;ent..

This and other feedback loops will be part of the overall. plan. The

information obtained from the feedback will. provide the Laboratory with

data so that appropriate steps can be tahen to obtain and retain the-

confidence and support of the 1»:ofessi.on.

B. Selectinz_aBoard_of_ExRerts.

The test development phase will be initiated by the selection of

a board of experts whose responsibility it will be to determine the Ski.3.1s

and knowledges necessary' for graduates entering the teaching profession.

It is proposed that the set of skills and knowledge that must be learned

by the end of the training program be applicable to the broad spectrum of

teaching activities. Additionally, the skills and knowledge identified

as applying generally will be compared with skills and knowledge required

. for teaching specialized subjects such as high school English or art.

Examples of skills that might be tested are those required in teaching

roles such as: the teacher as a problem solver, as the classroom manager,

as the demonstrator, as the lecturer, as the esker of questions. Examples

of knowledge that might be tested are: the teacher's background for diag-

nosing learning problems, his level of command of the oral and written

language, and his general informational background as might be tested by

the Graduate Record Examination.

C. Searchinthe Literature

After the board of experts has developed the set of skills and
r



knowledge required for entry into the teachini; profession, thc! 1.aT01;:tory

staff will conduct a literature search for tl:e reasons Leachers suceee0.

or fail and relate third to required skills and ki:owledz.e. This co:::i..;:rison

will inure inclusion critical training requirelamts in the asF.:c.3:-.-Ient

battery. If it were deemed necessary, a series of depth interview of

teachers could be conducted.

The board of experts' stat=ements of skills and knowledge:; would a]so

be reviewed in relation to the National Assessment Coals.

D. Develqping_the Measures

A second board of experts would be assembled to locate and select:

measures that are presently available and to develop measures for areas

where none exist.

In the knowledge areas it can be expected that: a number of suitable

tests would have been published. In the skills areas, however, the best

that can he hoped for is material of an expariental nature. Most of the

performance measures will have to be developed from scratch.

Members of this board of experts should have bad experience: with

instruments developed for measuring teacher effectiveness, and experience

with unusual testing methods such as situation tests. The Laboratory has

a good deal of strength in this area considering the accomplishments of

our director and the experience of several of the Laboratory's researchers.

E. Trying Out the Tests Informally

As the measures are developed, informal, tryouts will be made. Both

the skills and knowledge board of experts and the measurement board of

experts will review and evaluate the measures. me' tests will he ana3.yzed

with regard to skills and- knowledges deemed teachable and learnable at
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the end of the teacher training progrom. 3.t. should be eii:pbasized,

however, that the v,eeSUreS 110i: to CILEIV1.1;:lile the (Adequacy of an

vidual teacher's ability., but rather to deteroire the effectiveness of

the training progras. Neither will the tests predict the success of a

teacher since what a teacher does vlth what: he has learned is infjucnced

by a variety of environmental and other factors.

During this period the test criterion will ;be i denti

F. Adjuillistering. the Assessment lint tery j_to preduateq: of yaysicipat,im Inst.:171

In ].97]., when the enti.re assessment battery has been prepared, the

graduates of the participating teacher training institutions Will Met as

a group for the week.'s testing. Each teacher will be helped to realize

that the results of his tests will be confidential and that they will have

no effect on his grades or credential. A stipend and pleasent surroundings

should insure 'our getting the participation we need.

During this trial. run selected members of the educational organizations

. and institutions, etc., should be invited to observe. This process would

be another link in the cotarnunication chain and another step toward profes-

sional acr..eptance. and understanding.

At the end of the test run a complete evaluation of the assessment

battery will. be made; participating institutions would be given the results

of the tests and the Far West Laboratory would redesign the battery as

necessary.

G. Planning_ Longitudinal Validation

Plans for longitudinal va4lidation would be begun as would the.

evaluation and comparison of the general teats with the specific te:-.ts



(for example high schee]. English and art teachers) to detercine the

geueralizbility of the general test.

U. Testine, Ole Graduates of the Re7ion's Tevchor Treiniw, Inntitu:ionq

In 1972, a sample of graduates from each of the region's teacher

training instituLions would. he tested and the results reviewed by the

institutions and the states' departments of education.

At the 'end of this cycle., the Far West Laboratory could mtke the

i A
i battery available to a variety of groups. Accrediting organiztions
I

could use it for recognizing outstanding teacher training education pro-

grams in other parts of the country; the states' departmcniz of educa-

tion could use it as a basis for approving teacher training institutions,

then grant credentials on the recommendation of the institution; teacher

training institutions could use, it as a basis for program planning.

H.L.KELLEY:AM
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I. BACKGROUND

A. The Problem

It may be suggested that wealth and po.:!er are for a social ors nism what

a bright flame is for a moth. Even as an insect is led to neck its own death

by its fascination with light, so a society (or an individual) may be Jed to

disaster by developing an obsession with the acquisition of wealth and power.

It would seem to be true that while smaller, non-expansive societies have often

endured for thousands if not tens of thousands of years, larger, expansionistic

and acquisitive societies seldom endure for five hundred years without exper-

iencing periods of disastrous decline and/or violent and disruptive internal

change.

Power, affluence, and an expansive population tend to change the character

of a people. Traditional values may become mere slogans and the gap between a

people's ideals and their actual behavior may become so wide as to lead to a

breakdown in the process whereby succeeding generations are enculturated in

acceptable values.

The United States would seem to be particularly liable to experience such

a breakdown in the socio-educational process, both because of the magnitude of

its power and affluence, and because its population is neither homogeneous nor

universally committed to the genera] ideals of the society.

In any democratic society the educational process has but one overall social

goal - to further the develoiiment of individuals whose behavicr can be accepted

and, if possible, respected by the society. Most tribal and 'olk societies have

been remarkably successful, prior to extensive fo'eign influeace, in seeing to



it that the overwhelming majority of individuals ill the society aro socially
,.1 .........

successful, i.e., conform to the range of behavior accepted z-:nd respected by

"thepeople". A perusal of the _literature relating to die Sioux, Chcycnno,t

Apache, and Iroquois, for example-, reveals very few cases of individuals fail-

ing to develop and behave in an "acceptable" manner.

By way of contrast, however, the United States for reasons expressed

above, .in part, seems to be failing in terms of this basic overall educational

goal. It is not necessary to delineate the exact content of "acceptability"

in the United States to see that millions of persons' behavior is clearly

"unacceptable ". We certainly do not regard alcoholic and drug addiction,

suicide, crimes of violence, destruction of property, crimes against persons,

excessive conspicuous consumption, antidemocratic behavior, race prejudice,

corruption in public life, and waste of natural resources as being socially

acceptable behavior, at least in terms of our cultural ideals, Seveval millions

of our citizens are either in prison, are ex-convicts, or are on their way to

prison; (and we spend one billion per year on keeping people in prison); millions

of our citizens are addicts, either alcoholic or otherwise; millions of our cit-

izens are racially prejudiced enough to attempt to deny the validity of. our demo-

cratic and equalitarian ideology, and millions of our citizens are mentally sick

(which is primarily to say that they are unable to copp with our society). And .

one could go on and on.

In brief, our society would seem to face a breakdown in the process of pro-

ducing human beings who are useful and desirable within the context of our socio-

cultural ideals. Aild this breakdown has become more notable, more real at the

very same time that we have been spending greater and greater sums of money on

the schools and have lengthened the time spent by our youth in forma] educational

27:1



contexte.

It can pethaps be argued that one of the nejor reasons for the failule

to produce larger IIUMI)CYS of behaviorally acceptable-individuals in the Uoited

States consists in our failure to come to grips with the ultimate purposca of

the educational. process and with the proper place of the formal school altnatioo

in relation to the latter. The schools, in short, seem to have become coda in

themselves, as have curricular and methodological innovation. We have perhaps;

become fascinated with "technique" without understanding its relevance to lergor

social goals.

As Sterling M. McMurrin stated recently (Saturday Revie, Jan. 14, 1967):

Among the large problems that are always with us, none is more
persistent :, more pervasive, or more basic than the problem of means
and ends--of insuring that our methods, techniques, and instruments
are adequate to the ends we seek, that the ends are relevant to our
abilities and, above all, not -dominated and determined by our means.
In a society that: feeds on a rapidly advancing and sophisticated tech-
nology, the failure to have clear and forceful'purposes and viable
ends could be disastrous. We could become the creators of a tech-
no.logical order in which our ends would be defined and established
by the instruments that were fashioned to serve us rather than by
considerations of human value, en order in which the things that
matter most would be at the mercy of the things that matter least.

Nowhere is the problem of means and ends more crucial than in
education. Confronted_by quite remarkable technical possibilities,
we are failing to come to grips with the problem of aims and purposes
and to define adequately the proper function of theschools--their
specialized role in relation to the educative processes of the whole
society and their immediate task in the education of the child.
Certainly without clear purposes-- -large and small, direct and indirect--
the schools cannot successfully plot their course amid the present
revolution of numbers, dollars, and computers. Most revolutions are
lost because their aims are ambiguous and ill-conceived. We cannot
afford to lose the revolution in education by being overwhelmed by the
new technology because we cannot match it with intelligent and resolute
purpose.

In the past, educators have invested excessively in the development
of educational methods. There has been too little concern for the substance
of education and minimum of interest in its purposes. With the new curric-
ulum reforms the question of substance is gradually gaining the attention
which it deserves; but the purposes are still neglected and confused. The
all-too-coon doavination of educational thoucdtt by the interest in methoe-
ology has t.eant that method has often been the major determinant. of sebatanee
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revolution in formal, i.e., school, education which has taken plaeo in the.

United States since the early nineteenth century has led to the use of many

of these techniques and goals without always reconciling the%d with the needs

of American society or with newly-developed innovations and goals.

The process of deve3o2ing "mass education" agencies has in great part

been dependent upon the desires of Americans for "upward mobility" and their

conviction that "learning" is somehow related to ultimate "success" in life.

Grass roots pressure has led to the proliferation of formal schoorsituations

with little regard for well-defined goals and/or the relationship between

technique and goal achievement. It May be suggested that the "school house"

has become the modern idol of Americans to which they look for "magic" trans-
t.

formation.

if

But can the school take the place of conscientious, independent self-

development; can the schools, in short, deliver the goods? Or should they?

What should be the end result of the educational process in America, and what

is the place of the school in that process? Great numbers of American thinLers,

such as John Dewey, have long pondered these and similar questions, but the

pressures of meeting day-to-day needs usually have led to tactical analisis

rather than goal analysis. Nonetheless, the basic Isignificance of the goal

problem has led to periodic study and to the preparation of generally similar

sets of educational objectives, of which the work of the Pennsylvania Committee

on Quality Education (1965), California Framework Committee (1950), National

Education Association (1964), Conant (1959), and Gardner (1960), may he cited

as examples.

To illustrate the significance of this concern, the Pennsylvania Committee

stated: "The flral, step in jue3ing-the quality of educational prograi is to



decide on the purposes of education. Whnt should children be and do and kno::

as a consequence of having gone to school? What: are the schools' goal a? (ilalles

mine). Even Dr. Patrick Suppe: , concerned as he is with innovations in specific

curriculum areas, has stated that two major obstacles inhibit the introduction

of new mathematics programs in the elementary grades: individual difference:,

among students and "a complicated matter of policy.
. . . Practical decisions

must be made about the amount of time devoted to poetry and the amount of time

devoted to mathematics, or to social studies, or to English, but it is absolutely

essential for all of us to realize that as yet we have scarcely the beginnin3r;

of a serious, rational method for making these relative detembmtions."

(Saturday Review, Jan. 14, 1967, italics mine).

C. Re]ationshio to Other Problems

It can be argued that the development of an "effective educational system"

depends not primarily upon the development of tools (curricula and method) but

upon the definition of what constitutes such a system or Systems. The tools are

secondary and must: await perfection, or even initial development, until the task

is clearly described. Is it riot impossible to evaluate, or pl:ovide articulation

between innovations until the objectives of the innovations are known and until

their relationship to the goals of education are delineated?

The best way to build a house is to draw up plans first. Then the choice

of materials and tools can be properly discussed. One can, of course, build

a house based upon a prior decision to build around a particular boulder or to

use a particular type of stonemasonry. But this latter type of house, unless

also carefully planned, will probably not be a satisfactory home. In the save

manner, present-day school programs are being erected kaphazardly around attrac-

tive old and new innovations. But the results are apphrently not satisfactory
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to many people, and for good reason. We really do not know what this collcviioa

of poorly articulated units is supOosed to achieve; and until we do, we can

hardly evaluate the real I:LICA:C.:5S or failure or the individual units.

If the above analysis is correct, then the goals of education bear a

fundamental relationship to other educational problems. Do.velopliont:: ID teacher

education, curriculum, instructioral method, evaluation of teaching, and eval-

uation of student achievement are all dependent upon a prior analysis of objec-

tives. Communication or dissemination is also intimately related to goals,

since one might well he remiss in spreading knowledge about: an innovation with-

out being able to say what: the latter is expected to achieve and why. And, of

course, these arc not mere academic relationships. School districtS and tax-

payers are expected to spend hundrLds of millions of dollars on innovations

(to say nothing of traditional practices). Do we not have the obligation of

being able to say why they should invest so much in such procedures?

D. Jtelationslitzto laboratoulprogram Areas.

The clarification and analysis of the goals of education bears a close

relationship to the "Full Education" program area (see earlier position papers

in Full Education). The other program areas, being concerned with curriculuA,

method, teacher education and communication, arc all, basically dependent upon

the definition and clarification of educational objectives. Reforms in teacher

education are, for example, designed to produce successful teacher behavior.

But what constitutes said behavior? Does it consist solely in teacher behavior,

per se, or in the degree to which specific educational goals are furthered by

the presence of a teacher-instructor? It might be possible to "grade" teachers

in regard to the observable classroom behavior of their studeats and themselves

but such grading is, or should be, based upon a conception of how such behavior



C.

relates to the achievement of goals.

In brief, a mission centering upon the goals of education would serve

as a basis for progress in each of the program areas. More sii,nilicontly,

it would embrace all of them, since the translation of a discession of educa-

tional goals into actual implementation will of necessity encompass study and

experimentation in curriculum, methods, and teacher behavior, and will result

in communication.

II. MISSION STATEMENT

A. The Laboratory Mission

1. Statement: To identify and analyze, in continuing consultation with

educators, scholars, and laymen, those goal;: of education which could

represent the result of the educational process in the California-Nevada

region, to define those goals in sufficient detail to allow for the

'development of methods for evaluating individual achievement, and to

assist the region's educators in the task of developing and evaluating

educational programs which will best yield progress toward the achieve-

ment of those goals.

2. Brief Statement: To aid in the development of a systematic approach to

the educational process wherein the major goals of education serve as the

determinants for apcific pedagoical pIocedures.

. Discussion: The task of determining the goals of education for the

public schools ultimately belongs to society at large or to its repre-

sentatives (legislators, school board members, elected public officials,

et cetera). However, neither laymen nor educators, occupied as they arc

with a multitude of immediate problems, can ordinarily take the tine or

have the resources available to develop and analyze in a fundamental manner.
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f.

Lhends of education. It is herein proposed that the Laboratory serve

as a vehicle for the co..ounication of knowledge about. goals end go;,1

related achievemenz to the prhlic cti'd espeially to those who are charged

with the responsibil ity of official ly formulating and

policy.

This process of eummunication, to be effective and sav,nificaut, must

involve synthesis, analysis, experinc.atation, and demonstration, both to

disseminate inforwatiot: "rout goals and to show selected ways in which a

given cluster of goals might be realizable.

B. Relation:Ai)! to is:lions of Other Oryznizations

This proposed mission clearly does nut: duplicate the tasks of other educ.on-

tional organizations. In terms of avoiding duplication it would seem especially

important that this laboratory be certain that its mission be distinct from that.

of other regional laboratories and especially from. that of national. research and

development centers and Title In: centers.

So far as is known, the goals of education mission would provide a funda--

mental service to the region not now being provided. Furthermore., this mission

would enable the Laboratory to make use of, and provide input into, the various

programs of research and development centers, Title III centers, state hoards; of

education, and district-level groups. Additionally, the mission would allow

for articulation with. non -- governmental progiams and institutions and would make
,

possible a broad look at the total educational, process without a .priorj boil t-

in restrictions.
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1I1. SPECIFIC STATE OF AFFAIRS TO LE Fsi:AiaXED

A. Wila t

Clarification and delineation of theolective._..pf educaLloi"

schools. One result of this mission would be thc tolalysis end ronecpt.

ualization of the Various objectives of the educational process.

might: not necessarily wean that the Laboratory could produce. a list of

goals which would compose a single system. All possible goals should

be considered and, especially when descending below the lex4.-4 of pious

generalization, contradictions might not always be eliminated. The

society of the United States possesses many internal contradictions,

as between, for example, the aggressive profitseeking ideal hold up

for emulation by certain sectors of the culture as opposed to the co

operative, generous, and unselfish ideal admired by others. It may

well be that there is no single set of educational objectives for the

United States and that the Laboratory will produce a series of "goal

4

clusters", which reprer.ent possible alternative foci for the cultore.

..Part of this clarification process should involve the "spelling

out" of the logical implications of a given goal.. Who does it mean,

for example, to prepare people for citizenship in a democratic state?

Would school boards, ordinarily representing moderately conservative

elements as they do, really be willing to accept democracy (and a "free

society") as a goal if they thought about how such a society might be

different from the oligarchic republicanism normally found in the

United States? In referring to democracy we are, of course, holding up

a cultural ideal, a symbol or fetish, as in a tribal ritual, but would

we really want it if we knew what its implications were 1.n social,
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t.

behavioral, economic, and political terms? The Laboratory, therefore,

might well produce document:: relattvo not only to eit I zc:aship in a

representative democracy but also to citienship in an oliwtrchic society,

an elitist, bureaucratic state, et cetera.

2. yran1414ica of_objccklves.into tTecific.behilviot:al_dimco::ions ca,v1,1e

of evpluation. Even after goals have been analyzed, clarified, and

given specificity they will ordinarily not be ready for practical use

as criteria for judging the success or failure of educational programs.

Therefore, this mission should result in the breaking down of goals into

even more specific desired patterns of behavior which can be dealt with

through meaningful evaluation instruments. What kind of behavior is typical

of a "good citizen" in a representational democracy? What kind of behavior

is typical of a person who will be economically "successful." in the

United States? Questions such as these will need to be answered before

one can meaningfully discuss curriculum and measurement in a number of

important subject areas.

3. yassmincitl.on of_AprprrAtiqn_pil_c&cnt&onal_obiectlyes and stimlatjoy of

goal-centered.promam_d5yelopTenl. During the period when the Laboratory

is researching points 1 and 2 above, a communication process.should he

established, utilizing conferences, seminars, television and other media.

No systematic approach to education can be expected until the public and

educators have become accustomed to thinking in systematic terms. The

Laboratory's subsequent innovations may not be implemented unless the

field has been properly prepared. Moreover, the Laboratory will con-

stantly need to secure "feedback" from educators, scholars, and laymen

for the achievement of points I and 2. Ropefully,this 'communication
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program will also stimulate activity on the part of othe,- education-

centered agencies.

4. peyelopmeni of"isyl.lorippledfvstemq_or. eclatjonal_mode3t;. In close

cooperation with school districts and other educational organs the

Laboratory should seek to develop, or aid in the development, of systems

of innovations which arc expected to yield or encourage goal-desired

behavior. These experimental models or systems would test theoretically

sound programs which are supposed to lend to the achievement of goals

and would'allow for variable manipulation of components. in developing

models for testing, the Laboratory could make use of the innovations of

1

other agencies, as well as its own in-house projects. The testing would

of necessity involve:

5. Development of evaluative instruments for educational objectives. The

cost of developing these instruments might well preclude testing all

goals and, therefore, the models or systems would probably focus upon

certain "high priority" goals.

B. ToyhoTA:

Educational objectives obviously apply to all sectors of the population,

i.e., all pupils are "targets". Teachers and administrators arc: also "targets"

since their behavior affects learning.

At presents the educational process would appear to be a failure in

relation to large numbers of individuals from all classes and from almost

all ethnic and cultural backgrounds. Nevertheless, it can be said that it

is a failure of a different kind for different groups. Thai f.s, it is more

likely for an American Negro youth to become involved in crime than for a

Caucasian youth; it is more likely for a slum youth to become an addict than

2Sfi
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s.

for a middle class youth, etc. On the other hano, it is 1:ore likely for a

Caucasian of middle-class beekgroun.i to co:: sticide 01 Ill0r1V

ill than it is for persons from certain low-income, nen-Caucasian ba('kgrounds.

no

The probleat of "failure" is pot a silv,)le en: :. Therefore, the goal of

inducing the development of socially acceptable individnalf. NUSE be visurtlied

as involving a myriad of persons whose specific needs are various LInel the

strategies to be utilized will often have to be heterogeneous. It is, for

example, one thing to try to induce goad mental health in a person from an

affluent, materially successful background, and quite another to try to keep

a slum child from going to prison:because of a need to steal in order to

survive.

The priorities identified by staff and others will determine the

particular groups most affected by A-4 and A-5 above. If, for example, we

give high priority to providing all youth with a good command of "fundamental

skills", then our "target population", as it were, will be those who are at

present: farthest removed from achieving this ideal. ]n general, it is

to be suspected that low-income and minority group youth will ordinarily

be farther from goal- achievement: and will, therefore, pose a high priority

target for all who are concerned with the realization of educational objectives.

The "whom" to be affected will, however, depend upon the results of goal-

definition and the determination of how far given groups of ineividuals are

from goal-achievement. The innovations developed to achieve educational

objectives will usually have some effect upon all classes of individuals,

even though they ,may have relatively more effect upon certain groups.

C. Behavioral Research:

The realization of this mission will demand behavioral research of



several kinds. rirst, it will be necessary to synthef.ixe 1:nr,w]o(%.e

and carry out observational research in order to be able to state what

education::]. goals are now being pursued or.are dosired in th:: Uoited Stites

(we must. descend below the level of verbally accepted goalf, to those which

are actually sought after and valued at a realistic, behavioral level).

Secondly, behavioral research will be used to answer such questions as:

how do you produce a desired behavior pattern? Dow do you discourage the

development of undesirable behavior patterns? Et cetera. The development

of experimental models or systems will, in short, be based upon behavioral

experimentation.

D. Measurements:

As indicated above, evaluation instruments will need to be available at

the stage of testing theoretical systems designed to produce a given pattern

of behavior. The kinds and numbers of said instruments will vary according

to the goals selected for experimentation and finances available. In any

case, the proposed "measurement handbook" will provide valuable input for

this pro:.ess.

E. When:

1. Immediate (one mar)

a. Analysis and clarification of educational objectives.

b. Substantial progress toward the translation of objectives into

specific descriptions of expected behavior.

c. Substantial communication with educators; scholars, and laymen by

means of conferences, television, and other means, to provide input

for a and b above, and to create an awareness of the importance of

a systematic approach to education.



d. Preliminary ohservntion and small scale experintatlua designed

to serve as bae%ground for later projects an to provide indni for

a and b above.

es Production of small products (handbooks, for examdle) which oppvar

to meet an immediate goal-re-ated need and whteh can be utilxed as

devices for testing communication methods and the relative effects

of different: kinds of communication upon implementaion.

2. Interpedlatcjfivers)

a. Translation of objectives into behavioral terms capable of being

subjected to evaluation procedures.

b. Continuing evaluation of objectives, so as to maintain agreement with

actual patterns of social change.

c. Continuing communication as in c above.

d. Selection of highest priority educational, objectives for experi-

mentation; selection of target populations as determlned by objectives

and regional need; establishment of systems or models to be tested;

carrying out of testing in regard to highest priority objective or

objectives.

e. Continuing observation and field study of goal-- related programs being

carried out in the region by other agencies.

3 . Long Rque (tcm _ears)

a. Continuing evaluation of objectives, so as to maintain agreement

with actual patterns of social changes.

b. Continuing communication with emphasis upon the dissemination of

knowledge derived from d and e above.



c. _onc ti_nucd experimentation with systeno or dc.!-11.00. 10

'produce or enhance goal-oriented behavior, with e1,111.ait, :Ton

high priority goals, not experimented with In the fivc-ycor prou,In.

d. Continuing observation and field study, as in c above.

e. Reevaluation of experimental results obtained in 2-d ,.hove based

upon long-term post-experimental observation of subject behavior

and upon changing socio-cultural dimensions.

IV. PRESENT STATE OF AFFAIRS

Much of the preliminary work of the Laboratory can servo as a foundation

for the realization of this mission. More specifically, the project work now

progressing and proposed should facilitate immediate objectives. The measurement

handbook, communications research (with teachers and in general), the television

series, and the handbooks on target groups, to mention a few specifics, should

provide information of value for this mission. On the other hand, the schedule

(above) assumes this contribution and will not be shortened by means of these

projects.

V. TASKS TO BE DONE

A. General Identification:

1. Research of the pertinent literature of education, the behavioral

disciplines, and lay sources.

2. Synthesis of the above.

3. Expert input secured through group and individual consultative

procedures.

4. Lay input securcti as feedback to communication procedures, and from

conferences.
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5. Observation and field study projects desig.ied to supplem..nt the ebovv

in yieldin6 realistic asses:.mcnt of actual behavioral goals.

6. Observation and/or field participation in exira-L-boratovy oyperir.,..ntal

projects, to provide additional knosiledge relevant lo objectives and

objectiveachieving programs.

7. Analysis of objectives so as to yield descriptions of behavior capable

of being tested with evaluation instruments.

S. Development of communications procedures designod to yield the most

effective kinds of results.

9. Communicating information regarding educational objectives and goal-

inducing programs.

10. Development of evaluation instruments as needed.

11. Design and development of models or systems designed to induce desired

pattern of behavior.

12. Experimentation with, and testing of, the above.

13. Observational postexperimental activities providing continuing

assessment of the results of 12.

VI. SUMMARY

It is herein proposed that the mission of this Laboratory should consist

in providing a kind of fundamental leadership which does not now exist in our

region. It is also suggested that until this leadership is provided the

Laboratory will not be able tr implement its specific programmatic interests in

the most successful manner.

The implication is also made that we cannot accept the given school situation,

or existing innovations made within that context, as necessarily worthy of



preservntlun or "doctoring". The nbreneown:-." in affluent rodein mwiety,

coupled with the obvious. needs of toWority groups nnd the poor, scr,e to indicoie

thnt we ne.ed to discard old nstnimptions and take it fw.lni:ental Joni: at wh.t: it is

Ne, as a society, expect to achieve through the educatloa-13 procv$:v. And after

deciding what it is that we want, then we will have to proceed to develop the

tools which will yield meaningful results.

The Laboratory cannot, of course, decide for the region what educationnl

goals should be. Ultimately, the society at: large will mkt: that determination.

However, the Laboratory can faeilftnte the process and provide "models" which

society may adopt or modify, as the cane may b
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I. BACKGROUND

A. History of the Problem

Schools are beini, expected to assume new responsibilities, which

if met will require that school personnel effectively make complex and dif-

ficult decisions about changes in their professional activities. Pressures

for change in present modes of organization and operation of schools stem

from (1) increases in numbers of students, (2) expanded goals and purposes

of education and (3) clearer recognition as our society becomes more complex

of the importance of extended education of all citizens for the political,

social and economic welfare of the nation. Possibilities for changes have

increased too, as a direct result of greater investments in educational re-

search and development. At present a clearly recognized impediment to promt

and orderly changes is the fact that school personnel, by and large, are

poorly informed about various options that could be available to them as they

make decisions about how schools are to be organized and operated.

B. General Statement of a Problem

There is a clear need to begin without delay the general tasks

associated with increasing the ability of school personnel to make effective

decisions that involve changes in their activities by: (1) developing strong

motivation among school personnel to be informed about new possibilities of

meeting new responsibilities, (2) providing an efficient system through

which school personnel can have ready access to relevant information, (3)

developing organizational arrangements through which schools can utilize

information effectively. It is important to distinguish between providing
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information about options as decisions are being made and inf]nencing the

decisions that are made. it: does not fol]o that to know about a new

educationa] practice is to decide to adopt it, Rational processes of

decision making may lead to the outcome of rejecting a possib]v innovation

. or change in favor of continuation of a pl:actice presently in UDC. As a

consequence, the measure of effective use of information is not the rate

of adoption or change, but the degree to which decisions are made with due

regard for the implication of al] information that can be made available.

C. Itc]ationshipt9 IeATratpyy Prounm Arcs_

A focus of the Laboratory's activities on problems of providing infor-

mation to school personnel would be responsive to a major need identified

in the region during the developmental phase of the Far West Laboratory for

Educational Research and Development. In essence it would be a continuation

(o elaboration) or one of the five basic programs described in the Initial

Plan - the Communication and Information Program. Basic work has been

.

.initiatedalready in this program area through'a contract with the LockheeJ

Missile and Space Company. 'Our recent decision to meet an urgent need for

recognition in the region of the Laboratory and its functions through the

production of a series of ETV programs is also relevant.

Dissemination of information about new possibilities for improving

educational practices is a clearly assigned general responsibility of the

regional laboratories (Title IV Pub].ic Law 89-10). Early experience of the

laboratories,' however, makes it evident that this responsibility will not he

met easily;. Distribution of newsletters and brochures, reinterpreting

technical research reports, conducting'special conferences, or institutes,

consultation with qualified experts, implementation of EkTC, deTonstretion
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of exemplary programs, use of mass media, etc.. , although perhaps necessary

components of an effective system of dissemination have not been combined

and applied to produce desired results. The problem is to develop a

strategy and bring into being a system that will insure that school personnel,

at the time they make decisions about methods of instruction, curriculum,

school organization, etc. have the best available information about all

reasonable options that they might consider.

IT. A GENERAL STATEMENT OF MISSION

A. The Mission

The proposed focus of Laboratory activities can be identified more

precisely by the following statement of a general mission: "A proposed

mission of this Laboratory is to conduct those research, developmental,

apd eperstienal tasksth.at_will,b_ring:into existence effective use °Lin-

formation about: options available to school_personnel as they make decisions

injhe organizati9n and enerEltipn of schools." Final accomplishment of

this mission would bring about a state of affairs in which all known

alternatives are recognized and evaluated upon the basis of all available

evidence as each educational decision is made in the operation of schools.

This is a description of an ideal state, not one which is likely to be

attained completely, but one which establishes the desired direction of

improvement.

B. Relationship_to.Missions of.OthprOanizations

This mission is not likely to be of a unique interest to the Far West

Laboratory for Educational Research and Developnmmt since It.is an attack

upon an area of problems confronting all regional laboratories and one with

which each by necessity, if not by choice will be concerned. Furthermore,
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regional laboratories are net: alone among the educational, institutions that.

will. seek solutions to these problems since they pervade the .general concerns

which form: a large part of the present: thrust tmiard school improvements.

However, a sharply focused mission on communication of information in

the context of educational decision making may represent a new approach to

a general, problem,

III. SPECIFIC STATE OF AFFAIRS TO BE REALIZED

A. jny!lediats: Coals

The immediate goals to be achieved are as follows:

1. Develop among school personnel a strong positive attitude

in support of continuation and enlargement of investments in

educational.research and development. Specific pals to be

achieved are those attitudes that could be measured with an

attitude survey of school personnel which are expressed as a

readiness on the part of the majority to allocate resources to

educational research and development in an amount at least equal

to that which has generally been found desirable by forward

looking industry, i.e. from 5 to 10 per cent of the total

national educational budget.

2. Develop, among school personnel a knowledge of educational

research and development which supports realistic expectations

from research and development. Specifically we would seek to give

school personnel the ability to estimate the advantages, dis-

'advantages, benefits and costs of possible innovations in a manner

consistent with such estimates if they were made by persons most

knowledgeable and experiences in the area of, innovation. School
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personnel should neithor be overly opclul c.stl. or possiwistic-

about: the possibilities inherent in an innovation, nor should

they be overly concerned about: the effects of a change upon

their role within the school.

3. Develop a climate within school supportive of the full participation

of school personnel in educational research and development.

Specifically, educational research workers should be able to

find ready acceptance to any reasonable request: for participation

of schools in the work necessary to develop and evaluate a new idea.

These three objectives represent the immediate goals of the mission.

We should be able to measure definite gains in their direction within one

year and to have substantially achieved them in three years.

B. intermediate Goals

Within five years we should be able to specify and have made

significant progress toward the attainment of goals relative to an

.effective system for the development, storage:retrieval and display of the

information most needed by school personnel. By that time we can anticipate

that such information will have increased vastly in volume and kind as a

consequence of expansion of research and development activities.

C. Loa& Ratige Coals.

Within the long run of approximately ten years our goals will include

establishing effective organizational arrangements within schools whereby

the vastly larger amount of information available to school personnel is

being used effectively.



1V. PRESENT SiATE OF LFFA1RS

it is expected that the work now under ay with the. assistance of the

Lockheed Missile and Space Cempany will provide within six months a well.

documented and detailed analysis of the pre :eat state of affairs in the area

of the mission. Generally, the results of Phase I of the Lockheed Study support:

an early assessment of the present state of affairs as one needing vast improve-

ment. School personnel are confused and dissatisfied with their present infor-

mation or lack of it: about: educational research and development. Efforts known

by them to be underway to improve the situation are not looked upon as very

promising.

V. TASKS TO BE DONE

. The tasks to be accomplished under the guidance of the proposed mission. can

be organized within its three major components: (1) development of.attltudes

and expectations, (2) creation of a system for production, storage retrieval.

and disp.lay of information and (3) establishment of organization arrangement

within schools to utilize information effectively.

A. Tasks associated with develooment of attitudes and expectations.

These tasks need to be initiated ahead of others since if they are

effective in accomplishing their objectives, the performance of other

tasks of the mission will be less difficult.

Task A -]. (Spring 3967) - Develop and distribute for vieurilg by

classroom teachers (ETV, videotapes, or film) a series of 30

minute programs designed to show the excitement of educEtional
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research and development.

Task A-2 (Spring 1967) - Develop and distribute specific "Communication"

products. basod on past research an-I development in education. The
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products will be made available with the distribution of the series of

programs. They might include for example:

(a) Booklets describing for teachers the educational characteristics

of students witl: minority cultural backgrounds.

(b) A guide to the use of a roster of educational consultants

available to schools in the region.

(c) Conference reports produced by the Laboratory.

Task A3 (Spring and Summer 1967) - Desqn and conduct a survey to

determine the impact of the series of programs and products and to

.determine the discrepancy between results achieved and desired goals.

Task A4 (Summer and Fall 1967) - Revise plans, develop and distribute

a second series of programs and products (or develop an alternative

approach if this be indicated) .
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Task A-5 (Winter 1967) -Survey attitudes to determine the impact of

the revised program and products.

Task A-6 (1968) - Evaluate discrepancies be results achieved and

desired attitueinal goals. Continue to cycle through D, E and F until

the objectives specified for this part of the mission are achieved.

Task A-7 (1969) - Design and install as a part of laboratory'operations

a series of programs that maintains the attitudinal objectives that have

been reached.

B. Tasks associated with_creation of.a_Eystem for the production, storace,

retrieval and disalav_of informzIt;ipn. These tasks can not be specified

well at this time and should not anticipate the outcomes of the Lockheed

study; however, they can he identified in general- terms.
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Task R-1 - The first task to be completed is the study now undcway

through contract: with Lockheed. This study will produce design in-

formation for a suitable system (Fall 1967).

Task It - -2 - Plan Stage I of the development of an information system

upon the basis of the report of Phase'II of the Lockheed Study (Winter 1967).

Task B-3 - implement Stage I of the information system within a small

number of schools on a pilot basis (1960.

Task B-4 - Determine the effectiveness of the Stage I system in the

pilot: schools (Spring 1969).

Task B -5 - Revise and extend Stage 1 system to cover all schools in

the region (1969-1970).

Task B-6 - Plan Stage 1I information system on basis of evaluation of.

Stage I.pilot program and a review of design possibilities (1969).

Task B7 - Implement Stage I.I. system in a small number of pilot schools

.(1970).

Task 11-8 - Determine the effectiveness of Stage II system (1971).

Task B -9 - Replace Stage I system with Stage II system in schools of

the region (1972-1973).

C; Tasks associated with creating.within the school an organizatibnal arrange=

went to provide a capabiltly to utilize information effectively. The

process of change has been subjected to much analysis and research

during the past ten to twenty years. We have developed some infor-

mation about the problems of changing an organization's pattern of

activities
)

and future research is likely to acid to our understanding

of this complex process. It apPears reasonably well established that

organization change is not a process that must happen incidental./7
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or "naturally", but one that can be encouraged, directed, and

facilitated. The tas1; in this area will be planned to take advantage

of infomation anticipatedto be a result of research and developNent

donduc;.ed elsewhere and to create within each school an arrangement

within the school organization to facilitate the effective use of in-

formation :derived from educational research and development..

Task C-1 - Review and study of the present state of knm!ledge in the

genern1 area of "educational change" and of the promise of projects

in the area now underway and select, modify, and/or develop three of

the more promising approaches for testing (iii]. .1967)

Task C-?. - Introduce each of the three "approaches" experimentally

within pilot schools in the 'region. (1968).

Task C-3 - Evaluate the effectiveness of each of the "approaches" and

select one for intensive development (1969).

Task C-4 - Implement the "approach" selected and developed in piloi

schools of the region (1970).

Task C--5 - Determine the effectiveness of the "approach" and revised

as indicated (Spring-Summer 1971).

Task C-6 Integrate Stage I of the information system. with the

revised "approach" in pilot schools (1971).

Task C-7 - Determine the effectiveness of the integrated system (Fa].]. 1973).

Task C-8 - Revise and extend the integrated system to cover schools in

the region (1972-1973).

Task C-9 - Revise integrated system to accomodat _Stage II of the

information system (1973-1974).
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Task C.40 - Evaluate the total system mid make necessary revisions (1975).

Task C-11 - Provide procedures for constant monitoring, up-dating and

maintenance of the system (1976).
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Criteria for evaluating a mission

The laboratory missions may be defined as the ultimate long range tasks that
the laboratory has set out: to achieve. As such they must point the diroctiov, for the
programs and projects of the laboratory and provide the yardsticks by which to
measure their pertinence. They arc of basic important since the ultimate impact
of the laboratory on education can be no more significant than the missions it
adopts.

In thinking of laboratory missions, the question of criteria inevitthly arises.
Bow does one choose among missions? How can one decide upon the right combination
of importance, practicality and attainability ? The following criteria which have
emerged in program staff discussions, provide a partial answer to these questions.

PART I

Instructions

This part of the scale permits you to evaluate each mission on fourteen criteria.
These evaluations are to be made on a 5 point scale in which descriptions have been
prepared for the high, middle and low points. The two intermediate points
(points 2 and 4) arc to be used when in your judgment the mission that ycu arc
evaluating would best be described by a statement intermediate between two of the
prepared statements. For each of the fourteen criteria plaele a cheek mark in front
of the scale point that best reflects your evaluation of the mission under consideration.
It will be necessary to complete this part of the scale for each of the six missions.
It is suggested that you use the following procedures in completing then: evaluations:

1. Review the fourteen criteria given in this scale so as to hell- focus
your attention while reading the mission.

2. Select one of the mission statements, read and reread it carefully.

3. Find the rating form that has as its heading the name of th mission
you have just read. The rating forms for the six missk.ns are placed
in alphabetical order: Assessment, Change, Communication, Goals,
Interation, and Teacher'Education.

4. Make your evaluation of the mission you have just read on the fourteen
criteria given in the rating form.

5. Repeat steps one through four until you have evaluated all six of the
proposed missions. Then go on to Part. II of the scale.
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ASSESSMENT

1. IMPORTANCE - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HOLD A PROMISE OF MEETING AN
IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL NEED OF THE REGION.

5 This mission is addressed to a major need where current practice is
known to be weak.

4

3 Is addressed to a need where some specific deficiencies are known to
exist.

2

1 Is addressed to a need where current practices are satisfactory, but
could be improved.

2. FOCUS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE A CLEARLY DEFINED FOCUS.

5 This mission proposes to produce a specific, clearly described end product.
4

3 Describes a class of end products in moderately specific terms.
2

1 Has a rather broad focus that is not very clear as this point.

3. BREADTH OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE BROAD ENOUGH TO INCLUDE
SEVERAL LEVELS OF TASKS RANGING FROM DIRECT SERVICE AT
THE CLASSROOM LEVEL TO TESTING SIGNIFICANT THEORETICAL
CONSTRUCTS AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL.

5 This mission would include significant tasks at several levels.
4

3 Permits some breadth, but would fall far short of reaching from the
classroom to the national level.

2

1 Nearly all tasks would be directed at a single level.

4. PAY OFF - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT OUTPUT TO SUSTAIN
ITS OWN MOMENTUM, i.e. SHOULD PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT SHORT TERI" AND
INTERMEDIATE AS WELL AS LONG TERM PAYOFFS.

5 This mission will probably produce significant payoffs regularly through-
out the life of the Laboratory.

4

3 Shows little chance of producing significant payoffs during at least one
phase, i.e. may have good long term possibilities but For short term
possibilities or vice versa.

2

1 Will probably not produce significant payoffs at any of the 3 phases.



5. FEEDBACK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF
EVALUATIVE AND CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK PROCEDURES.

5 This mission permits frequent corrective feedback proslures. They

are built in or could easily be b.ilt in.
4

3 Offers limited possibilities for, self evaluation and corrective feedback.
2

1 Does not lend itself to corrective feedback. Little or none wou].d be
possible.

30S

6. COMPATIBILITY WITH RESOURCES - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE WELL SUITED
TO THE REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL CLIMATE, THE
REGIONAL RESOURCES AND THE TALENTS OF TUE
LABORATORY STAFF.

5 This mission is very well suited to the regional resources and the
talents of the laboratory staff.

4

3' Does not fit regional and/or stiff resources very well, but could be
carried out.

2

J. Fits with regional and/or staff resources poorly enough to make successful
execution doubtful.

7. ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A COOPERATIVE
EFFORT WITH OTHER EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN THE
REGION.

5 A close partnership with several significant organizations in the region
would probably emerge.

4

3 Mission would permit moderate involvement of one or more other educational
organizations.

2

1 Little or no significant cooperative effort would be likely to develop.

13.' FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM ORIENTATION - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION .SHOULD DEAL WITH A
MAJOR EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM.

5 This mission deals with a problem that has, major implications for the
total educational role of society.

4

3 Deals with a problem that would Eave impact on a major sector of education.
2

1 Deals with a problem thit would have few significant implications.
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9. DUPLICATION - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION DOES NOT DUPLICATE UNNECESSARILY THE
EFFORT OF ANY OTHER MAJOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION.

4111.10.-,11,

5 This mission centers effort in an area where virtually nothing is now
being accomplished.

4

3 Relates to but does not duplicate other significant efforts.
2

1 Duplicates other work to a degree that suggests our effort would be
largely wasted.

10. FUNDING FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD MARE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
ON EDUCATION WITHIN THE PROBABLE ANNUAL BUDGET OF THE
LABORATORY (one to two million dollars).

5 This mission is very likely to produce a major impact within our
. budget limitations.

4

3 It is doubtful if a significant impact can be made within our probable
budget.

2

1 There is almost no chance of making a significant impact within our
probable budget.

11. BREADTH OF APPLICATION -1 AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE IMPLICATIONS ACROSS
A REASONABLY BROAD EDUCATIONAL RANGE, i.e. SHOULD NOT
BE LIMITED TO A SINGLE GRADE LEVEL, A SINGLE CURRICULUM
OR A SINGLE TYPE OF PUPIL.

5 This mission will have implications across the total range of education.
4

3 Implications for many educational programs, for different curriculum
areas, and at different grade levels.

2

1 Implications that are confined to narrow educational boundaries.

12. POLITICAL FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE POLITICALLY FEASIBLE.

5 This mission is not likely toconflict with the interests of powerful
or special interest groups or generate significant or widespread opposition.

4

3 Might step on a few toes but not to a degree that would be likely to
restrict seriously the Laboratory's effectiveness,

2

1 Is a political "hot potato".



13. BALANCE OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A BALANCE AMONG THE
VARIOUS STEPS IN THE RESEARCH TO IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUUM
THAT TS APPROPRIATE FOR A REC1ONAL LABORATORY.

310

5 There is a reasonable balance among research, development, demonstration
and diffusion efforts.

4

3 One or two steps in the research to implementation continuum would take
a disproportionate amount of the Laboratory effort.

2

1 Tasks are centered almost entirely in one of two areas such as research-
development or diffusion-implementation.

14. RISK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION INVOLVES A MINIMUM RISK OF FAILURE OF ACHIEVEMENT
OF PLANNED OBJECTIVES.

5. The chances of achieving the planned objectives appear to be excellent.
4

3 Such things as current knowledge limitations or difficult intermediate
tasks introduce a significant risk that the planned objectives will not
be reached.

2

1 There seems little chance of making significant progress towards the
planned objectives.
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CHANGE

1. IMPORTANCE - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HOLD A PROMLSE OF MEET.tNG AN
IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL NEED OF THE REGION.

5 This mission is addressed to a major need where current pTactice is
known to be weak.

4

3 Is addressed to a need where some specific deficiencies are known to
exist.

2

1 Is addressed to a need where current practices are satisfactory, but:
could be improved.

2. FOCUS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE A CLEARLY DEFINED FOCUS.

5 This mission proposes to produce a specific, clearly described end product.
4

3 Describes a class of end products in moderately specific terms.
2

1 Has a rather broad focus that is not very clear as this point.

3. BREADTH OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE BROAD ENOUGH TO INCLUDE
SEVERAL LEVELS OF TASKS RANGING FROM DIRECT SERVICE AT
THE CLASSROOM LEVEL TO TESTING SIGNIFICANT THEORETICAL
CONSTRUCTS AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL.

i

i

I

i

5 This mission would include significant tasks at several levels.
4

3 Permits some breadth, but would fall far short of reaching from the
classroom to the national level.

2

1 Nearly all tasks would be directed at a single level.

4. PAY OFF - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT OUTPUT ro SUSTAIN
ITS OWN MOMENTUM, i.e. SHOULD PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT SHORT TERM AND
INTERMEDIATE AS WELL AS LONG TERM PAYOFFS.

5 This mission will probably produce significant payoffs regularly through-
out the life of the Laboratory.

4

3 Shows little chance of producing significant payoffs during at least one
phase, i.e. may have good long term possibilities but poor short term
possibilities or vice versa.

2

I Will probably not produce significant payoffs at any of the 3 phases.



5. FEEDBACK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF
EVALUATIVE AND CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK PROCEDURES.

5 This mission permits frequent corrective feedback procedures. They
are built in or could easily be built in.
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4

3 Offers limited possibilities for self evaluation and corrective feedback.
2

1 Does not lend itself to corrective feedback. Little or none would be
possible.

6. COMPATIBILITY WITH RESOURCES - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE WELL SUITED
TO THE REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL CLIMATE, THE
REGIONAL RESOURCES AND THE TALENTS OF THE
LABORATORY STAFF.

5 This mission is very well suited to the regional resources and the
talents of the laboratory.staff.

4

3 Does not fit regional and/or staff resources very well, but could be
carried out.

2

1 Fits with regional and/or staff resources poorly enough to make successful
execution doubtful.

7. ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A COOPERATIVE
EFFORT WITH OTHER EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN THE
REGION.

5 A close partnership with several significant organizations in the region
would probably emerge.

4

3 Mission would permit moderate involvement of one or more other educational
organizations.

2

1 Little or no significant cooperative effort would be likely to develop.

8. FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM ORIENTATION - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD DEAL WITH A
MAJOR EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM.

5 This mission deals with a problem that has major implications for the
total educational role of society.

4

3 Deals with a problem that would have impact on a major sector of education.
2

1 Deals with a problem that would have few significant implications.
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9. DUPLICATION - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION DOES NOT DUPLICATE UNNECESSARILY THE
EFFORT OF ANY OTHER MAJOR RESEAUCH AND I)EVELOPUENT ORGANIZATION.

5 This mission centers effort in an area where virtually nothing is now
being accomplished.

4

3 Relates to but does not duplicate other significant efforts.
2

1 Duplicates other work to a degree that suggests our effort would be
largely wasted.

10. FUNDING FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD MARE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
ON EDUCATION WITHIN THE PROBABLE ANNUAL BUDGET OF THE
LABORATORY (one to two million dollars).

5 This mission is very likely to produce a major impact within our
.budget limitations.

4

3 It is doubtful if a significant impact can be made within our probable
budget.

2

1 There is almost no chance of making a significant impact within our
probable budget.

11. BREADTH OF APPLICATION AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE IMPLICATIONS ACROSS
A REASONABLY BROAD EDUCATIONAL RANGE, i.e. SHOULD NOT
BE LIMITED TO A SINGLE GRADE LEVEL, A SINGLE CURRICULUM
OR A SINGLE TYPE OF PUPIL.

5 This mission will have implications across the total range of education.
4

3 Implications for many educational programs, for different. curriculum
areas, and at different grade levels.

2

1 Implications that are confined to narrow educational boundaries.

12. POLITICAL FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE POLITICALLY FEASIBLE.

5 This mission is not likely to conflict with the interests of powerful
or special interest groups or generate significant or widespread opposition.

4

3 Might step on a few toes but not to a degree that would be likely to
restrict seriously the Laboratory's effectiveness.

2

1 Is a political "hot potato".



13. BALANCE OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A BALANCE AMONG THE
VARIOUS STEPS IN THE RESEARCH TO IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUUM
THAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR A REGIONAL LABORATORY.

314

5 .There is a reasonable balance among research, development, demonstration
and diffusion efforts.

4

3 One or two steps in the research to implementation continuum would take
a disproportionate amount of the Laboratory effort.

2

1 Tasks are centered almost entirely in one of two areas such as research-
development or diffusion-implenentation.

14. RISK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION INVOLVES A MINIMUM RISK OF FAILURE OF ACHIEVEMENT
OF PLANNED OBJECTIVES.

5 The chances of achieving the planned objectives appear to be excellent.
4

3 Such things as current knowledge limitations or difficult intermediate
tasks introduce a significant risk that the planned objectives will not
be reached.

2

1 There seems little chance of making significant progress towards the
planned objectives.



C OMMUNICATIO N

1. IMPORTANCE - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HOLD A PKO:1ISE OF MEETING AN

IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL NEED OF THE REGION.

5 This mission is addressed to a major need where current practice is

khown to be weak.

4

3 Is addressed to a need where some specific deficiencies are known to
exist.

2

1 Is addressed to a need where current practices are satisfactory, but
could be improved.

2. FOCUS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE A CLEARLY DEFINED FOCUS.

315

5 This mission proposes to produce a specific, clearly described end product.

4

3 Describes a class of end products in moderately specific terms.

2

1 Has a rather broad focus that is not very clear as this point.

3. BREADTH OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE BROAD ENOUGH TO INCLUDE
SEVERAL LEVELS OF TASKS RANGING FROM DIRECT SERVICE AT
THE CLASSROOM LEVEL TO TESTING SIGNIFICANT THEORETICAL
CONSTRUCTS AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL.

5 This mission would include significant tasks at several levels.

4

3 Permits some breadth, but would fall far short of reaching from the
classroom to the national level.

2

1 Nearly all tasks would be directed at a single level.

4. PAY OFF - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT OUTPUT TO SUSTAIN

ITS OWN MOMENTUM, i.e. SHOULD PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT SHORT TERM AND

INTERMEDIATE AS WELL AS LONG TERM PAYOFFS.

5 This mission will probably produce significant payoffs regularly through-

out the life of the Laboratory.

4

3 Shows little chance of producing significant payoffs during at least one
phase, i.e. may have good long term possibilities but poor short term
possibilities or vice versa.

2

1 Will probably not produce significant payoffs at any of the 3 phases.



5. FEEDBACK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERNIT THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF
EVALUATIVE AND CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK PROCEDURES.

5 This mission permits frequent corrective feedback procedures. They
are built in or could easily be built in.
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4
3 Offers limited possibilities for self evaluation and corrective feedback.
2
1 Does not lend itself to corrective feedback. Little or none would be

possible.

6. COMPATIBILITY WITH RESOURCES - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE WELL SUITED
TO THE REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL CLIMATE, THE
REGIONAL RESOURCES AND THE TALENTS OF THE
LABORATORY STAFF.

5 This mission is very well suited to the regional resources and the
talents of the laboratory staff..

4
3 Does not fit regional and/or staff resources very well, but could be

carried out.
2
1 Fits with regional and/or staff resources poorly enough to make successful,

execution doubtful.

7. ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A COOPERATIVE
EFFORT WITH OTHER EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN THE
REGION.

5 A close partnership with several significant organizations in the region
would probably emerge.

4
3 Mission would permit moderate involvement of one or more ether educational

organizations.
2
1 Little or no significant cooperative effort would be likely to develop.

8. FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM ORIENTATION - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD DEAL WITH A
MAJOR EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM.

5 This mission deals with a problem that has major implications for the
total educational role of society.

4
3 Deals with a problem that would have impact on a major sector of education.
2
1 Deals with a problem that would have few significant implications.
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9. DUPLICATION - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION DOES NOT DUPLICATE UNNECESSARILY THE
EFFORT OF ANY OTHER MAJOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION.
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5 This mission centers effort in an area where virtually nothing is now
being accomplished.

4
3 Relates to but does not duplicate other significant efforts.
2

1 Duplicates other work to a degree that suggests our effort would be
largely wasted.

10. FUNDING FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD MARE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
ON EDUCATION WITHIN THE PROBABLE ANNUAL BUDGET OF THE
LABORATORY (one to two million dollars).

5 This mission is very likely to produce a major impact within our- .

.budget limitations.
4

3 It is doubtful if a significant impact can be made within our probable
budget.

2

1 There is almost no chance of making a significant impact within our
probable budget.

11. BREADTH OF APPLICATION AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE IMPLICATIONS ACROSS
A REASONABLY BROAD EDUCATIONAL RANGE, i.e. SHOULD NOT
BE LIMITED TO A SINGLE GRADE LEVEL, A SINGLE CURRICULUM
OR A SINGLE TYPE OF PUPIL.

5 This mission will have implications across the total range of education.
4

3 Implications for many educational programs, for different curriculum
4j:areas, and at different grade levels.
2

1 Implications that are confined to narrow educational boundaries.

12. POLITICAL FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE POLITICALLY FEASIBLE.

5. This mission is not likely to conflict with the interests of powerful
or special interest groups or generate significant or widespread opposition.

4

3 Might step on a few toes but not to a degree that would be likely to
restrict seriously the Laboratory's effectiveness..

2

1 Is a political "hot potato".
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13. BALANCE OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A BALANCE AMONG TUE
VARIOUS STEPS IN THE RESEARCH TO IMPLEMENTATION CONTMUUN
THAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR A REGIONAL LABORATORY.

5 There is a reasonable balance among research, development, demonstration
and diffusion efforts.

4

3 One or two steps in the research to implementation continuum would take
a disproportionate amount of the Laboratory effort.

2

1 Tasks are centered almost entirely in one of two areas such as research-
development or diffusion-implementation.

14. RISK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION INVOLVES A MINIMUM RISK OF FAILURE OF ACHIEVEMENT
OF PLANNED OBJECTIVES.

5 The chances of achieving the planned objectives appear to be excellent.
4

3 Such things as current knowledge limitations or difficult intermediate
tasks introduce a significant risk that the planned objectives will not
be reached.

2

1 There seems little chance of making significant progress towards the
planned objectives.

C



1. IMPORTANCE -,AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD MOLD A PLOMISE OF MEETING AN
IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL NEED OF THE REGION.

5 This mission is addressed to a major need where current practice is
khown to be weak.

4

3 Is addressed to a need where some specific deficiencies are known to
exist.

2

1 Is addressed to a need where current practices are satisfactory, but
could be improved.

2. FOCUS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE A CLEARLY DEFINED FOCUS.
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5 This mission proposes to produce a specific, clearly described end product.
4

3 Describes a class of end products in moderately specific terms.
2

1 Has a rather broad focus that is not very clear as this point.

3. BREADTH OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE BROAD ENOUGH TO INCLUDE
SEVERAL LEVELS OF TASKS RANGING FROM DIRECT SERVICE AT
THE CLASSROOM LEVEL TO TESTING SIGNIFICANT THEORETICAL
CONSTRUCTS AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL.

5 This mission would include significant tasks at several levels.
4

3 Permits some breadth, but would fall far short of reaching from the
classroom to the national level.

2

1 Nearly all tasks would be directed at a single level.

4. PAY OFF - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT OUTPUT TO SUSTAIN .

ITS OWN MOMENTUM, i.e. SHOULD PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT SHORT TERM AND
INTERMEDIATE AS WELL AS LONG TERM PAYOFFS.

_ 5 This mission will probably produce significant payoffs regularly through-
out the life of the Laboratory.

4

'3 Shows little chance of producing significant payoffs during at least one
phase, i.e. may have good long term possibilities but poor short term
possibilities or vice versa.

2

1 Will probably not produce significant payoffs at any of the 3 phases.
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5. FEEDBACK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERNIT THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF
EVALUATIVE AND CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK PROCEDURES.

5 This mission permits frequent corrective feedback procedures. They
are built in or could easily be built in.

4

4 Offers limited possibilities for self evaluation and corrective feedback.
2
1 Does not lend itself to corrective feedback. Little or none would be

possible.

6. COMPATIBILITY WITH RESOURCES - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE WELL SUITED
TO THE REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL CLIMATE, THE
REGIONAL RESOURCES AND THE TALENTS OF THE
LABORATORY STAFF.

5 This mission is very well suited to the regional' resources and the
talents of the laboratory staff.

4

3 Does not fit regional and/or staff resources very well, but could be
carried out.

2
1 Fits with regional and/or staff resources poorly enough to make successful

execution doubtful.

7. ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A COOPERATIVE
EFFORT WITH OTHER EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN THE
REGION.

5 A close partnership with several significant organizations in the region

4

3 Mission would permit moderate involvement of one or more other educational
organizations.

2
1 Little or no significant cooperative effort would be likely to develop.

would probably emerge.

8. FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM ORIENTATION

5 This mission deals with a
total educational role of

4

3

2

1

Deals with a problem that

Deals with a problem that,

- AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD DEAL WITH A
MAJOR EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM.

problem that has major implications for the
society.

would have impact on a major sector of education.

would have few significant implications.



9. DUPLICATION - AN APFROI'RIATE MISSION DOES NOT DUPLICATE UNNECESSARILY THE
EFFORT OF ANY OTHER MAXI. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION.

5 This mission centers effort in an area where virtually nothing is now
being accomplished.

4

3 Relates to but does not duplicate other significant efforts.
2

1 Duplicates other work to a degree that suggests our effort would be
largely wasted.

10. FUNDING FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD MAKE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
ON EDUCATION WITHIN THE PROBABLE ANNUAL BUDGET OF THE
LABORATORY (one to two million dollars).

5 This mission is very likely to produce a major impact within our
budget limitations.

4

3 It is doubtful if a significant impact can be made within our probable
budget

2

1 There is almost no chance of making a significant impact within our
probable budget.

11. BREADTH OF APPLICATION -1 AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE IMPLICATIONS ACROSS

A REASONABLY BROAD EMATIONAL RANCE, i.e. SHOULD NOT
BE LIMITED TO A SINGLE GRADE LEVEL, A SINGLE CURRICULUM
OR A SINGLE TYPE OF PUPIL.

5 This mission will have implications across the total range of education.
4

3 Implications for many educational programs, for different curriculum
areas, and at different grade levels.

2

1 Implications that are confined to narrow educational boundaries.

12. POLITICAL FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE POLITICALLY FEASIBLE.

5 This mission is not likely to conflict with the interests of powerful
or special interest groups or generate significant or widespread opposition.

4

3 Might step on a few toes but not to a degree that would be likely to
. restrict seriously the Laboratory's effectiveness.

2

1 Is a political "hot potato".



13. BALANCE OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A BALANCE AMONG TEE
VARIOUS STEPS IN TUE RESEARCH TO IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUUM
THAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR A REGIONAL LABORaORY
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5 There is a reasonable balance among research, development, demonstration
and diffusion efforts.

4

3 One or tuo steps in the research to implementation continuum would take
a disproportionate amount of the Laboratory effort.

2
1 Tasks are centered almost entirely in one of two areas such as research-

development or di f f usi on-implementa ti on .

14. RISK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION INVOLVES A MINIMUM RISK OF FAILURE OF ACHIEVEMENT
OF PLANNED OBJECTIVES.

5 The chances of achieving the planned objectives appear to be excellent.
4

3 Such things as current knowledge limitations or difficult intermediate
tasks introduce a significant risk that the planned objectives will not
be reached.

2

1 There seems little chance of making significant progress towards the
planned objectives.
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1. IMPORTANCE - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HOLD A PROMISE OF MEETING AN
IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL NEED OF THE REGION.

5 This.mission is addressed to a major need where current practice is
khown to be weak.

4

3 Is addressed to a need where some specific deficiencies are known to
exist.

2

1 Is addressed to a need where current practices are satisfactory, but
.could be improved.

FOCUS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE A CLEARLY DEFINED FOCUS.

5 This mission proposes to produce a specific, clearly described end product.
4

3. Describes a class of end products in moderately' specific terms.
2
1 Has a rather broad focus that is not very clear as this point.

3. BREADTH OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE BROAD ENOUGH TO INCLUDE
SEVERAL LEVELS OF TASKS RANGING FRON DIRECT SERVICE AT
THE CLASSROOM LEVEL TO TESTING SIGNIFICANT THEORETICAL
CONSTRUCTS AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL.

5 This mission would include significant tasks at several levels.
4

3 Permits some breadth, but would fall far short of reaching from the
classroom to the national level.

2

1 Nearly all tasks would be directed at a single level.

4. PAY OFF - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT OUTPUT TO SUSTAIN
ITS OWN MOMENTUM, i.e. SHOULD PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT SHORT TERM AND
INTERMEDIATE AS WELL AS LONG TERM PAYOFFS.

5 This mission will probably produce significant payoffs regularly through-
out the life of the Laboratory.

4
3 Shows little chance of producing significant payoffs during at least one

phase, i.e. may have good long term possibilities but poor short term
possibilities or vice versa.

2

1 Will probably not produce significant payoffs at any of the 3 phases.
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5. FEEDBACK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PEP,MIT THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF
EVALUATIVE AND CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK PROCEDURES.

5 This mission permits frequent corrective. feedback procedures. They
are built in or could easily be built in.

4

3 Offers limited possibilities for self evaluation and corrective feedback.
2
1 Does not lend itself to corrective feedback. Little or none would be

possible.

6. COMPATIBILITY WITH RESOURCES - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE WELL SUITED
TO THE REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL CLIMATE, THE
REGIONAL RESOURCES AND THE TALENTS OF THE
LABORATORY STAFF.

O

5. This mission is very well suited to the regional resources and the
talents of the laboratory staff.

4

3 Does not fit regional and/or staff resources very well, but could be
carried out. .

2

1 Fits with regional and/or staff resources poorly enough to make successful
execution doubtful.

7. ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEICNT - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A COOPERATIVE
EFFORT WITH OTHER EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN THE
REGION.

5 A close partnership with several significant organizations in the region
would probably emerge.

4

3 Mission would permit moderate involvement of one or more other educational
organizations.

2
1 Little or no significant cooperative .effort would be likely to develop.

8. FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM ORIENTATION - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD DEAL WITH A
MAJOR EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM.

5 This mission deals with a problem that has major implications for the
total educational role of society.

4

3 Deals with a problem that would have impact on a major sector of education.
2

1 Deals with a problem that would have few significant implications.
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9. DUPLICATION - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION DOES NOT DUPLICATE UNNECESSARILY THE
EFFORT OF ANY OTHER MAJOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION.

.5 This mission centers effort in an area where virtually nothing is now
being accomplished.

4

3 Relates to but does not duplicate other significant efforts.
2

1 Duplicates other work to a degree that suggests our effort would be
largely wasted.

10. FUNDING FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD MAKE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
ON EDUCATION WITHIN THE PROBABLE ANNUAL BUDGET OF THE
LABORATORY (one to two mIlIion dollars).

5 This mission is very likely to produce a major impact within our
budget limitations.

4

3 It is doubtful if a significant impact can be made within our probable
budget.

2

1 There is almost no chance of making a significant impact within our
probable budget.

11. BREADTH OF APPLICATION L AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE IMPLICATIONS ACROSS
A REASONABLY BROAD EDUCATIONAL RANGE, i.e. SHOULD NOT
BE LIMITED TO A SINGLE GRADE LEVEL, A SINGLE CURRICULUM
OR A SINGLE TYPE OF PUPIL.

5 This mission will have implications across the total range of education.
4

3 Implications for many educational programs, for different curriculum
areas, and at different grade levels.

2

1 Implications that are confined to narrow educational boundaries.

12. POLITICAL FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE POLITICALLY FEASIBLE.

5 This mission is not likely to conflict with the interesta of powerful
or special interest groups or generate significant or widespread opposition.

4
3 Might step on a few toes but not to a degree that would be likely to

restrict seriously the Laboratory's effectiveness.
2

1 Is a political "hot potato".



13. BALANCE OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A BALANCE AMONG THE
VARIOUS STEPS TN THE RESEARCH TO IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUUM
THAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR A REGIONAL LABORATORY.
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5 There is a reasonable balance among research, development, demonstration
and diffusion efforts.

4

3 One or two steps in the research to implementation continuum would take
a disproportionate amount of the Laboratory effort.

2

1 Tasks are centered almostentirely in one of two areas such as research--

development or diffusion-implementation.

14. RISK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION INVOLVES A MINIMUM RISK OF FAILURE OF ACHIEVEMENT
OF PLANNED OBJECTIVES.

5 The chances of achieving the planned objectives appear to be excellent.
4

3 Such things as current knowledge limitations or difficult intermediate
tasks introduce a significant risk that the planned objectives will not:
be reached.

2
1 There seems little chance of makiUg significant progress towards the

planned objectives.
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1. IMPORTANCE - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD MOLD A PROMISE OF MEETING AN
IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL NEED OF THE REGION.

5 This mission is addressed to
known to be weak.

4

3

2

1

Is addressed to a need where
exist.

Is addressed to a needwhere
'could be improved.

a major need where current practice is

some specific deficiencies are known to

current practices are satisfactory, but

2. FOCUS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE A CLEARLY DEFINED FOCUS.

5 This mission proposes to
4

3 Describes a class of end
2

1 Has a rather broad focus
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produce a specific, clearly described end product.

products in moderately specific terms.

that is not very clear as this point.

3. BREADTH OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE BROAD ENOUGH TO INCLUDE
SEVERAL LEVELS OF TASKS RANGING FROM DIRECT SERVICE AT
THE CLASSROOM LEVEL TO TESTING SIGNIFICANT THEORETICAL
CONSTRUCTS AT THE NATIONLL LEVEL.

5. This mission would include significant tasks at several levels.
4

3 Permits some breadth, but would fall far short of reaching from the
classroom to the national level.

2

1 Nearly all tasks would be directed at a single level.

4. PAY OFF.- AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT OUTPUT TO SUSTAIN .

ITS OWN MOMENTUM, i.e. SHOULD PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT SHORT TERM AND
INTERMEDIATE AS WELL AS LONG TERM PAYOFFS.

5 This mission will probably produce significant payoffs regularly through -
out. the life of the Laboratory.

4

3 Shows little chance of producing significant payoffs during at least one
phase, i.e. may have good long term possibilities but poor short term
possibilities or vice versa.

2

1 Will probably not produce. significant payoffs at any o.7 the 3 phases.
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5. FEEDBACK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF
EVALUATIVE AND CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK PROCEDURES.

5 This mission permits frequent corrective feedback procedures. They
are built in or could easily be built in.

4

3 Offers limited possibilities for self evaluation and corrective feedback.
2
1 Does not lend itself to corrective feedback. Little or none would be

possible.

6. COMPATIBILITY WITH RESOURCES - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE WELL SUITED
TO THE REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL CLIMATE, THE
REGIONAL RESOURCES AND THE TALENTS OF THE
LABORATORY STAFF.

5 This mission is very well suited to the regional resources and the
talents of the laboratory staff.

4

3 Does not fit regional and/or staff resources very-well, but could be
carried out.

2

1 Fits with regional and/or staff resources poorly enough to make successful
execution doubtful.

7. ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A COOPERATIVE
EFFORT WITH OTHER EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN THE
REGION.

5 A close partnership with several significant. organizations in the region
would probably emerge.

4

3 Mission would permit moderate involvement of one or more other educational
organizations.

2

1 Little or no significant cooperative effort would be likely to develop.

8. FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM ORIENTATION - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD DEAL WITH A
MAJOR EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM.

5 This mission deals with a problem that has major implications for the
total educational role of society.

4

3 Deals with a problem that would have impact on a major sector of education.
2-

1 Deals with a problem that would have few signifiCant
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9. DUPLICATION - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION DOES NOT DUPLICATE UNNECESSARILY THE
EFFORT OF ANY OTHER MAJOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANYZATION.

5 This mission centers effort in an area where virtually nothing is now
being accomplished.

4

3 Relates to but does not duplicate other significant efforts.
2

1 Duplicates other work to a degree that suggests our effort would be
largely wasted.

10. FUNDING FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD MAKE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
ON EDUCATION WITHIN THE PROBABLE ANNUAL BUDGET OF THE
LABORATORY (one to two mi].].ion dollars) .

5 This mission is very likely to produce a major impact within our
budget limitations.

4

3 It is doubtful if a significant impact can be made within our probable
budget.

2

1 There is almost no chance of making a significant impact within our
probable budget.

11. BREADTH OF APPLICATION = AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD HAVE IMPLICATIONS ACROSS
A REASONABLY BROAD EDUCATIONAL RANGE, i.e. SHOULD NOT
BE LIMITED TO A SINGLE GRADE LEVEL, A SINGLE CURRICULUM
OR A SINGLE TYPE OF PUPIL.

5 This mission will have implications across the total range of education.
4

3 Implications for many educational programs, for different, curriculum
areas, and at different grade levels.

2

1 Implications that are confined to narrow educational boundaries.

12. POLITICAL FEASIBILITY - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION SHOULD BE POLITICALLY FEASIBLE.

5 This mission is not likely to conflict with the interests of powerful
or special interest groups or generate significant or widespread opposition.

4

3 Might step on a few toes but not to a degree that would be likely to
restrict seriously the Laboratory's effectiveness,

2

1 Is a political "hot potato".



13. BALANCE OF TASKS - AN APPROPRIATE:MISSION SHOULD PERMIT A BALANCE AMONG THE
VARIOUS STEPS IN THE RESEARCH TO IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUUM
THAT lS APPROPRIATE FOR A REGIONAL LABORATORY.
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5 There is a reasonable balance among research, development, demonstration
and diffusion efforts.

4

3 One or two steps in the research to implementation continuum would take
a disproportionate amount of the Laboratory effort.

2

1 Tasks are Centered almost entirely in one of two areas such as research-
development or diffusion-implementation.

14. RISK - AN APPROPRIATE MISSION INVOLVES A MINIMUM RISK OF FAILURE OF ACHIEVEMENT
OF PLANNED OBJECTIVES.

5 The chances of achieving the planned objectives appear to be excellent.
4

3 Such things as current knowledge limitations or difficult intermediate
tasks introduce a significant risk that the planned objectives will not
be reached.

2

1 There seems little chance of making significant progress towards the
planned objectives.
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Overall ranking of the six missions:
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Since there is no reason to believe that the fourteen criteria listed are
equally important, nor is it likely that complete agreement could be obtained on
their relative importance, it is possible for a mission to obtain the highest
total score on these criteria in Part I and yet not be considered by the rater to
be generally the most desirable mission for the Laboratory to adopt. This
section of the form gives you an opportunity, to make a global evaluation of the
six missions and rank them in order of preference. Two rankings arc called
for. First, rank the missions in the order you would prefer them for the
primary mission of the Laboratory. To do this, write a number one (1) in_
front of the mission you believe would be most desirable as the primary mission,
a two (2) in front of the mission you consider 'second most desirable and so on
until all six missions have been ranked. Then go on and repeat the process
indicating your preference for the six missions as the secondary mission'of the
Laboratory.

Rankings for Primary Mission

Assessment

Change

Communication

Goals

Interaction

Teacher Education

xylkinigrig Mission
Assessment

Change

Communication

Goals

Interaction

Teacher Education
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SUPPORT FILE

Products

Prospectus for the Establishment in 1966 of a Northern California
Education Laboratory under Title IV, Public Law 89-10,
October 14, 1956

Progress Report, March 31, 1966

Abstract of Progress Report, March 31, 1966

Technical Progress Report, April 30, 1966

Initial Plan, June 15, 1966

First Annual Report, September 15, 1966

Proceedings: Conference on Instructional Methods & Teacher Behavior.
November 21, 1966

Communication and Utilization Study for Educational Research and
Development, Phase I (Lockheed Missiles & Space Company)
November 30, 1966

Proceedings: Conference on Inservice Education, December 1-2, 1966

Program Documents

Formulating Educational Problems, Feburary, 1967

TV Program Listing, Spring, 1967

Program Plans, March 1, 1967

Report of Advisory Council, March 28, 1967

Programs - 10 Answers, May, 1967

Mexican-Americans: A Handbook for Educators, 1967

Draft of A Handbook for the Assessment and Measurement
Outcomes (first seven sections) 1967

Memoranda for the Board of Directors, September, 1966 -

of Educational

August, 1967

332
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Products (continued)

Kinescopes:
a) "I Don't Get How That Happens"
b "A Good'Start for Learning"
c "Micro-Teaching"
d "Each One is Different"
e) "All Working Together"

Documents

Joint Powers Agreement, 1966

Amendment to Joint Powers Agreement, November 22, 1966

Subcontract with Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, September 30, 1966

Subcontract with American Institutes for Research, Problem Formulation,
January 15, 1967

Subcontract with KQED

Subcontract with Stanford Research Institute

Employee Handbook

Business Office Manual

National Science Foundation Proposal, March 20, 1967

Minutes of Meetings: Board of Directors, Executive Panel, Administrative
Committee

Professional Staff Biographies

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPYl. . ....'


